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Photo: Eric Brorup 
..Patrick Donovan, the 29 year old B.C Hydro when the helicopter was transferring the injured 
einployee from Cranbrook Was reported to. be man from Bulldey Valley Hospital where lie had 
progressing favoarably in Mills Memorial Hospital, first been taken after his,  fall, took the above photo 
this week, after suffering serious injuries whtn he shortly • after the aircraft landed. 
fell 40 feet from a helicopter Sling in the Telkwn . .Officials at Mills Memorial said' the man un- 
Pass, Monday, April 17. A photographer who 'derwent signigieant surgery for crush injuries, 
hpppened to be passing the h~pital  in Terrace after his arrival. ' 
Former B.C: Premier Dave Barrett glances at  a company thefour photos of the'event inyesLerday's 
• copy of a brief delivered by Jean Cue, On behalf of paper.mauvertently was left,~ printed on today's 
the under-privileged, at Saturday's NDP caucus- wont page it, describes,the NDP caucus that one 
*dinner,dance meeting, attended by an  estimated phonc caller insists was "The major event of the 
500 in Kitimat. lnadvertesltlv, the story to ac- decdde." 
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REOREATION OHATi'ER 
Roller skating at the Terrace Arena begins Sunday, 
May 7 from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Bring the whole 
family. 
Roller skating will be happening Tuesday, Wed- 
nesnay, Fridays and Sundays from May 7 until Augast 
6. Please consult he Arena Schedule in your Spring 
1978 Recreational Opportunities Handbook or call 638- 
1174, for further information. Roller skates for people 
of all sizes are avaflablebor rental. 
A Synchronized Swimming Club will be conducted 
by Heather Archer from Synchro Swim B.C. at the 
Terrace Pool on May 5, 6, and 7. All interested persons 
should contact Sharon Lough at 638-1174, before May 4. 
The clinic is open to swimmers interested in im- 
proving their synchronized swimming instructors or 
COaChes. 
Adult swimming on Friday 5, between 8 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. will be cancelled to accommodate he 
Synchronized Clinic; a special event for Terrace. 
Family Gym time at Kiti K'Shan School is providing 
opportunity for fun and fitness for the entire 
family. Every family is welcome to attend free of 
c~rge, on Wednesday nlghtsTrom 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
~ctivities depend on the decision made by the group 
of attendance each night. Some examples are indoor 
soccer, basic tumbling and gymnastics or relay races 
and obstacle courses. 
Drop-in this Wednesday night at Kiti K'Shan Gym 
and PARTICIPA~I'E. Children must be accompanied 
by at least one adult. 
Mest of the Spring Recreation Programs have 
un, however there is still reom for more par- 
ts '_m. the following programs; Body Building, 
ry, Time for Tots, Basic and Advanced Guitar, 
Badminton, Outdoor Adventures, Wildreness Safety 
and Survival, Super Saturday, Childrens Arts and 
Crafts, and Graphic Arts. 
MOffInterested person may register at the Recreation 
ice at the Arena between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
onday to Friday, Please call us at 638-1174 for fur- 
°her programme details. 
A reminder for all tennis players that he courts are 
reserved for Youth Tennis Lesson on Mondays an- 
d Wednesday between 4 pan. and 6p.m. and for Adult 
Tennis Lessons on Saturdays between 9a.m. and 12 
noon, • 
The tennis courts are now available for everyone 
Use all day Sunday. 
• TEENS-Are you bored, but alive in Terrace ?Come 
out to the meeting upstairs in the Terrace Arena, 
Tuesday, April 25 at 7:30 p.m. Take the opportunity o
.. express your ideas for youth activities in Terrace. 
Interested in playing Ball Hockey. Or would you like 
to coach or referee?A league will be-organized if 
: sufficient, interest is indicated at the Ball Hockey 
Organizational meeting Thursday, April 27 at 7:30 
p.m. in the Board Room of the Swimming Pool. 
Questions future 
of raw materials 
B.C. (CP) - -  The in- 
ternational i)resident of 
the Intematmnal Wocd- 
workers of,america 
IIWA) says governments 
in the Pacific Northwest 
are not doing their jobs to 
assure raw material 
supplins for the future. 
K~eith Johnson, at- 
tending Local 1-424's 
annual convention, said 
Saturday that 
reforestation tomaintain 
sustained yield and 
• .preserve jobs is the most 
• unportantproblem 
• fachig members of the 
giant forest union. 
He said this was of 
particular concern in the 
northwest areas of 
Canada and the United 
States. 
• "These raw materials 
are essential-for the 
survival of the industry," 
,.lolmson said.: 
The convehtion was an 
offyear meeting without 
election of officers. The 
only emergency 
resolution was made by 
delegates from the Fort 
Nelson.Fort St. John area 
calling for continuation f 
British Columbia Rail- 
way service to those 
communities. 
Strike vote in PG 
Trudeau told to 
f i sh  o r  cut  ba i t  
Prime Minister Trudeau 
turned aside questions 
Monday on the probable 
timing of the next federal 
election, telling op- 
position MPs they 
learn the date in due 
course. 
Ttudean t01d the 
Commons that MPs 
learn about the 
dissolution ofParliament 
when it happens and not 
before. He gave no hint as 
to whether an election 
will be called for this 
summer or in the fall. 
Two Progressive Con- 
servative° had called on 
" the prime minister say 
when the election will be. 
Patrick Nowian (An- 
napolis Valley) said the 
prime minister should 
"fish or cut bait, rather 
than continue his ego ca[- 
andmouse games with 
the body politic at the 
expense of the Canadian 
public." 
• George Heea (Prince 
EdwardHastings) asked 
the prime minister if he 
has decided to "govern 
by Galiup Poll" instead of 
calling rite election that 
was expected by many 
last week. 
, Published reports 
indicate the Liberal party 
has lost strength in 
Toronto and southern 
Ontario where most 
observers predict the 
campaign will be won or 
lost. 
Hees referred to the 
reports, saying it, ap- 
peared the election call 
has been held up by the 
poll results. 
Trudeau replied that 
Hees should he grateful 
he has delayed setting a 
date, saying he should not 
he "so eager to lose his 
seat." 
Hees was ruled out of 
order by Speaker James 
Jerome when he asked if 
Trudeau would like to 
make "a little cash bet" 
on the outcome. 
Nowlan asked if any. 
date has been set or if 
Commons ittings will 
continue until a normal 
summer ecess, usually 
Shooting 
Victim 
At least five persons 
died in •accidents .in 
British Columbia during 
the weekend, one of them 
a nine-year-old shooting 
victim. 
• RCMP said Valerie 
Archie was playing with 
three friends at the 
source-of Bridge Creek, 
about 35 kflcmetres 
northwest of 100 Mile 
Inside municipal demands. ' House, when a .22-calibre 
workers voted 63 per cent Both union locals have gun, carried by one of the 
in favor of strike action been without a contract children, discharged. 
Sunday to back contract since Jan.1. Police said an inquest 
demands for parity with • Br ie fs  into the death would ~ 
civic employees in the held• 
Greater Vancouver area• A house fire at Clinton 
SAVE ON HEALTHY' claimed the life Saturday 
Theworkers, members FOOD of a 13-year-old girL 
of the Canadian Union of VANCOUVER (CP) -- Cause of the fire was 
Public Employees local The Beef Information unknown and police were 
1048, agreed they won't Centre says an average not releasing the victim's 
strike before" May 10, serving of beef liver name. 
when mediator Jock provides 65 tet60 per cent Ronald M. Gagnon, 36, 
Waterstan is scheduled to of the recommended of Tisdale, Sask., died 
begin contract daily allowance for Sunday in a head-0n 
negotiations between the protein, 90 to 100 per cent collision two kilome|res 
central British Columbia of the • recommended south of Hixon. Gagon 
city and its inside and allowance for iron and was alone in the car when outside workers• more than 100 per cent of it collided with a sere- 
Outside workers, the recommended trailer truck driven by 
members of CUPE local allowance for vitamin A, Richard Young of Port 
399, earlier vote in favor riboflavin (vitamin B2) Coquitlam. Yotm[g 
of strike action to back and niacin (viatmi~ B3). received minor injuries. 
, . - . ° , '  i 
P P g aped to the sewing machine makes :t easmr to keep threads and b:ts of 
material from littering the floor. 
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iiii ~ .Yo ,  ,oov, .o, . : . .4,0 'il 
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I "  ; ~ ~ "' HOBBY HUT. 6,$.9395 i!i! 
uS ed ' " " " , ,v - ,  WORKSHOP-635.R238 "' Here/ GEMINI EXCAVATING. 63S.3q79 
Free.  for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
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starting in July. 
Trudeau replied that he 
hoped it was not too much 
to ask that Commons 
proceedings continue in a 
unrm~ way, 
The prime minister 
nt Friday and 
uqday in Toronto 
meeting with local 
candidates to hear their 
views on election issues 
and to discuss strategy. 
There were only about 
90 MPs in the Commons 
for the daily question 
period in the 264-seat 
House• There were 55 
Liberals, including 19 
cabinet ministers, 30 
Conservatives, three New 
Democrats and two 
Social Credit. 
# 
IT'S OUR 
Sale of Sales'!, 
20%0PF Leather Co..ats ..-,- 
and Jackets 
20%o. Spring .Coats 
and Jackets' 
20% o, Pulse Pants in 
gaberdine, denim 
anld corduroy. . 
That's right Pulse Pants! 
This really is a sale you don't 
' . ,  want to, miss, " 
See us at. : " • ' " '  
3304 KALUM PHOHE 636-3403 
Pe 
t 
.j 
a, 
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Arts ai d C sit: Briefs from the U.K. 
Fair week nd 
The Terrace Art Association held its 13th an- 
nual Arts and Crafts Fair at the Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Saturday and Sunday, April 22 
and 23., 
Lou Haselmayer, co-ordinator of the show, 
was helped by members of the association who 
donated their time to.the success of the event. ' 
The Catholic Youth Organization operated the 
canteen and Caledonia students helped with 
tables. 
Pictured, top to bottom are K.D. Janes' stuffed 
toys and doll clothes come in for admiration. 
Matt and Kaye W.yses demonstrate heir 
stained "glass window making techniques. 
Macrame hangings, jewelry and purses by 
Connie MacGregor and Colleen Ziegler were 
among the homemade articles displayed on the. 
tables in the gym. 
Ernest Reiman of Kitimat (left in fourth 
photo) displayed copper enamelling, and the 
Hobby Shop had a displa y of ceramics. 
Bottom photo: two visit(,rs admire K.D. Jan.es" 
hipp0 dogs:who are dressed in skirts.' 
TRAINS RUN AGAIN 
NORWICH, England 
(CP) --  Six hundred 
persons rode in the first 
passenger t ains for nine 
years on the 21-mile 
stretch of line between 
Dereham and Norwich 
recently as part of a cam- 
paign by a local rail- 
action committee to get 
the line reopened.~ 
SILENCE. SWEET 
SOUTHPORT, England 
(CP) --  Pub landlord 
Alan Filson has come up 
with a quiet answer to 
drinkers who complain 
about blaring POP music. 
He has cut a silent disc 
and installed it in one of 
his juke boxes so custom- 
ers can buy three minutes 
of silence. 
NEW. TARTAN 
DESIGNED 
STORNOWAY, 
Scotland (CP) - -  A new 
tartan has been designed 
for Scotland's army of 
football supporters in this 
summer's World Cup 
finals in Argentina. The 
tartan, MacLeod of 
Argentina, designed by 
1Murdo MaeLeod, 38. 
RXPRR S---" 
(635-3680) . 
$ 
' Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
I l n i g  i i  i I I 1 |  
Light Paokaps & Parcels $2.50 
Ohairs - Reeliners - End Tables - 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) • 
Beds & Box Springs 
S2.SO 
$7.00 
S9.00 
NO MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
NO FRIG'S,, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
District of Terrace Only 
~ ~ "  1~ i '  ~¢~1 I - -  
I - .~ .  " ..... . . . . .  , _ ____ ,~ ' ~  . . . .  - - -  
SLUMBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SPEOIAL! 
• at the 
SLUMBER LODGE MOTOR INN 
* Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Ave. W.) 
Travell ing to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
• We have a "DEAL"  for you I 
Two nights for fl'ie price of One. 
Reserve your well appointed 
.2  bedded (i  queen, ] double) , 
room for Fr iday and Saturday for the 
regular oneday rate,. 
Two people $30.00 plus fax 
Three $35.00 plus ta x 
Four $39.00 plus tax 
Dining root'n and lounge 
Cable. colour TV ... 
Close re) shopping ' 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace- 635:6302 or Prince Rupert- 627-1711 
Please cllpad ~ present at registration, offer e0¢plres Nay 15,19/8..' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _~.. _~_ _ _"~"J~_. 
• .I ; LINE-A-BED is a moldecl line~/protector '• would be worth having just because it 
• . for your truck bed that's virtually inde- makes a pickup look so good. And made 
, • str, uctible. Because 'it!s made of the to staythat way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
/" ° ' ,  . same high-impact material you'll find in 
football hellpets and golf club heads. 
The purpose of LINE-A-BED is to protect 
"the bed of a new or used pickup truck, 
to enhance'its appearance~ to insulate 
the bed .when it is used in conjunction 
wltha topper or recreational equipment. 
With LINE-A-BED, a pickup truck owner 
can haul heavy equipme0t in it, carry 
s(rong alkali, manure, etc., without 
scratching, marring or otherwise damag- 
ing his truck bed. 
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-BED 
• i=, 
' J  | !  
• a 
See you next year! 
resists stains, and it can even be waxed. 
One piece protects the headwall, side- 
walls and bed floor. Another slips right 
over the tailgate. One man can install 
it in ten minutes or less. And the result? 
Well, look at any pickup bed'without 
LINE-A-BED, thGn look at one with. 
$459,00 
Distributors for 
Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
I 
"1 .  
: 
::.........~.,,,.,....~,. ~,~., .,,,,:::~.:.;.:.:~:,:.:...:.:. :,: ::: '::::::'..'::::::.';: '.:: ~ ;:: ~::i::::::'::.:;:i::::'i~i:::i::~ '  :  ~.','i~!~:~:!:~: / ~ :,':: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Terraoe Totem Ford 
: Sales Ltd, 
4631 Keith 
635-4984 
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Part 11 
No More Roses. 
"I've just been reading over that piece you 
wrote about 'No More Roses'" said the woman 
on the telephone. Are you sure you were only 
talking about roses -- and not people?" 
"Well/' I said, "I was also drawing a parallel 
about life.., but I meant what I said about the 
thorns. For about every bloom I was able to 
enjoy, I received about a dozen scratches and 
pricks or other hurts of one kind or another." 
"I thought so - -  about the parallel, 1 mean," 
the anonysous woman caller said. "I've been 
doing a lot of thinking. I stayed up all night --  
couldn't sleep, as a matter of fact." "Let me tell 
you someting. I just decided "No More Poses' for 
me, too... 
"Take this daughter of mine. Ever since she 
was bern (she was a beautiful baby --  everyone 
said how lucky I was to have such a beautiful 
child) - -  I have lavished my whole life and at- 
tention on her. I've gone without. I've scrimped 
saved. When her father left me I made sure she ~ 
was not going to suffer." 
"She had all the childhood i l lnesses-  and a 
few~more besides. There was no National Health 
plan in those days. I can remember trying to 
stretch the meals, adding bran to the ham- 
burger, making friends with the butcher and the 
baker to be sure I wouldn't miss weekend, 
Saturday night bargains. I sewed all h~r dresses 
- -  she never had to be ashamed of the clothes 
she wore. I was poor --  really poor -- but she 
never knew it. I used to worry nights in case I 
had an accident on the street and they'd take me 
to the hospital and find out the patched up and 
mended old undercclothing I was wearing. I even. 
used TO mend her phoes myself, with the 
Woolworth do-it-yourself kits. They don't have 
them now. She had music lessons, singing 
lessons, ballet lessons, tap dancing lessons. I
made her special costumes for the school plays• 
We couldn't afford a car most of the time, but I 
always ent her by taxi - -  I don't think she ever 
realized that I had to walk back, myself, when I
My 02 = Worth 
BY JUDY YANDER?UCHT 
A MID SUMMER'S NIGHT DREAM 
Entering the garden is Sir Jean of Quebec and 
Trudeau Mania" of Ottawa. They have just 
returned from a morning at the House of Com- 
mons. 
"All, such fine sport this jesting. Makes my 
blood fair boll with delight." 
Sir Jean grimaced at Trudeau Mania. 
"My Lord, h'its eneting to jest but dey Were 
laffing h'at my budget. I worked so 'ard and al l  
dat Chinless Clark say to me h'is, "Some budget 
you pea-souper," :< 
There, there, you gave the I.eopie what they 
wanted. Now all those nice people" on Unem- 
ployment Insurance can buy to .their heart's 
content. You saved my ,~eck." 
"Talking about necks - -  h'its a good ting dat 
'enry de H'eight loves my budget. 'e went h'out 
and bought all 'is wives new fur coats. I am glad 
someone h'is 'appy with my budget." 
"Oh Jean, you worry so much. Canadians have 
never had it so good. We just have to convince 
them of this." 
"Dat's h'easy for you to say. You 'aven't been 
getting the hate calls. Dis fella called me 
yesterday from Joe's Pool Room, Boy was 'e 
mad. Took away all 'is pleasures 'e said. 'E was 
coughing so badly I don't know what h'e was 
saying but I rink'e swored at me. You didn't tell 
me dot dis kind of ring was geing to 'appen to me 
when I was finance minister. Sacre Bleu, I h'am 
such a nice guy too." 
"I get hate calls too, you know. They keep 
telling me to go and jump in my pool. I tell them 
that is what I do - -  very morning, t don't know 
what I have to do to please my public. I go to all 
the hockey games and I don't cheer for anyone in Editor, Terrace daily There are principals on 
particular so no-one will get mad. I go to all the Herald; . very good wages whose 
Nowadays in many wives also teach here in 
football games and just about freeze off my... parts of the Western 'Terrace, and this also 
fingers." 
"H'im h'afraid the peoples want an election. World"Nepotism" seems applies to classroom TO be rampant. Family teachers Whose wives are 
Dey don't tink we are 'elping them any0mre." relations get ~obs whilst also employed~y S.D. 88. 
"Election, election, my kingdom for an  other gowithout. In In soem cases the wives 
election. I am sick of'it." Terrace indeed of administrators even 
"Your sick of h'it? All my family from Quebec "nepotism" is bidding to work in the same school 
are bugging me. My Htmele Guy from Granby break all records, in as their • husbands! In 
bureaucratic circles, but these cases their corn- 
----LeHers 
I)laims Nepotism,I)ommon in Terraoe 
emplyed in town in other 
government offices. 
Truly then, there ap- 
pears to be something 
rotten in'the state of 
Terrace r- not something 
terrific. 
There is not enough 
time or space in this one 
letter of protest to 
enumerate all cases of 
extreme "Nepotism" in 
other neighbouring 
communities. 
It is high time "Man- 
power and Immigration" 
looked into these matters, 
and put into effect some 
scheme to correct hese 
glaring injustices that 
exist here. 
It really seems most 
unfair, that in these days 
of rising Unemployment 
that some households went with her in the cab. wants me to 'sip 'ira with the Maple Syrup. 'Stop in .-this writer's opinion blues wages would be this town at all levels of 
"For her datss - -  she always had to have a new messing arotmdwith all thatmoney, its making nowhere more so than considerable. • industry, but simply to should be receiving such 
dress. I didn't mind. When I would see her all ~ou un-popular. Come back tO. the farm where among the employees of In other e~es the wives say that Terrace corn- high incomes , 
fixed up, really pretty --  like an ange l -  I was ~ou belong. None of der family ever went into S.D. 88. of administrators are pares unfavourahly with "Vigilante 
proud• I had never had dresses like that, and the politicking..' he say to me." Editor's, e, omment on for that matter anyone and wife w0rkihg in the criticism that is was 
two Gr three times I had ever gone out to a 'Well really• There are worse things you can "V,~Nglelao~e~,, i s l~e~ has been hired, by the same school or .office obtained through in- 
Church social I had been so ~]"  y aware of do. I was just an unknown millionaire before I as ~m sure he wri e ~cnool noara ~ec.ause could result in:awKward fluence, rather than 
t t r they were relahves, and embarrassing meat It unforttmatel thedressesIhadtowear~attuaeutul~elp out m becamea politician. Now look at  me. Don t you me~t know that . • Y 
the kitchen - -  do anything so people wouldn't see w e~t to be like me?"  originated in -ancient cal:mh°U, gh they lacked !he ~i~u~l;o~de~im~.tal_ to also makes t~m rea.dy 
me and what I was wearing. ' Well, to tell you der trut, you could lock "fln~es from the practice ~.~etenc.e. t0r . me . . . . .  p ~..w~. m. te~em for cn.ticism oy 
" • ' " ' "  " e enth' into • d smons mey wre hirecl stm trownea upon In worgers who are And her hair She has lovely haw, my better You lost a lot of atr smc you w of bestowing a favours ~)~ '- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • " , - . .  - -.., -e wr ,-ej ,noum ~ ,~m,Vttmee memsewea mcompetent daughter - -  but only when it is permed and set politicks• And you don t talk rt, uch like a French- posttion on a nephew, by bri-" the m o** . . . . .  , .  t....,.. ..~,.~.,.k . . . . .  . i . ,  . . . . . .  ,I. . . . .  
• " " , " , , an uncle of high position .,6 o~L up a~ a , . .~ , .wm ~,~uum. . ,v .~ o . .  o~w.= . L,..,..,;.,, oo and all fixedup, Even thaugh l was working as a man anymore.-ti i f  you ad h only kept your . . . .  - -' ..ubli---^~-'--'-_-_,z,_~ . . . .  . .A  ,~..t,..,^.. Yt' in ao.naatuata  ~t l~;~ nwn 
w a i~,~t t in~in  long hom~. and on my feet 'accent?:' ' - . ,~' . . . .  , ' tmoma~re~e ~arSin~°m ~ ~ ~an ~y't~n.uem~naro.a, muner~er i:~0~etlm"~.~i~h~r~'~s'i'upon i~ r~.-s~o..w'"~':.."?"D'~. " 
au nay, x wotua ao ner hair up ter ner so My (lear xeuow, x Gon t neen a n acce.., relative on the ~asis of me protecuon ot a pen die remteu ..... c~uple, n"-epbtism--reatly ~exm~ 
everyone would think her golden curls were (cough)accenttoremainaFrenchman. Enough relationshin rather than name. Before me for- themselves, ince any in Terrace? Let's hear 
'natural'. of this. I think we had better take some of these merit. I f  t~e writer has. mati0nof teachers unions promotion, raise, from others - -who are 
When she joined the clubs-- the Brownies and people seriously." " ' . ' ! proof wives of principals (BCT.A) .and Civil.Service. vacation, .etc'..leaves not at[afraid tosing thier 
Guides, &e Young Peoples, - - there  was always "But I 'ave. H'iis a goct ling I don't go to the and administrators-- or, Aseocmuo~, nusoan~ mum vt~nera,~e to correct nameax 
something - -  there wo-uldbe bake sales, rum West H'indles for my holiday wit der dollar ~ass  ~ ~ -- . - - .  - -  . , 
magesales, parties --  always omething extra. I h'only wort .87 Cents. Wit h'everyting so ex- wnv  -~om~ ll.'~nndtt x l~n i ] [ i~[  [ [~m~l  
would bake pies for ~ 5er an'd cakes and cookies pensive I don't know'ow anyone can h'afford a - ' "~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  - - .~ . .  - - . . . . . . . . . .m.  
and make candies for her to sell at the club elide anyway. ' • ," ' s ta tement  " ' ' ,, Ed i tor ,  Ter race  Da i ly  can t s ign letters,  o~ s about  ad- ou look v r and 
bazaars .  A t  Ha l lowe 'en  there 'd  be  cos tumes  - -  ~at  a pess imis t  you are . . .  My  barber  te l ls  Hera ld .  " . real ly let neonle know So minlstrators and then you ~e v ie lHve~ ~ ,v ,n  
m " i l l  i n ' " " - "  ' . . . . . . . . . .  • ,~ ,~. . .  ~.,.,..~... = . . , _  ._~ ,,,..,_,_._ e that everythingw stra ghte out in a few I know that you have to all you can do Is agree see. what is hap~g,  worse trouble. 
• hao,,,,alol . . . . . .  ,, ,~  . . . . . . . . .  z,~ ~,~, .  k...~.., months. I respect his judgement entirely, Dido t be very careful about wi.th the  recent.letters. . J _ o e but You don t need to 
-.,,-i,-~,--i,-,~o~,,w. , , , , , ,uu , ,  u~ u,:,m,u©-, v t,,o,,,~ it--  , ,  ,,he,,,. ,J .,^,, h , , ,  ~,  ,h,,,, ,,I,,, t ,,,, ,-rite about aeout the ~cnool Bears several of these ~-o-le it ,,,,i,1.1, ,I,,. ,e ..... .,...,, I " . - • i l i V l  i l l g i  ~ i  l i l i ~ t  i T i l l  / T i l l  i l l  i i l l l  ~ I i  ! JV I  g ~ ~iw ' ' ~ l i i  i l l  I t l i  17 iS  k 
was never, very clever, at making thinils myself_, ~ ears?" . . lleople and that is rl hi. , that have asked the rllht is vet'y bad h/deed, want to, but there Is too 
~Iso, I knew how much she hated "home made'~, y ,,wa¢ T ~,n,, vm, T ~,~, i  w,~,.~ 'o h'*o ~.  But it is very barl to questions, that Discri.millation for much truth in what is 
stuff., I once.made her some fancy barrettal noo'~'~,,"~,;'i~;i~:~' ,3"-'. . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  : " "  wri~ about, injustices.to discr iminat ion,  does person.al.,r~.son.s is a b.ei~, saldfor me to keep 
torner nalr,'llne never wore them. Said the othed "~.~,~,:,,~,~:,":i:,o,,~c,,~oo.,'^¢,~,,o~,,~ ~opl.e. wan y.ou...care ,erupt. wnenyo.ui!.now very eaa .~.m~cau.se qmei.. . . 
~rlR wn,ld lm,ah..~, at her. I found them, yea , , , i .  , , , , , , , - ,  ,,,,,,,,~. -,,,-, ,-,,, ,,--,, ,,- ,~,,-,~,,. annul eecause, it streets mat some people ~erore yOUo .ca!mot tight It. The Yoursemeere~ 
~: ,~.  a f , f fad  I, fha hnifmw ^ ¢ kin, k , ,~ao, ,  udt~ , ' their Jobs and so you they were elected made pa pie m power can make FredaKennedy 
would mean a new watch, a .hat box , . J  . . . . . .  [Thinks-tall Totem l,V, Terrible 
mamcurese(--ana,once;atypewriter. " ...i'tl ::i.i. . ~[  '~ '¥1~rv  r=.-r~w~ zn, ...... ~. l Editor T ~--"-^ r,.,,, the.,'re still mak'-; '~osewholmo . . . . . .  m ,~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,  . . . . . . . . . .  
bet she liked that"  I inter ected, ~,' ; !, 4 J r ' / .  ~ , ,;,,o,= ,.,-,,~ -~, , . . . .  ,- ,,~- , , , vw,uv~ ~'U"ave ~o 
,, . . . . .  ' . .  -.J . J ~ ~ ] J / ~ A  f!71 Herald;  Waf t  D isney  Movie ,s~ you pop~laUon den~ty be serviced bY crews 
- N.°.'n.°c.par°c.u~.r~.y':iiwas.aman.ual'T.a~. ; : ! :~;~,~e. i ,  from Ottawa .~ l  .I am very disgusted Mos.~. of me ume .me d.ecreas~ceaierser, orought in andout by 
her me.haS n_aa.et~, nc typewnters. ~ne SOlO i~ '~: .~~.~ .~ [ annul the cable :T.V.here ~wimg lanes a..~ .Roo~ ~ces. ,e re  you nave "chopPer,,. Flying. in 
tmu uousm a ru-~z. I . " I m Terrace. i.vistiea mm ~m i~gu.es. Tnat.o.my nude,  s. ot mo~anas o z videotapes programs nas 
"When she graduated -- well~ I though I wa~ . . . . . . . . . .  " ' : I a r~ last. s mnm_er and leaves .m e ~an a.no .m.e mounta inous  square been tried -- and found 
rendyf0rit ,  l had saved my tips forfour years,| _lli~llevi.i~i~i'z" . . _  ". . l ea°i.e._ea_rnegcu.sasw.eu s wi_.mm_mg, poo.i, l ao .n ' i  rmi_es popma..leaoy tess unreliable because of 
forheraraduationexnerulesandallintoEuronq Loggers, farmers,-reureo persons, spousesl ..as ~i,~.~ ou.~. ot ~.eatue. art~ .ane .zm..ge~ung m.anpnpmnm~.nqrsqi~..re .wsalner dslayin 
~th  h~ ~,,,,! ,-,--.~-'-it o-,, ...~..-,,%,,,,,,~.;r-I and aU Canadians will benefit by measuresl way .m au parm o! wa~er-!oggea, i ior one muemneserveauycame 9elij#eery. As ~e~nolosy 
. . . . . . . .  ~,-. it-tvi|tJtl..~, otU~ Wttel~ t , t tvu~U. ua ae eno on TV for m ' vision M t ' "How are thl now?" I asked b announced inthe recent federal budget. Indus nsaa can you get all 3 . . y .. Ill of B.C. e ima~ooves, some of these 
• . I!ngs , rip.gins th4 will also receive certain stimulus and 6ver~.  [ American networks as entertainment. Why ..am I .pop.ulation hugs. the U.S. problems may be solved 
reverie up to sate. : ,. , , well as, the 'Canadian paying $I~.~ a me m m. eoraer ,~ma Is more .for low population areas. 
"It's a long story, and kind of personal, I don'l .economic I~. nefits are due throughout Canada,[ networ.ks? I'm pa#ing the watch-g.arbai~e? J~  look cheaply, served....Here Meanwlille, we have 
want to go into the whole thin=; it hurts tocl mcmllmgfllleena, . ' " I same ~or cable nere as your.T.V guide over .~.no .moun~m. top .ms.i m man fuses o ls in 
much But she took the 'drug rou~' - -  snd hacltcl The Federal government subsidy of a 2per [  .anyone else in any see_llrmnotcprrecz.}'m .nave t9 9e er.ecte~ .by .the ~'~ll woul~e~i~e to  
,,~,,~]'Hm, t, o h,,o,,,,o~ .~h,.,= an,,o *,,,,,,,oh ,~1 cent (iron in nrovtncial sales tax will meanmore[that pro.vines you want TO all for canaman actors, neuco, p~ter. Muen o: me nave bu[ never'can look 
~,"~,'],,'~'~" ,'-'.v:;,'~,o"~,' ~ ~.',.,~"t';,'~ ^,,,,'""a,"e~'^'7~ veer dis~osa])le income will now buv.vou pic~.. Are we being and .. actresses., and tim e meT, are lee and forward to. 
. . . . . . . .  o . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,, . . . . . .  ~ ' ' "  " "  "coda and'--se - "  pumshed for living in the uanaman mows nut ou ' ' . child in the background... Excuse me '~,[ g _ rvices. This ~ m.~.nmore jobs to[ north? Terrace offers must am'so "Front l~w TODAY IN HISTORY , ' 
moment" she asked. I waited. . I proauce goons aria meet.- lligner cormumerl very little" for en- Centre'll-i~nd the PBS are By_THE. CANADIAN 
"...as I was saying, she's gone 'through'. two[ demand. If a~ provinces participate in t~is|'tertainment. How long te~lble. Why. do I. feel rn~:~ . . . .  
marriages and a number of what she calls[ meas~.e, lCwm mean a $1.1 billion tax cuc in| ..has i t  been since the we're' all being ripped ' IS[T--The.corn.stoLons .for a.shaving mug was 
'uninvolved social relatlonships'-Oh. I didn't tell uanaoians. , .~ ' . meatre offerea a good off7 " • . ot me ~mtmsoman m. mued to Thomas. E. 
.... -.,.~ ,~ m.~. ^.,  ,_ . .. _._,. ,_ ,_ ~[  ~mo.o wm t~ ho.o~l,o ¢,,, ~t,oo, o" in the in J movie that I could go and Concerned Consumer. st!~te In Washington was Hughes. 
- " ' - " eased  c " ' take my moo'., I gnow. t~flltor's Note: -,tie mos, ,~,., . Bachelor of Social Work at UBC... that was when cr. a_p.flal cost a.ll.owanees for upgrading • . . . .. . . . . . . . .  Walt Disney is dead but other things, livin in the 1 -- 
she got into drugs, only she referred to it by othe~i railways. TInS IS specttiCany atmea a~ monem i am I wron~ in assumin~ - North is a "tra~e~)ff" IS60- The first patent n~.~,- - ;Ot~waJ  °t-its 
, , o e, u~o~ cscct r lC  s i~ iHgn~ terms, such as psychedilic experimentation - -  I[ signatJing equipment, track maintenance l  ~ . . . . . 
learned a few of the words from her when I used[ motive power androlliug stock, and could mean -lo,-"ent at a remote work site' at which he "r i I, . 
to write out her essays for her; she never;had[ the eventual improvement o f  service to ~e~'co~dnotreasonablvbeex~ctedto maintain[ i TERRACE/K IT IMAT | 
good handwriting and never really learned tot Smithers, Kitimat, Prince Rupert and Terrace. a self-coutoined domesUc unl~- [ | ' i . ,  , . . ,  | . 
s~l l ! "  . . ' . | I have received many representations from Increased,support to research and develop-] "1  aalq .cram '1---1 
The,,phone rang in the Herald. office, on anotherl farmers' in Skeena regarding, the re[lever meat was . . . . . . .  announced in the new budget, This is iGeneral om . t ' 
line. I...guess .. wondering wha! all this has got[ provision as it applies to thew farms. The tax- essenhal to achieve gains m pro~iuctwsty and to ¢lr . . . . . . . . .  ¢~.?S~3S~ . .  Pub l i shed  by 
Go wnm me pho,n~,~g you aoout your arucxe onl tree rouover is now applicable to an in- stren then Canada's position in the competitive . . , . , , . ,  . . . . . .  . ,  ' ~verilng eublIihlrs 
No More Roses the tired voice said. corperatedfamilyfarm. Itwil]alsobeextendedto w rldg.. The budget also contains a clause which PUBI.iSHER 9on Cro 
" I f  O , • . '  . . . . ... mack  , .  y !u want ~ tell.me, I d really like to know. cover transfers of agricultural quotas. What this provides incentive to develop Canadian' tar ~NAG,NG EOITOR...Ernm Senior 
nave to aamk, you've maoe me curious." , means is mat family farms ~Can remain So, sands, and to increase Canada's crucle ou REPORTERS. . .Donna Vallleres (Terrace.Thornhlll) 
"Well, like you -- with your beauWul but provided they remain dedicated toagriculture _. reserves. If. successful, this incentive will in- REPORTERS...S¢ott erowes (Kitlmat.KItameet) 
pri.c,~y, ~orny. rosebushes, that you've decided and is a request I have carried~;flom any of the ' crease the reserves and lessen, f f  not eliminate Pub l i shed  ever -  we  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  
• ), esuay ,.i ~ziz KBlum ~T,, Terrace, yourethey,re nOtwlnter, gemgkllled, to repiacei,ve comeanym°retc~ the sameWnen ridinrancners and preducers in thee~stern part of the themtmd to import crude oil on the. west coast, eecoBC', A member of Varified Clrculatlen. A~horlzed as 
" --  g. This is domething I am sure you will favour, nd class mall. Regilfratlon number 1201. Posfage 
sort of conclusion, m~,self". ' Reprosenatious bymyself and members of the A. special benefit for spouses involved in a pold In cash, r~ur~ postage guarantud. 
Just then, I heat'd the baby-girl's ~oiee crying B.C. Liberal Caucus oh behalf of those working inarital breakdown included in the budget will 
in a fussing way, in the distance, in remote site situations uch as our loggers mean' that now, property can be divided within 
" I ' ve  got to go now. Got to take care of Rose.. met with success in changing the Income Tax incurring a capital gains tax. This measure 
She's Just spilled something in the kitchen." Act. Now as a result of this budget, in 1978 and pro.tects the housewife who although she did not 
"Yeh," said the woman, "Rose, My gran- subsequent taxation years an individual will be put actual dollars into property purchase or photographic content published In the Herald, 
daughter. She's named after her mother." entitled to exclude from income the value of development, will gain' half of the matrimonial Reproduction le ot perml f ted  w i thout  the wrltfam 
I understood, then, what she meant, board and lodging received in respect of era- holdings and not be penalized for capital gain. 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT , 
The Herald retains full, ¢omplote and sole copyright 
In any advertisement produced and.or any editorial or 
perrnlnlon of' the Publllher, 
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Z' 
Now Book Prediots • • 
Prison Violenoe Likely To Continue 
Why is the federal syst.em in Canada so Sharon Vance, authors of the book Cruel and 
violent? Many of the answers rest within the Unusual, which has just been published by 
system itself and in the criminal justice system Deneau and Greenberg of Ottawa. McNeil and 
on which it is based, say Gerard McNeil and Vance accompanied a parliamentary sub- 
" ' committee, that toured the prison system last Woman's Fault year and theii" book, based 0n their experiences, 
• describes the system and some of its effect on 
Women are part.y to ration for a dismal record the individuals who become trapped in it. 
blame for' their poor of equal opportunity, "Few Canadians understand what goes on in 
record in job ad-. women represented 26 prison in Canada," McNeil and Vance say. 
vancements, ays Helen . per cent of the staff, "prisonis a lawless ociety, in which guards and 
McVey, director of the compared with the na- 
CBC's office of equal tional average of 34.4 per prisoners alike fear for their safety, often for 
their lives." opportunity. 
A recent CBC report 
shows men still hold the 
bulk of power positions in 
'the corporation. 
In 1975 women held 9.1 
per cent of management 
positions. Two years 
later, they occupied 10.7 
per cent. 
But, said Mrs. McVey,. 
some of the blame goes to 
the women. 
"They don't think in 
terms of a career but of a 
here-until phenomenon. 
They figure they'll take a 
• job until they get mar- 
ried, .or until they help 
pay for the •down 
'. payment on a house or 
until they have their first 
baby.!' 
Most women don't 
realize they are part of 
the work force for more 
than 20 years, although 
those years may be bro- 
ken up, she said. 
• "They have to learn to 
invest heir time wisely. 
Some women in support 
jobs are not really 
cent. 
In 1977, as the number 
of women in the national 
work force increased to 
37.6 per cent, the number 
of positions held by 
women in the CBC in. 
creased marginally to 
28.1 per cent. ' 
Moreover, the CBC 
report says, represen- 
tation of women in the 
more visible production 
positions decreased to 
16.3 per cent in 1977 from 
16.4 in  1975. 
In some other 
categories, women are 
barely represented, the 
report shows. 
The 12 CBC foreign 
news correspondents are 
men. Among 360 
stagehands and staging 
attendants, three are 
women. Of 146 carpenters 
and painters, only four 
are women. 
"The reverse is true 
also," said Mrs. McVey. 
"The position of script 
assistant isalways given 
to a woman. For some 
Some prisoners appeared before the sub- 
committee in shackless. Some bore the self- 
inflicted scars made by razors to get attention in 
the cells they were held in for 23V~ hours a day. 
" Other bore the tooth marks of guard dogs set on 
them in their cells. Some had been sentenced to 
two years, but were still in prison ten years later. 
Intmduction. 
Immigration is one of the most 
important influences in Canadian life. 
It always has been. 
Immigration affects us culturally, 
sbcially and economically. Domesti- 
cally and internationally. 
To ensure that immigration con- 
tinues to work for the good of Canada, 
our immigration law has undergone 
some significant changes. And 
whether you're afifth generation 
citizen or just a visitor, you ought o 
know what's new. 
prepared to move up the 
ladder." 
PERCENTAGE LQW 
• Today' the CBC em- 
ploys 12,000. In 1974, when 
a federal report on the 
status of women in the 
CBC criticized the corpo- 
Government Helps 
Oyster Farmers 
reason ther are no male ,. ~ " 
script assistants.", ' ~ e  
Mrs. MeVey said senior ~ S e  
management was very 
responsive to the report For the last four years, individuals 
and has given its full arid organizations have made 
support to equal op- suggestions for change to Canada's "
portunity in -the CBC. immigration law and policy. 
Many of the responses received 
In addition, ' oyster 
farmers who suffered 
. cosily setbacks because 
M the 1976 seed oyster 
(spat) failure in Pendrell 
Sound are to receive 
~raormt ia I compensation 
the provincial 
government. 
Mr. lYawlf announced 
• that he has won Cabinet 
• approval to establish an 
• ~-thousand Oyster Seed 
Development Program 
providing loans and 
grants for oyster far., 
mere. And in a separam 
decision, Mr, Bawif said 
Cabinet has determined 
that aquaculture ac- 
tivlties including oyster 
culture and fish farming 
are to be classified as 
farming for purposes of 
4ax assessment. 
Under the Oyster Seed 
Development Program 
the Minister of 
Recreation .and Con- 
serv~tion, will. make 
available low interest 
loans, similar to. those 
available to farmers to 
help oysters growers 
collect seed. " 
In addition direct 
grapts will be available to 
~rowers' who suffered 
nanclal losses In 1976 
while, gearing, up ' to,  
collect s~d in Pendrell 
Sound. A natural failure 
of. oyster spawning that 
year meant growers had 
to import expensive seed 
oysters from Japan and 
the United States. 
Taxation benefits to 
oyster farmers from their 
classification change to 
'rarer operations include 
preferential property tax 
assessments similar to 
those available to far- 
mers. Until now, o~ster 
growers were not deemed 
to be either farmer or 
fisherman. 
, Present. oyster 
production in British 
Columl~ia verages 80- 
85,000 gallons per year 
with a wholesale value of 
m~re than $1 million, 
"We believe these taz 
breaks and low interest 
'" loans will provide an 
incentive to the oyster 
industry to increase it~ 
• output," .-shid" Mr, 
Bawlf,"Experiments 
"conducted bythe Marine 
Oyster farmers in Resources Branch 
British Columbia are to suggest annual oyste3 
be cla~..ifl~] almilarl~ to production on inter-tidal, 
n.conv~fidflblZ:Sc,~tti% ~i grot~nd~f,~ii.~b-d "raiBec 
~:~eligible~f~ii'!lbw ifitemst ':"~om the.preaent hverage 
~'10ans 'lurid t~ix c0n- of S0 gallons per acre k 
~dera..tions according to 200 gallons per acre a! 
~am ~awlf, Minismr of full production. Such ar 
ttecreauon and ,;on- increase, with worl~ 
servation, demand for our marine 
products ' increasing 
would be of obvioum 
benefit to the province's 
' economy." 
Mr. BawH went on the ' 
note that .his Marine 
Resources Branch ad. 
risers believe a subtidal 
culture method using 
flotation devices tc 
, support the seed oysters 
can yield an annual 
production in excess of 
I000 gallions per act. 
"While this figure 
- repr~ents an ideal afthb / 
stage,' said Mr, Baw]t, 
"I believe it suggests an  
enormous potential in the 
oyster industry. For the 
present I am satisfied to" 
set a target annual 
average yield of ~-00 
• gallons per acre, and to 
provide assistance toimt 
end. Howeyer, in the 
longer haul, as markets 
continue, to expand_and 
our expertise grows, I.am 
hopeful that our oyster 
, industry can work toward 
much higher production 
and make •an even 
greater contribution to 
employment and income 
In British Columbia." , 
Briefs 
THEY ARE MUTT AND 
JEFF 
Alaska, the largest- 
.mQU S. state, is almost 
500 times bigger than the 
smallest state, Rhode 
Island. 
KEEP TRACK OF 
EVERYONE 
A first cousin once 
removed is the child of 
your first cousin; a 
second cousin is the child 
of your " parents' first 
cousin. 
'LAWNS DRINK A LOT 
Estimates. are that 
about 40 per cent of the 
• U.S. domestic water 
supply is used to water 
lawns and yards. 
CENTRE FOUNDED 
The first Jewish 
community ' centre in 
America was founded in 
Baltimore in 1954. 
ON OUR 'DOORSTEP 
The northernmost town 
in the contlnguoos United 
States is Angle Inlet, 
Minn, 
have become part of the new 
immigration law, designed to serve 
everyone's best interests for years 
to come. 
For the first time, the basic 
purposes and principles of our immi- 
gration law are clearly stated in 
the law itself. All other provisions of 
the law, and the way they am 
carried out by immigration officers, 
now flow from these purposes 
and principles: 
Non-discrimination. Ret~nion of
families. Humanitarian concern 
for refugees. And the promotion of ! Canada's economic, social and 
cultural goals, 
Just words you I say? Well 
read o~ because the rest" A I~ 
ofthe newlaw hasbeen 
carefully written to m a k e ~  
it possible for Canada to I live up to its word. 
% .. 
Some were caught in a lifetime of red tape. Some 
were trying to learn a trade., unaware that the 
trade certificates Offered in prison are  often 
worthless~ Others, under the new 25-vear 
minimum terms for first-degree murder, had 
been told they would only be eligible to apply for 
parole in the 21st centure. 
The guards included people like Frank 
Newton, whose hands were blown off .by a 
Christmas parcel bomb, and Bernie Evans, a 
riot-prone watchman at MiUhaven, most sinister 
of the federal prisons. 
Cruel and Unusual describes what life is like 
for the prisoners in a system in which ad- 
ministrators work office hours, leaving the 
prisoners to the varying mercy of the guards 
after dark. 
• It also describes how people get into prisonin a 
country notorious for locking its people up. The 
cost and results of this approach are set out in 
some detail. Some alternatives are offered as 
Howita cts 
and 
From now On, immigrants and 
those visitors who come to Work or 
study must make all immigration 
arrangements before they arrive in 
Canada. No one may change his or 
her status.while inside Canada. 
Canada has always allowed 
sponsorship of the immigration of a 
wide range of close relatives. With 
the new family class, Canadian 
citizens can now sponsor parents of 
any age. 
Canada has always protected 
refugees within her borders according 
to a Convention of the United 
Nations.This protection is now 
given the force of Canadian law. J 
In addition,'a new refugee class 
defines the when, how and 
who Of accepting 
refugees for 
resettlement 2 ~ ~ L  
inCanada. ~ ,  
IHF  HERAI. D. t ...... (l.,, ~0¢,! :"~. t9/8, PAGE ~, 
well, among them a modification of Canada's 
drug laws. The sub-committee was told that 
herion in British Columbia fifth largest industry, 
that chugs account for 80 per cent of crime in 
cities like Vancouver, and that as many as half 
the men in some prisons are in for drug-related 
crimes. 
The book is the first of its kind about im- 
prisonment in Canada. It cuts through the 
elaborate doubletalk that disguises the reality of 
the system from the Canadians who pay for it. It 
lays out the unnleasant facts about a system that 
:h~s been called:"Not simply inhumane but the 
most individually destruct|ve,, psycho-logically 
crippling and socially alienating experinee that• 
could conceivably exist within the borders of this 
country. 
Deneau and Greenberg, publishers of Cruel 
and Unusual, believe the book will help people 
gain some understanding of why prisons are 
violent, and why they will remain violent. 
Civil rights of those involved in 
immigration proceedings receive 
greater protection under the new law. 
And deportation will no longer be 
the only possible penalty.There are 
now less drastic alternatives for 
minor infractions of immigration law. 
Immigration will not be easier, but 
it will be more predictable. Immigrants 
and visitors should always talk to their 
Canadian Government visa office 
before they make a move.That way, 
they'll know exactly where they 
stand when they step off the plane. 
@ e 
I •  Emptoym.ant and Emploiet Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen. MInister Bud Ctlllen, Man|sire 
Howitat cts 
Canadians. 
The new immigration law 
is a blueprint for the 
future.A flexible bhe- 
i~  print hat allows for 
I unexpected change. ~ Its influence on the 
~ fabric of Canadian 
:~ society will be subtle and 
long-range. 
Under the new law, the federal 
and provincial governments will share 
many responsibilities. To this end, 
formal agreements on immigration 
planning and management will be 
made with the Provinces. 
Each year, after federal-provincial 
discussions, a target figure fi)r im- 
migration volume ~ll be announcedl 
The number will depend upon 
national, regional, economic and ~)cial 
goals. 
Immigrants will be encouraged 4) 
settle in places where their particular 
skills are really neede& They will be 
discouraged from settling in places , 
where mployment is aproblem. 
Gdnerally speaking, illegal im- 
migrants will find the law tougher 
than ever.As will those people who 
exploit illegal immigranLs. 
The new law, of course, will con- 
tinue our tradition of strong pro- 
tection againstinternational criminals 
andtorrorists. 
In these ways and more, our 
new immigration law can only make 
Canada stronger. And a bettor 
place to live, 
I Thee future of immigration i  
Canada cannot be controlled 
by an ironclad set of roles. " 
Canada's new immigration 
law combines humanity, ~ 
• justice, international responsi- 
bility and adaptability in a way 
that no other country's immi- 
gration law ever has.We're 
i proud of it.And we invite you 
!!i~ to learn more by asking 
ii for detailed pamphlets at 
~!i~i your nearby Canada 
~I!ii~ Immigration Centre, 
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' McMurty --  ,w°uld] Clippero lead °"  
char es S By THE CANADIAN Smith, Greg Adams, each to pace the Clippers, 'Russian composer Rimsky-Korsakov began his career as'a naval officer. 
PRESS Randy Keller and Bob while Tim Smith, Bob 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  had been sent out to get Nanalmo Clippers won Dietterle. Smith and Keller Added 
Ontario Attorney- him for injuring Salming. backto-back weekend 
General Roy McMurtry Maloney denied the games to take a 2-1 lead Penticton's Darcy singles. 
Listaeghe scored three Carey Eades 'scored 
said today he'sprepared in their best-of-seven while Kevin Maxwell two for Penticton and see that assault charges 
are laid if the Toronto 
Maple Leafs-New York 
Islanders Stanley Cup 
playoff •series deterior- 
ates into what he called 
"the mindless 
viciousness" of the Leafs- 
Philadelphia Flyers 
series of two years ago. 
However, McMurtry 
said he saw nothing in 
Sunday night's game to 
warrant his intervention 
although he found it 
"chippy" and 
"distressing because of 
the enormous influence it
has on young, im- 
pressionable hockey 
players across the coun- 
try." 
Leafs won the game 3-1 
to even the best-of-seven 
National Hockey League 
quarter-finals at two 
games apiece but in the 
process lost the services 
of star defenceman Borje 
Salming for at least 
'Tuesday's fifth game in 
Uniondale, N.Y. 
Salming was cut ac- 
cidentally by a stick near 
his right eye early in the 
second period, shortly 
after his goal opened the 
scoring for Toronto, and 
was treated in Wellesley 
Hospital. 
/slanders' Lorne 
Henning, who caused the 
injury, was later vic- 
t imizedhimself when 
crashed into the boards 
l~Toronto winger Dan 
oney. Henning said 
later the Toronto player 
accusation. 
"We're trying to play 
as rough as we can," 
Leafs coach Roger 
Nielsen admitted in an 
interview. Islander~ 
coach'Al Arbor promised 
"if that's the way Leafs 
want o play, we can play 
it nasty and tough." 
FILED CHARGES 
McMurtry, who fried 
charges against several' 
players during the 
Toronto-Philadelphia 
quarter-final series two 
~ ears ago, was asked if e planned a special 
watch on the current To- 
ronto-New York series if 
it showed signs of 
deter io ra t ingbefore  
Thursday's ixth game 
here. 
"Tbem are police of- 
ricers at every game to 
keep an ,eye on mat- 
ters,"McMurtry said, 
"Hockey is a tough game 
and it would be totally 
unrealistic to suggest 
that it should be other- 
wise. 
-"The difficulty is to 
draw the fine line bet- 
ween legiUmate " 
toughness and mindless 
violence. Of course, that 
line sometimes is a very 
tenuous one." 
It is distressing, he 
said, because of the in- 
fluenee on young hockey 
players "who gain the 
Hnpression that throwing 
tantrums i very much a 
of the game of 
key." 
British Columbia Junior 
Hockey League final 
series over Penticton 
Vees. 
In Nanaim0 Sunday, 
the Clippers took a 9-6 
decision in a game 
delayed 55 minutes by a 
bench-clearing brawl. 
The Clippers won 7-3 
Saturday night in Pe~- 
ticton. 
Sunday's brawl • e.~pted 
23 seconds into the game, 
and ~vhen itwas over five 
Penticton players refused 
to return to the ice 
complaining of violence 
in the game. 
Howie Walker of 
Pentieton was given a 
match penalty for 
striking a linesman, who 
left the game mid-way 
through the second period 
complaining of dizzyness. 
Morley Anderson of the 
Clippers was also given a 
matc5 misconduct, and 
automatic three-game 
suspension, while two 
players from each team 
were given game 
misconducts. 
Penticton took 12 of 21 
minors and each team 
was handed two majors. 
T IED SCORE 
The Vees led 3-1 at the 
end oft.he first period; but 
Nanaimo came back to 
tie the score 4-4 in the 
second. 
Bob Smith ledthe  
Clii)pers with three goals 
while Barry Pederson 
scored two and singles 
were added by Tim 
@ 
Province of British ColumMa 
PUBLIC HEARING 
1 
GHEVROLET I OLDSMOBILE PONTIAC,}BUICK " 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON 
ELECTORAL REFORM, 1978 , 
Smithers-Court Room, Provincial Government Building-Thursday, April 27 at 
9:30 am. 
The Commission will make inquiry into and concbrnino the need, if 
any, for amendment of the Constitution Act and the Provincial I:lections 
Act in order: 
(a) to secure,by whatever edefinition of ek~ctoral districts is requ!red, 
proper andeffective representation of the people of all parts of the 
Province in the Legislative Assembly and that in formulating th& 
• recommendations to be contained in the report the Commissioner 
take into accountwhere feasible historical and regional Claims for 
representation,. 
(b)to give consideration to'alternative methods of voting to those 
presently used within the Province and elsewhere, 
(c) to give consideration to eligibility requirement~ to voters in pro- 
vincial elections, and 
(d)to make inquiry into and concerning the desirablity.to assembling 
suitable guidelines regarding the collection and expenditure.of 
funds by provincial political parties and by candidates in provincial 
elections, 
(e) to'make irlquiry into and concerning the desirability of an income tax 
deduction related to contributions to provincial political funds, and 
(f) to make inquiry into and concerning the need or advisability, ifany, 
of proposing legislative provisions to prescribe requirements for 
the designation of poliU'cal parties for the purposes of status in the 
Legislative Assembly. 
All persons desiring to be heard by the Commission at any of the afore- 
mentioned Hearings are requested to forthwith send to theCommission 
at the below noted address a letter of intention to appear and stating 
the nature of their interest. 
Submissions for any of the above-mentioned Hearings'should be de- 
livered to the Commission addressed as follows: 
Royal Commiss ion on Electoral Reform, 1978 
Box ~1569, Vancouver  Centre 
650/West Georgia Street • n~ 
V/Mtcouver, B.C. V6B 4N8 ' , 
l If ti~e does notpermit proper notification, please be available at the. place of Hear!ng 30 minutes prior.to scheduled Hearing time. For further information please contact the Office of the Royal Com- mission at 668-3011. 
By order of the Commission 
Judge L S. Eckardt 
Commissioner 
scored twice and Andy 
Turner addedna single. 
Ross Fitzpatrick rounded 
out scoring. 
Goalie Steve Hanna Hanna stopped 44 shots, 
made 32 saves for including 24 in the second 
Nanaimo while Andy period, while Darren 
Moog stopped 44 in the Jensen and Moog com- 
Vees nets. bined to block 28 for 
In Saturday's game, 
the Clippers led 2-0 at the 
end of the first period and 
4-1 after 40 minutes. 
PACE WINNERS 
Torrie Robertson and 
Adams scored two goals 
Penticton. 
Nanaimo took 11 of 21 
minor penalties, while 
each team got two majors 
and one misconduct. 
Game four will be 
played here tonight. 
FREE 4x4 ACCESSORY CATALOGUE 
Listing a complete line of 4WD accessories at lower than 
competitive prices inc!uding - 
War;t & Ramsay Winches 3" Bed Bars 
Bolt on H.D. Winch Bumpers Push Bars 
Armstrong Tin, s Fender Extensions 
Monster Mudder Tires Suspension Kits 
Custom Wheels KC Driving Lights 
Auxiliary Fuel Tanks Convertible Tops , 
PHONE US AT 562.6760 or 544.9542 or SLIP US A NOTE 
MARKED 'CATALOGUE' AND YOUR ADDRESS 
TO 
r - , J -  L :  NH • 
1~7 Nlcho~llOn 8tn~ 
PmN~ OrOnOt. ohms. COLUMBIA 
T~(e04) u:.mo 
Blazer Roof Racks 
Swing Away Tire Carriers 
Steering Stabilizers 
Spindle Nut Socket~ 
Tow Hooks and Straps 
.and Much More 
LARRY SHERMAN 
SALES MANAGER 
LEO DE JON6 
SALES 
RALPH TRELENDUR6 
SALES 
GORDON HAMILTON 
SALES 
FRONTIER REOREATIONAL EQUIPMENT 
Motor Homes, Campers, 
Van Conversions, 
Trailers,& Canopy's 
, s ,o  c , , s ,  , ,ocxs  ' 
1977 Volare 1977 Mercury 
2dr. H.T., 6 cyl. auto, P.S., P .B . ,  Marquis Brougham 
under 10,000 miles, still under 
existing warranty 4 Door, P.S., P.B., Auto trans. 
$§250" $699§" 
t 
1974 Ford % Ton Pickup 
P.S., P'B', Auto trans, 
2 Tone Paint 
/$4296 oo 
 1976 Maverick 
6 cyl auto, very clean, 
low mileage, 2dr. C.P. 
$3950°o 
1977 Chevy Suburban 
4 wheel drive, A/I) 400,,auto, cruise oontrol, 
steel spore wheels, Silverado Loaded 
S11500" 
1974 i)aprioe i)lassio 
2dr. H.T., 454 auto, 
A/I), tilt wheel 
$3696 e° 
J im M c 'Ewan • 
Telephone 636-4941 
haler Licenco Number 1492A Terrace, B.C. 
i 
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C ' ' THE HERALD, Tuesday, April 25, 1978, PAGE 7 • . • " • , • " anada d idn ' t  Brtuns  beat  B ighorns  + . , 
_ -•  I . '1_ _ 1 . _B,C.. (CP! - -  New the three-team round- Dan Earley and Alvin 
• GTld~i lZ ,  I 'd i~5 n4r lk4r l l~ 'd~N[7"  . ~ Westminster  uruins rooin. ' Szott. " 
• k .~. J l .~L~. l [~.  I .K J  J I . JLKJ¢~L~J,.~.,~j 3 ~i;:ted eti~r~odgOfs ? ,the The Br.ui.ns established .Goalie Tom MOC 
Team Canada '78 ' _ ~ ~eu a [wogoai xeaa mia-way sis ed 37 s 
.; ,^.o..~..a....: . ,_h_as and the 24-secand mark of . For Young; the 23.yes " throughout to defeat through the first ~eri B ~Pm~{.~ wh;I,~h~?+,h~ for I ~'/~'~--f~/ . . . . . .  ~ n 
de . . . . . . .  ~-- , -a~.ax ,ut  me seeonu . old Minn Bills BI ' - -od  ~'u~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ' esota North ngs ghorns7-5ma and held that ode  Mart f ~ ~ ~ : ~ : : X ~ :  I immune to the problems The o-ahe . ' ens turned back 34 that t , __g ad Czech St~rs..cent.re,.it mayhave Western Canada Hockey throughout most of t~ e for New ' bess last year s goal was a short-hand . Westminster. r . . . ed been the final game here. League rouna-room game. E . 
.r..eprese~at!ves m. the effort. ~th V.ad.a.vSykera He was told when he playoff game Sunday Ken Ber r  and Stsn ach team .was 
w.ur,u. • hockey cnam- 0eaung pems uerron on ..... ~d the team that he betore 3,872 fans. Smyl score~ two oals vase~ssed • 13 nu.nor 
lzonsmp, a end ss • . , . g .p alties• four majors . ~ . ~ from would be des] nated as Results ~ of the game each for the Bruum w ' For 35 minutes on Vladnmnr . . ,,. , . Idle and one game mlscon- ~mdav niuht ,h . . . . . .  . .  .~ ye~t .at_ 3 59 of an injura r~placement don t affect team stan- Bnan Youno a,, a,,., ' ' • , v., Han,.~ . . , . .  
- - - - - . ,  ---o---, --,. ~,...,- me secona period. Unless MacMillan or din s. The._ Brulns and Irv~ and Bill Hobbms B ful uad concentrated on Tom L " B i  ~n . " Wings plays Flin Finn • The . a ' " ysmk, who missed 1 gs ,were already addeR~ singles ted ret~iat lon mstead of Cnadiam,  who . . . .  a in . I ? ~ ~  ~ ? ~ ? ~ [  took 12 penalties to 11 for Sunday s me .with slated to lay m the Don Nachbaur scored ,n~y rn~,the~s~xth and 
sttcking to hocke . As a . a " . . . a f t  ............. same, i ~A:R!~o~IU~!~~! j op onents but were . enmss tonga ] soreness, WCHL ~ina! after FUn pair of goals for Billm s. ' • +. result, they were ~c to P • . . mtb proceeds om to 
sam,  =w=,, w .h ,  c~,~ far more disorganized as is .unab.!e to pin , Young tqon bombers were and_sLngles were ad~d charit g g 
~u~s~';h~ . . . . . . . .  -" " ;  a result, had a-little talk .wiLl s!t out ~[e toui:- eliminated Saturday in by Mike Kouwenhoven. Ne~ y' • -o . . . . . . .  . Westminster and 
Czechoslovakian B team in thedressmg r~m afar  "na~oewnet~l . . . . . . . . .  t 1 1 ! the Bug.horns meet here 
In their f irst three .meseconol~r iodandae. . ._  . . , , .  _,m~_s~=o~_to Anl . ,~t l -~ ,  m..~.-,t Wednesday in the first • b . .  . f f i  a 
exhibition games, the  cme9 ;.to. amnuon me pn~u~l~2~ oe_~e_,,.~y-_~-, , - rLgx  g~l ,g~lL  £U ~1, ,  game of the best-efseven I ~ "•  • • and  "1 
e,o...m.... I ..., --.,_._.. remmuon ' . ~uu.q$ uunms ~earns WCHL flnnl ~,~,= ,o ^ • / m u m - - - - - -  a 
~'~"~o+~ L~'~_  u, . ' ,. of Vancouver Canucks TORONTb (CP) -  All- Hospital for at Ip_agt ~ be n ' la~d"~; : , .od : :  I omp • I • ~ I 
unnecessa enalties They . proceeded., to . arr|ved from Canada. star. defeneeman Borjq seven days and "ff all. m Vancouver. 
. . . . . . .  r~ p . It dominate the mtrd on Sunday and playea ~auniug will tie lost to goes smoothly he can The series then moves 
na ou m two wins over rind in which tl~ t briefl That means h Toron o Ma I f f start ska ,, 
[~e Swedish national o~---'-' . . . . . . . . .  ~' ~ can "u-y: . . . . . . . . .  e . .  t . ,  p~e, !~. !s  or tingm.10days, to Bmings for games 46 E ¥1R,  
• --.+. __-, . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  my unepena~tywnne me . u~e omy_,z lorwaros at least zu slays, i~ was "But  the most im ~aturday, Sunda and - 
w.a,u ann a sau,qymg a,z Czechs received three, pros two goalies--Herren learned Monda • • " win over the defending. • • Y" pertant thin m that h ' Monday. Play ~ then 
on Czech. oal at " Another ~ :, ,, g om, g tobeOK, Greo  essary. I T E R R A C E  B.C.:--- world cbam 1 ' . andttproduced~thetyin and Dan Boqchard. Sa wancli pedon • g ,, es resume here if nec 
sale g~ . . . .  11.03 when Bo~ goalie will. be the right eyebrnw~)a~d his ,, , -  _ g ry _ . _ __. 
.o~vai~...anL~ team on ~acmman,  p lay in ,  named as an inj nese Was broken . auaed. T ha. t ,  all we ,~,--,,,, ., ,,, . . . . .  Ury durin W ' 
• .~ s . desp]te a stramed knee backup when the list of 20 Sun v ,;,,h~,o ~o,..~'.~ [ere ..really worries ' ~ " ' r  - -  ." ~ ~ '" .~. • , "~ " ' The B ' . , - da~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  tea~,whlchhas ' r ' annuL+ , i ~ , ~ \ ~ ~ . , ~ ; ]  scored on a perfect goal- playe s for the elmm. Hockey Ida • oarter- " a goalteuder and several -| • -~ q . Th • mouth. -pass from Tim pmns~'p n announced on final la o~g~s me mt . elm.? of Salmmgis aother layers whomay be ga h blo in the~.~mm Cnr th..,~,.na ~oung. . "tuesoay. New ~loar~ Islanders. . w to me Leafs playoff 
- - - - - - - - - r  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • , - Leatsgeneral . . . . . . .  enances. He scored the I J ~  ~ mJ ~[  m ~k'qn . . . . . . .  ' mumamem, apparently • • - . = --.,,~,s~- first • 
decided to see. whether V~1i10_  | lg )~ ~E£7" I~ 'h  J'.U.U..Gregow. _.said the momegn~°~ S unday..nigh, t 
the eo _ • . . , , . sAy .  ~ j .~ . ,~,  vv  x~,xx  mcx mlury mmcted by _. uexore ms m- - y uld u set the • , and T 
Canadians. T~ey she- f~w.~,,-~ ~, , , . .~ . .~ . . .  1....J?~ New. Yorks ,I~, .m.e. ~J~'Yl ~in o:[°nt~eP~-,t~i-a • ~ i :~ ( ~ [ - " ~ A ~ ~  [ ' -~[ - -~[ ' -~ 
seeded. • u J tzu  111111Lt t~ 1~1t  fienn.mg, .was. sm~ dars =""  ~~!~'~,%~i . j~ ,~[ /A . .~ IH  L_l l~_Ji  i L iH  ~ ,  
"We should be . m ena • @~ -~:,~ . . . . . . . .  v ~ ~ • . happy Warren Pew scored with BurnnbyEdmonda ~.m~ ' '+/~'~ ~ ' 
getting a tie because we one n~inute left in the a . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, ag l lg  behind the The best-of-seven ~ ~  -., 
, ,, opa.am ~-e m me tmru eye series resu " ~ "1 ~. " do.do, t play that .well, game to give Vancouver division final " He said Sa '-= . . . . .  -"' Uni---'-'- meats ".mght in. " ~ ! i ,  presents 
sale fleaa CoaCh uarry Dunbar Ston a 2 9. . . . .  . w.,, u.mue, ~.z., usa at ~:  .- ~"' ,, . . ga - tie In. fourth divmmn ac- remmn in W~elesle two " ':' ' :~P° Howell. We did play 25 'ruth Coquitlam Bel-Alre tion, Brooke Moss and " y games apiece. ~ W Y ' I r ~ ~ T ' I ~ T  
gooo mmums. Un- Shamrocks Sunday in\the Gerry Chan~ll mm.~ . " ~ ~ " ~ 114. I I I • / i~ l  • , .  
f o .rt.tmately it was the f irgtdivisionfina|oftbe one~oaleac~"Bu~mabv " . vv  . a .~u.a .~L .Lq%. .p  
m'sc ttve minutes and the British Columbia Youth wes])urnCascades - - "  " , " ' ' 
"last 20' I thini[ °ur b0Ys S°ecer Ass°c ia t i °n  d°wned Vancouver Inter" S p  t s  s h  
.£earned a valuable lesson provincial chum- community 2-1 oo,,o or  o rt 8 0 -photo albums -guest noon 
m me secono period pionships Miller re ~ied ior Va- ' "~ -streamers .bells 
"The spearing, holding Both "teams 'were couver, p n" T 1 .  -,np.kms - f lowers 
and interference h s been named first division co- Brett . . . .  
going On and our guys chain ions becauseof~e . ~nzer scored the ' ToRoNTO (CP) - -man roster' unsigned-- ,L -mv i ta t ions  -oaks  tops - P O just decided that for at tie, my goal of the fifth 
least 20 minutes they Rolston Dunlop scored ~viSir6n final to give Toronto Blue Jays signed nitchers Jerry Garvin, 
were going to get in their the other Vancouver goal  . Valley a 1-0 win. aPint¢~h~rsm'1'~nMUrl)hy- Mike Wil l is  and Jeff D -oaks  fo rms•  -oaks deooratJons 
licks, too. But I'm happy while Coquitlam's over North DelLa. y ann  Byrd• The previous 
we were able to turn  markers were made by . Victoria][.~.k. ehili outfielder Al Woods ~, 
Jaaescos beat Amer ican  League contracts of the three , " -  -custom ade bouquets . '  
players s] ned Stmda ev.er~ything around in the Jeff Hennig and Bi/l B _ _ _ South baseball contracts on "g Y 
third perioa. "L'ney went McLaren .  _m:'na.oyttoyals3-1inthb Sunday: The signings, had been renewed during . PlanA PeHeot Wedding With  Us  
out andplayed the hockey In the second division ~£xm di.'vlsion.final. David terms of which were not spring Ir.aining when new 
they are capable of." final, Dominic Domarco uampDell l ed  Victoria 
H~_ EARLY LEAD scored with two minutes ~ two. goals,, while announced, leave, only deaiscould not I)eworgea 
t:anada had a 2-0 lead left in the game to give _ y ~rnst scored once. mree players on me 40- oqt at that time ' 
Drent cam bell scored on  goals by Jean Vancouver Grandvie-, P 
Pronovost and  Marcel. Legion a +1-0 victory over for BurnabY. 
Dioane, the second on a Coquitlam Be[-Aire In seveizth divisiou 
po~ver play, before Saints. play, Bumaby Edmonds 
pen~ties tarted to get Mike Augustine scored Spartans downed 
+W:~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ereama 3-2 ,  . . . . . . .  
~lay ing  +,,three ,skaters • . 
to four with defencemen F | J~ ,  ~'~L-~, , ,  + , | "  , , ,  " . . -  _ -  -_11 
David Shand and Rick - tax x l u l l  U I l I I I I I I~d[ ILCU[  , . 
Hampton off on double 
minors, they saw defen- New ' Westminster each for the Bruins while : ............. - . . . .  ...::]~. i.~i. i~:~ ::.:~!!~!.:~:~!!~:$:.:iii:~ ~:~:::;g!.~::::~ !~::~:~:.~ ,: ... :...............,.. 
ceman Jan Neliba and • Bruins eliminated Flirt Brian You~., Randy 
Finn Bombers from the Irving and Bill Bobbins 
centre Lubomir HavliCek Western Canada Hockey added singles. 
tie the score with goals at 
19:21 of the;first period League playoffs Saturday 
night, then defeated Bit, 
sings Bighorns 7-5 in a 
preview of the final.on th ht 
Sand, .  (111~ ' " " 
Racing 
winners 
C0QVXTLAM, BC. 
(CP) - -  Finishers Sunday 
in the Labatts Formula 
• . • ...... .~.,~:;!:?.!@~+.~.~;:~:" .± 
Atlantic auto race: 
1 .  Keke Rosherg, 
Finland, Chevron B 39, 56 
laps, $10,OOO 
2. Jeff Wood, Studio 
City, Calif., March 7813, 
56 laps, $6,5OO 
3. Pr im Cobb, Dallas, 
Texas, March 78B, 56 
laps, t4,000 
4. Kevin Cogan, 
Redondo Beach, Calif., 
Ralt RTI, 56 laps, $3,5O0 
5. Chip Mead, Dayton, 
Ohio, Halt RTI, 56 laps, 
$3,000 
6. Danny Sullivan, 
Loulsvflie, Ky., March 
78B, 56 laps, $3,500 
7. Howdy Holms, Ann 
Arbor, lVlich., March 7813, 
56 laps, $2,-100 
8.' Dan Marvin, El 
Solbrante, Calif., March 
76B, 56 laps,. $1,-800 
9. Bertil Robs, Sweden, 
March 7913, 56 laps $1,600 
10. : Tom Gloy, 
Lafayette, Calif, Tigre 
JDI;.55 laps, $I,S00 
11. ".Chris Gleason, 
Johnston, Pa. ,  March 
78B, 58 laps, $1,100 
12. ' rKenny  Briggs, 
Athert0n, Calif,, March 
78B, ~ laps, $soo 
13. Rick Koehler; 
Milwaukee, Wis., Ex .  
ealibur EB-2B, 54 lap~, 
$7OO 
14. Rick Shea, 
Markham, Ont., Chevron 
B 39, 51flaps $600 + 
15. J0n Norman, s 
Oakland, Calif,, March 
76B, 51 laps, $500 
• 16. John Bayer, San 
Luls Obikpo, Ca l i f . ,  
March 7813, 49 laps 
17. Fred Grebnfield, 
'~ Poulabo, Wash., T~ BH2, 
45 laps• 
18. Mike ROCKe, 
Livermore,\calif., March 
78B, 43 laps + 
_19. Ejb Elgh, Sweden, 
Chevron B 39 361a~ 
LEADS LOSERS 
Don Nachhaur scored a 
pair of goals to lead 
Billings, and singles were 
added by Mike 
The Bruins, file Kouwenhoven, Dan Early 
defending Memorial Cup - and Alvin Szott. 
champions, mugged the Goal ie Tom Muc 
Bombers 10-3 before stopped 37 shots for 
more than 10,On0 fans in Billings while Richard 
Vancouver*to sideline the Martens turned back 34 
Manitoba- club from forNew Westminster. 
contention with an 0-3 New Westminster and 
record in the three-team, the Bighems meet in New 
double roundrobin series Westminster Wednesday 
to determine the WCHL in. the fh*st game of the 
finalists, best-of-saven final. The 
The Brutus ran their second game will be 
mundrobtu record to 3-1 played Thursday In 
and handed Billings their vancouver. 
+ first defeat of the series The series thenmoves 
which became mean- to Billings for games 
ingless after Saturday Saturday, Sunday and 
and will conclude tonight Monday fl necessary. 
with the Bombers bat- TAKE COMMAND 
fling the Bighorns at New - In Vancouver, the 
Westminster.. , Brains and Flirt Finn 
In New Westminster were tied 1-1 at the end of 
Sunday the Brulnsscored the first period, but New 
three goals in the first Westmi~ter scored five 
period and led thro~hout goals in the second period 
to defeat Billings before to goahead 6-2. 
3,-872 fans. Jqhn Ogrodnick scored 
Ken Berr~ and Stun three goals to lead the 
Smyl scoren two goals Bruins,, 
I FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigatethe adventoReS of this rest- 
to.own plan. Alimonies Hid epply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
. . . .  " " " "  ..... """ EXAMPLES , 
. Based on 36 month lease 
76 F. 250 plckUPl 76 Econollne Van I n c too Chev pt 
.s!ae.ooper. mona q $1~.OOper month I S129.0Oper month 
iuse enn mce/lease end prtcei lease end price 
$2,175.00 | $1,975.00 • l St,ll;5.00 ' 
or simply return or slm~)ly return i or simply return 
78 Comers HT ;O Zephyr Sedan l n Oodge Van' L 
S139.00per month S124,.00per month S129.00per month 
iuse end price leasa end price least end price 
S2,b25.00 Sl,OlS.00 Sl,llTS.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
- dr. 70 FIh0 4 x 4 j 78 Fiesta 3 TO Olds Cutieso 
S99.00 per month sls$.O0per month S139.00par month 
lease end price IH0a and price lean end price 
S1400.00 S2,27S.00 $2,02S.00 
or simp!y return or simply return or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION . 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. + 
i160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VAN COUVE R, B,C. D,00479A :i 
You've though 
. ,  ' .0 .  ' ! aboutit_ 
and decided 
you want it... 
_right now! 
money. Come to us fo r  r the  1 ~l 
We're flexible... 
Full amount. On approval 
you'll get the amount you 
heed for the period you 
need it, with repayments 
to comfortably fit 
your budget~ 
Flexible rates. We have 
a rang e Of good rates to 
suit a range of circum- 
stances. And you get life 
insurance at no.extra 
charge. 
Fast service. We can 
have your application 
approved, usually 
within 24 hour~. 
Fiex/b/litv. 
It's our p~sonalized 
approach to lending. 
( 
3 
ROYAL BANK 
GERRY. WARREN 
Oontaot, MIRA MORRISON 
PSone 636.711T INGRID MATHURA 
BONNIE KREBS 
We're readl' to help•you. 
i t 
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THEME 
"1 love my Morn because..," 
P 
ette , s
THREE AGE PRIZES 
CATEGORIES 1st,  $20 .00  
Grades - Kindergarten to One 
Grades - Two to Four 
2nd - $ !0 .00  
3rd - $5 .00  
Grades - Five to-Seven in each category 
RULES: -  
1) Letters must be wrilten by the child in his or her own words. 
2) Must be hand delivered or mailed no later than midnight May 7, 1978 
3) Letters must be written in ink (dark blue or black) and on 
plain, not lined paper, Include signatureand age, 
4) Only one letter per child. 
All letters will appear in• the Mothers Day Edition on Thursday, 
May i l ,  1978. Letters written in dark ink On plain paper will appear 
as written, all others will be typeset. 
,,.~,k~k, 
',ome On kids, 
I ,  _%~...~:~ 7.~L~ 
~~~~~  join in the fun & the prizes. 
MAIL TO: ' or DELIVER TO: ' ' . o r IN .K IT IMAT:  
Box 399 3212 Kalum Street 11 Tumey Street " 
• Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. ' Kitimat; B.C. V8C 2K9 
t 
" ! 
*d b 
O 
f 
I 
II 
Hans Ullger, always 
knew what he wanted to 
be. As soon as he had 
graduated, from school in 
Germany, in 1958, he" 
entered the Villingen 
Hofel in the Black Forest 
to begin the 3½ year 
reqaisit apprenticeship to 
become a cook. 
You don't just go to a 
place and say "I'm a 
cook", in Germany, it 
seems. Nor is a year at 
Vocational School taking 
a cooking course suf- 
ficient. • It takes three and 
a half years-then you are 
merely considered a 
"green" graduate. 
From the Black Forest 
Hans went to the NATO 
Officers Club at Baden ..in 
1961. There he continued 
his training, working his 
appruntieheship towards 
becoming a chef. Some 
5400 to  5500 officers of 
many nationaliti~ and 
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" Black Forest To Terrace, B.C. 
By 1972 Hans Bflger 
had made his way to 
Vancouver, and, by 1972 
Was employed as chef at 
the Village Green Inn-in 
Duncan Vancouver 
Island one of Hy's chain 
restaurants. 
Perhaps thinking he 
might as well go all out 
and  see the faraway 
places of the ldnd, Hans 
took a job as catering, 
supervisor for the 400 
employeesat  the 
asbestos mine at Cassiar, 
B.C.-about 450 miles 
north of Terrace.High in 
the. mountains, w i th  
ext remely  beauti ful  
scenery, Hans enjoyed 
the next two years there. 
o It was cold in Winter-the 
first two weeks he was 
there the thermometer 
• hovered J around 60 
degrees below zero-. 
farenheit. Th'e food 
L  was extremely good. Not 
languagues, were fed at elaborate-but the very• 
the Chb. best. It had reason to be; 
.... . '  His apprenticeship--:~fo~:~misine,: ~wa~ 
• completed; Hans became allowed a ~ generous 
a chef on the Trans- budget-S2.5 million to 
Europb Express,. He feed 400 men for one year. 
spent one year aboard the When the onnortanity 
famous fast train came to be ek~-for the 
travelling all over recent ly  purchased 
Europa, from a base at Lakelse HoteIin Terrace, "
Munich. In April 1962 he that had just come under 
arrived in Toronto, new ownership and 
Canada-speaking ot one management, Hans made 
word of English.. For the 
next ten years he was 
employed at a variety of 
jobs at various hotels, 
while he acquired a 
mastery of the English 
language. 
the move-and he has had 
few regrets. Here was an 
opportunity to  .make 
whatever ~changes were 
necded-and Hans with a 
staff of four cooks in .the 
kitchen and the manager 
Ran Verstrake have of Commerce to in- 
changed just about dustrial conferences and 
everth ing,  including annual events-like Pohle 
Germany other than to 
visit. There are still more 
changes and im- 
provements he evidently 
has in mind, for the 
hotel.And h eobviously 
enjoys his work. 
PARENTS NEEDED 
• .Warm, accepting foster parents are needed to care 
for a 7 year old severely handicapped child. This 
lovable nat iveboy,  who is in regular morning atten- 
• denceatthe Child Development Centre, requires much 
attention and a'consistent, loving family atmosphere. 
.. Parents need flexibil ity, patience and the courage to 
accept a child with special needs. 
11, the Bllgers have soon However-things are prosperous, and 
become a part of the changingin Germany too, somehow manage to 
Terrace community, as Hans found out when afford it. 
Hov~ does the life of a he returned for a visit It seemed little likely. 
chef in Canada compare there about a year ago. in talking to Hans, that he 
would give up his lifestyle with life in Germany? Frozen foods are in Canada to return to 
Hans looked "back to coming, in "Europe" to 
reminisce, having a greater degree• Chefs 
been asked that simple no longer do their own 
quest iGn.  • " ' butchering. Vegetables 
Training, for one thing, do not have to bepeeled, 
he said. My first year I 
was paid $5 a month-with shelled, • husked, or 
otherwise prepared for 
room and board, of cooking by hand. 
course. This doubled the  "Convenience" packing 
second year, to $10-and has been discovered and 
$30 the third year. Hours has quickly caught on, 
were long. No overtime. 
Work started usually at 8 there, asin Canada. 
a.m. and lasted until 11 .However food prices 
p.m. When there were have soared-even more 
banquets- it would be there than here. Meats in 
longer. There was one particular have gone 
da~ off a week-and no "out of this world". But 
un lous .  
.. Professional support and special maintenance rates 
people i there seem are available. 
. .A part.t ime home wil l  •also be considered. 
NEWS BRIEF .. For further information, please contact Susan Carr, 
TOUR REDUCES FEAR persons can have high care of Ministry of Human Resources 635.2283. 
TORONTO (CP) -- blood pressure. 
Toronto's Hospital for 
Sick Children helps 
parents  and chi ldren 
overcome their fear by 
giving them. a pre-,, GIVE V O U  admission tour. Theys e ' ( H a  U JE  the admission area, 
chapel, Iounge,wards 
and playrooms, and chil-, 
dren try on a doctor's or 
nurse's cap and masks, 
examine syringes and 
menus, diningroom and Lumber. Already listen to one another's l i L t  T H E  ( O m F O R T 5  
decor. • organizations Who held heart beat with a ste- 
The expenseappearsto heir New Year's function 'thoscope. OF H o m e  
havebeen a wise one, and including a banquet and KEEPS NAMES 
is paying off, The hotel is dance, havere-booked for STRAIGHT • • • 
catering to banquests  next New Year's. High blood pressure, or 
almost every week. Married • with 3 hypertension, is not the 
These run from service children,, boys 5 and 7 same as nervous ten- 
clubs, council, Chamber yea r old anda daughter siun---caim, easy-going 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
XS650-SE 
XS400-1~ 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame, The customized style and 
low seat height will make this model the 
most popular in its class. $1,74900 
• The heritage of the past . . ,  the best of 
the present . . ,  all wrapped up in one 
beautifully customizdd package. The 
6,~0 Special .cor~bines , _  _ . . , ; , ,  , .  
proven performance with ~ 7 . J~ l l f  v"  
a distinctive new look. - r - - -  
See tf?e ~pecial Edition 
Yamahas today/ 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
Briefs 
4946 Greig Deabr Liuenoe Number 020131 630-6920 
Canadian 
Ski Patrol System 
TH'ANK YO, U 
The Canadian Ski Patrol System, 
Kitsum-Kalum Mountain thanks all those who 
gave so generously of time, money and 
material duringthe past ski season. 
Now you can go anywhere and still have those 
, comfor.ts~.of home.,Take your vacation this year A~ /f~'~. ~ 
in One of Our fabulous recib~tionalvehicles. _ ~ . ~  ~ 
• Its the only way to gel " . 
1974 GMO 'JIMMY 
4 Wheel Drive, VS, AuIe $4895 
1972 DODGE OORONET$ 
WAGON 2696 
1974 MAZDA PICKUP 
• $2696 Pickup, Rotary, 4 Speed 
1976 TOYOTA SRS 
, s,.,, $3495 
1974 GUO 4 X 4 $4596 
1976 DATSUN FlO 
Hatehbaok, 4 speed, ,ront-wtee, drive $3496 
1977 VOLKSWAGON RABBIT 
4 Door Deluxe4 Speed, AM-'FM Radio $4695 
1973 TORINO • 
Sialion Wagon, VS, Auto. $2295 
~~ Terrace. Totem, Ford 
, Sales Ltd. 
• 4631 .Keiih 
635-4984 DOO727A 
UN SOLDIER KILLED 
BEIRUT (Renter) --  A 
French sGldier attached 
to the UN'Interim Force 
in Lebanon (UNIFIL) 
was killed in a landmine 
x~lesion Sunday night, a 
spokesman said 
today. He was the second 
UN soldier killed by a 
landmine in south 
Lebanon since the force 
moved into position last 
month. 
• HEROIN SEIZED 
RANGOON (AP) -- 
Burmese troops raided 
six • heroin factories 
operated by  rebellious 
tribes hi the h i s  6O0 
kilometres "nbrth of 
Rangoon and seized more 
than 400 pounds of raw 
opium, officials• report, 
But they' said the refined 
heroin apparently was 
carried into Thailand by. 
rebels who escaped. 
AIDED BY ACUPUNC. 
'I~RE 
BELGRADE (AP) --  A 
28-year-old Yugoslav 
woman has become the 
country's first, to g!ve 
birth aided by acu- 
puncture, the newspaper 
Pditika Ekspres reports, 
The report said doctors 
inserted 10 silver needles 
under the knees, in the 
abdomen and in the ears 
of Natasa Rosenfeld of 
Maribor, in northern 
Yugoslavia, The woman 
gave birth to •a bey and 
said she felt no pain 
throughout the delivery, 
the report said, 
DON'T LEAVE EGGs 
ou~ 
Eggs lose as much 
quality in a da~ at room 
temperature as they 
would in a week in the re- 
frigerator. 
Most of these donations went toward 
completion and furnishing of the ski patrol 
hut on the mountain, We look forward to 
everybody skiing again next fall. 
I 
! 
, k 
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i 9 year old assaulted, , Downed' plane 
NBC sued for damages not warned 
WASHINGTON CAP) - -  
The U.S. Supreme Court 
Cleared the way today for 
a trial seeking $11 million 
in damsges from NBC 
and a San Francisco tele- 
vision station for a n=e- 
yearold girl  sexually 
assaulted four days after 
a network movie per-' 
trayed a similar c~e.  
The justices refused to 
hear an appeal by the 
network and station 
KRON-TV that contended 
such lawsuits should be 
barred by the Con- 
stitution's free-speec~ 
and free-press 
safeguards. 
• A state court trial in 
San Francisco with 
momentous potential 
impact for the future of 
U.S. television now will 
'be scheduled. 
At issue in the ap.~al, 
turned down w~thout 
comment by the court 
today, was whether 
broadcasters may De 
.~ued on charges that they 
were negligent or 
reckless in portraying 
violence which might be 
on 
WALNUT CREEK, 
Calif. (AP) --  Police are 
looking for the kill.joy 
who walked off with a six- 
foot foam-rubber hot-dog 
costume being used to 
promote the Oriental Hot 
Dog Place. . 
"Be on the lookout for a 
stolen hot dog, six to 
seven feet tall," patrol 
car radios blared. 
i Bernie Rowitch, eo- 
owner of the Oriental Hot 
Dog Place, said a young 
woman hired to wear the 
costume and beckon 
easterners inside took it 
off and left it on a bench 
Outside when she came in 
for a drink Saturday 
afternoon. 
"She  went back a 
couple of minutes later 
and the wiener was 
gone," he said. 
Rowitch is offering a 
reward for information 
leading to the safe return 
of the pilfered frank: all 
the hot dogs a person can 
eat in a week. 
!CARSON CITY, Nay. 
CAP) - -  Steve Stricldand 
is trying to sell a truck he 
says is a "lemon." HIS 
sales pitch is: "Why 
settle for anything less 
than the worst?" 
The truck has lemons 
and a list of 46 alleged 
flaws pa=ted on it. 
• Strtckland plans to put 
the truck up for sale in 
front of the dealership 
that sells the vehicle, 
• He tried the same thing 
a couple of years ago and  
the dealer sued. A judge 
first ruled in favor of the 
dealer. But the decision 
son of Sam fit 
to stand trial 
Imitated in real life. JtULING OVER- SEOUL (AP) -- MOSt of them Jaeanese or NEWYORK (AP) --;A. voeated by counsel in- Berkowitzisaecusedof 
Only Justice William TURNED the passengers and crew Korean--via'-Anehorale Judge ruled today that dicate unfitness. The law *killing. six persons_.and 
Brennan voted to review A state trial judge memberso'[ a Korean Air to jubilant and tea~'L~u] bav id  Berkowitz is does not require him,to w.ounaing, seven o_t_ne.~ 
the case. ____ di'smi~ed the suit, ruling Lines (KAL) jet shot welcomes in Tokyo and mentally fit to stand trial adopt .the ad.vice ,o,z n!s. aur~'g a r~_-mo~_n o~v~e " 
un bept. 10, 19.7.4, NBC that me oroaucasters down over the Soviet Seoul today for the murder of Stscy cotmset or omers, sale! o.t snoounss m~o~y__ ,  
televised the fictiona]nt could, not,. be held re- Arctic completed their BODIES ON• BOARD Moskowitz, the last of six the .iudge. me uronx ann ~ueens• 
drama Born Innoce . sponszble m the young trin to Japan and Korea Also aboard were the homicide victims of the " 
The two-hour movie was girl's attack. A state toda The United States. bodies of the two dead Son of Sam ~ " " I 
broadcast in the San appeals court., however, acti~g on behalf of Soutli passengers, oneaKo-rean "The co~t  f=ds. that  1 d [k l~e~l l l  I [~ l J~ l l~_ l~ I 
rTanciseo area . . . .  ny overmrnea me "uuge s Korea, preseed the and the other a Ja..)~nese. the o te nave • . ] l P •m I ~ ••  r r • as  w.. , 
KRON-TV, a station ruhng and ordere~him to Russians for =formation Among those welting at establia~e~ p by a fair • I 
owned by the Chroniele hold a jurytHai on the about the pilot and the Tokyo airport was prependeranceoftheevi- I - - ' t  ~ I I I I  , [ ' 
Publishing Co. ~ charges. ' navigator they detained. Ritsuko Sugano, the 55- dence that the defendent I I I I I l f l n i l f i I£  I 
The movie dealt with After the California The downed airliner's year-old mother of the does not, as a result of 1 • r n u u u u  i v ] 
the life of an unwanted Supreme Court refused to copilot said the crew dead Jannnese, who said mental disease or defect, l , ' ] 
child, a teen.a.g.ed g~l. In rey iew the case, the received no wam=g from to reper~ers: lack capacity to  On- I I  . • ~, I 
one segment, me.~wt was networK., an.a ..t~.u~ a l~fiG interceptor that "How could they shoot derstand the proceeuin~s 1 i i lh l~ l  In  
as~ult.ed by omer.  xe- appea~.ea.to.cne tugnes~, f i red into zt early our innocent and ..a~galnsthimormsesiscm 1 . nu ,~muvv ,,,~ 
m~es m .a re torm.apry court m me u.~. , Thursday morning, unguarded son? I cannot _his defence," Broo~yn. I ' 
'~s~r~anP"~•wtm a nt.un' e ,iT~s~e, B°rwneveI?n°ce:t wo~oioio~g.di~t.l~P~P.~,~.g, re:~ ~'see~osWhemn:teh~tka~t us~; ~ 'oC°ur t i~u ' i~c :  n ANNOUNOE 
Four. dayslater,a__nm_e- ~eaoy  has mane grapetrmt-size hole = the plane." , six-page memorandum of I I  . . . . . .  T . . . . .  " 
y.earota ~..an. r.r.unupco television history. Out of plane's fuselage• But Premier Choi Kyu.hah law• • • . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  L .=  
°~aer~!~dKne~: :~° ;~ ~:Stm°~vie°'fsP~:t~anbeU~ ~esit~aen~Pa~k ~v~eg[ "~d~ei~c~mersat tbe  l ~ ' l ~ e ~ ~ ~ d  I a olmnge el ownersn,p 
. . . . . . . . . .  C violence and its airing at government for. releasing capt• Kim Chang-kyu .s=c • . ! . . . .  " 1 ..... ~ ~ : : ~  
~S~R~: : i~u~n~'"  an early-evening hour  the pasee.ngers, and 11 and navigator Lee Elm- he wants to plead glmcy. 
_ ~ . .  Y when many young per- crewmemnersanuask~d .shik were prevented from .His lawyers .tfll want.to 
~r~s innaa%e~vila~d/:~" sons were sure to be in it to free the other two leavingMurmansk . plead ~ not ~i l ty.vy 
. . .  , . . . . . . .  " the, viewing audience, crew memoers' as a despite efforts by U.S. reason of =sanity, cut 
~.~orm~nmamesC°mc~ television's famiLy hour tmmanitarian . gesture, and  Japanese since he has been ruled 
.~ . s ... came into being. A Pan ,~nencan lzane ' representatives to gel competent, Berkowitz is 
dama=es fo t e 7oun$10milli°'nrmhPumuve Broadcasters cannot took the 95 surviHng, them released, free to make his own. 
. g Y g legally be held respon- passengers and 11 of the Diplomats in Moscow choice, providing the 
g i r t .  sible for the acts of 13 crew members from said the U.S. embassy judge finds the plea 
/ , 1 others, lawyers for NBC _M.unnansk to Hels'.mki, • asked the Soviet foreign legally acceptab~l,e. 
~.~ ,AP l : I~  not  ~ [ O  d ' t l '=  and KRON told the Finlana,  on ~unoay• ministry for information Cqrso, who earlier this. 
~O Supreme Court. Three of the passengers about them today, and month held four says oz 
,,,o=,.,=,,,=,.=,,,1 h,, th~ ~tnto . If they could be, chose~ to .  remain, in the U.S• state department closed, hearings .on the 
~'.'_"_'_~_'~7,~.'.':.-'..Z~,,7~-'_ " te lecast ing  serious ,,:urope, ana'a KAL plane ma(le the same requescot competency oz toe  
OUpJ[ '~l l l¢  ~U£L ~ 1010 9 l l  atechniea]it, ,  thedealer drama delving into the bronghtthe.rest--mostof the Soviet embassy in year.old postat cterg 
• , . J: . . . .  d~=z-lun. ~ida nf ]|fR ~ . • Washin=ton from Yonkers, set May 8 
nan not postea .ne becomes far less at- ' 1 I~t lh  . The United States acted for either the start of 
necessary  securzcY tractive to those con- " " " "~"""  . on behalf of the South F ~  t r ia l . . .  . 
~nes. templating its potential , . entenee .Korean _ go.vermn, ent .lzearm.gs. or~m'ysetecc!on 
- .-~--- . . . . .  costs" ~ ~ • ~ because ~oum Korea enema me oeleace waweL 
~LANU,  • Fla " " • ' the bearin • ,, . • WASHINGTON CAP) - -  does not have diplomatic US. CAP) - -  Peanut elatin If hction based on " ' ' " f t is able to - , 
and peanut pie'  T~e two reality may, ff allegedly The U.S. Supreme Co~t relations w~th the Sovjet A, 'De[se~eantc~te ~th  his I Does  O~KE 
• ' . . . .  U held ~oaay me t~ria umutn, tum.uao ~ r eczpos are but a,few of zrmtsted, p rovzde a basra P . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  counsel - -d has never • 
the creations that school for liability, it can be m~aer  c..on,a~ton ot .a -~ .~ ~n~.~..r r . t ,~ . , . ,  refas_~t~,~o so No dalm I The New Owner is Dug Clarke a • • JacKsonville FIG, auto -no ztu~mu.a u~ ur~u ~, • cocks dreamed up to argued that there zs l itt le _ . , . ' . . . . .  ,^ ,,._ . . . , .^ . , .  n=.,~., ;" " -de  that he has not l . . . .  . . mecnamc semenceu to u,. =u u,c ~=u,c~ = ,,~,~ ,o ,~,, work off a stock of to prevent the courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . . . .  a ,,~- ~o,o - , ,  wrote ! rolallvel]y newcomer  to le r raoe ,  . . . . .  n me m me eiec[nc cmtr t~u,u=,  =,,. ,,,. ,, . . . . . . . .  , Corso peanuts rowded by the from basmg liahil~ty o . ' . . . .  BEST COURSE • - 
US agPe~uithre depart- imitation of reality itself; ' .~..e ]us t~e..es refused~ m..'fllton Boe~ng^70~was IS,,.a=.;o;,,,, or': I hUg fools that good sorvueo no the 
~,'~;;f ,,., ;,,,;tot;,,,~ af ot,o.to da.  revi,;,, ..c.nara henry =~m u. tuc t©,-v,© .v .~. .  . . . . . . . .  . - -  • 
' - ;~;; ,  t-~,,,,t,, ~oh,~] p[ 'c t '~as"~"of 'med ia  Gibson's a~peal that,he, l@e in n.orthw_est.Rjtm,s_~ v a'c i l la~.onasto_~e~t i single most v i ta l  fac tor  in  the  suoces l  
.:.--.--..--~-_~._ - - ' - - - - '  ~ , , . ,o ,o ,o  ~¢ ,he  news" was nenieu a fair ~rlal wnere lC crash-tureen, w.sm cutyr== tu~ ram.,, • 
:rmC~a~,7~:~n~p~:nc~sses  ~e'a~al~a[~.  ~ ' s~dteth:o~p.er review bY ~ALng.PrenSi~ttheCahe " ]~S~co~m~t~: t re=~ n ., . ,  - .  - , , - , .  w.,,, fo r  more 
peanuts le f t  over.from Lawyers for the girl Gibson's execution was line wi~ not try to get the .trial., Ra.ther, i t  is..=- ' • .m,m. nm -v~|l;n~ ~_h~n~me emma tn 
ms~ years  teoerat sur, uraed the court to affow n~tnoned last Dec 42 -nlane hask.. ' .... dieauve ot unoersumumg • m, .o  . . . . . , ,  ..... ~ . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
plus-food program, th~trial. "We do not seek ver-n~g the outcome of ~SETTLE THE SUDS . of,,L~,, predicelnent. . 1 0,rim mlsOm . - " 
Initial attempts .to to .impose any pn.',or h i s .appea l . .  ..An overl~d, o fsu .~m _ . 'Nor  o.o~., xa.uure~ a "~O;L [K ;L ;E  6352779 
reduce the surplus" ny ,restraint on me.menia. ~tate OlliCinlS now are me ang semes wire a auup a~.3 .~zupua~ o>u~ca,~c,.=c .o . . . . .  
dishing the peanuts out in Wemerelyse.e.k~mag ~ free ~ impose" a'  new sprinkle of salt. course oz acuon an- 
small paper cups found- for a negdgenc ann execution dace. " . . . .  
ered when teachers reckless act that has Gibson was convicted 
watched inhorror as the,  already occurred by the for his part in a robbery 
nuts became flying improper time, place and during which a Brazilian 
missiles in lunchroom method of telecaging the merchant "seamen was 
battles, production," they said. shot and killed and his 
",,~.,,,,~,, ~ . . . . .  The four girls arrested companion was shot and 
, - - ' "~:C ; , - - : ,  .. in the San Francisco sex left for dead " I ~  J im ~ I ~  ~ A  Mlease non t serve mose • ' " l~nutcups," '  said Helen attacktoldpolice they got He was sentenced to • I r  ~ /  n ~  i ~  ~ m ~  
w.~b . . . . . . .  , .  :,,,,,~o..,,,, theidea for their crime death by i~ 7-to-5 jury | mAr J~ ~ l ~ I  ,~1 ~ ~  
• ice director 7']Sut we've from watcl~, g _. 0,1 vote: . . . . . .  e '  I ~ ' d ~ l m ~  ~ V V i  
,,.., to.....=~.,,.,,, ~,,,,.~ innocent. "rne girls, - UIDSOn, wn0 asses u ~ . 
~ , ,~ , .~, , ,v~. ; , -~ ,  m==,~ ranging = agefrom 10 to throughout his tr ial  t l~t  
. . . .  e . . . . . . . . . . . .  in in n auto un"  15, were charged he was at work a 
v. • ' . . . .  juvenile nroceedings for garage when the crime . =ilk 
~. me ~noot cooks which ~ records were tookplace, lost his appeal " "F  • c , . , . . , ,  co,p,,v 
pushes weir ~maginadon, • Su . . . .  '., . . . . . . . . . .  , ,,,,I,= sealed. They are reported before the Florida - . 
. . . . . .  ~ -v  z, . . . . . .  " . " "  to be on [~robation preme Court last July and crushing the nuts rote ' " . ' 
gelatin• The cooks e~en 
CANUCK 
[ The ,odhern . TRUCK 
" ENTAL  Spring, 1963, wasGa ~lroned. i~te~,~rr  it well because n 
tried something they  
named "Waldorf salad a 
la peanut." 
"Peanut pie is just like 
pecan pie,"Mrs. Walker 
said. "Oh, it's delicious•" 
Russians refuse 
to limit arms 
LONDON CAP) -- U.S~ beams. 
State Secretary Cyrus U.S. Detente Secretary 
Vance's talks in Moscow Harold Brown has said no 
new arms pact will be 
signed without previsions 
for sharing the missile 
technology with the other 
NATO members. 
But the U.S. officials 
said there was no 
relaxation in Russian 
refusal to put limits on 
production and 
deployment oftheir new 
Backfire bomber, a long- 
range plane which can 
make low-level attacks at 
supersonic speeds. Most 
analysts say a .pact 
without such restrictions 
might not get through the 
U.S. Senate. 
was apprehensive about,the success of lettuce I had seeded on 
April 27. Shortly after germination, a steady onslaught of 
frosty n!ghts chilled the young seedlings with as much as 10 
degrees of frost, on and off for e two to three week period. 
But they never "batted an eye", If you know what I mean, 
and developed,into good solid heeds before the end of July. 
As I write thls, April 30, the whitening of an overnight frost 
Is fast being dlsslpated by bright sunshine. That, frost won't 
have harmed the lettuce I got In a week ago, because they're 
not up yet. That April 23rd Seeding was a bit early/but worth 
a gamble for an early crop. AnYway, if it doesn't come 
through, the crop I ' l l  be seeding today probably will. In 
gardening you have to. be prepared, to win some and lose 
somel 
I suppose it is the delicate emerald fllagree, that is a let. 
tuce leaf, that cons many into thlnk'lng .of lettuce as a fragile 
plant, but perhaps what I have fuss relatedwlll change a few 
minds. For certain, If you've got ground that. Is workable 
now it's not too early to seed lettuce. The young plants can 
take the frost that will normally touch them over the nexrfew 
weeks. Furthermore, they'll germinate at current low soil 
temperatures. 
Ground that Is ~lry enough to work now, more than likely 
has a soil with very good drainage and s~h a soil may well 
become droughty as the season progresses. That means that 
Crew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
½ Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional. 
4 
and 4x4's. 
while there will be .sufficient soil moisture for seed ger- 
mination, by the time seedlings are knee.high to a bee, they'll . : ' 
6 killed rental information peat type soil,.whlch has'the facility to dry early on the surface, but retain lots of moisture underneath, b,.nature of For their sponge-like quality. Such a soil, Incldently, is Ideal for 
lettuce. 
That's a facet of the lettuce plants' needs for which It could ,.. 
be legltlmetely called fragile. It needs lots of moisture, and If ,oo eooo,,o o,,ntooneo,,h..r,,.,o,.,,uch oontaot Terraoe Agent: as a sand, you'll lust have to supply some extra water. An 
Ideal source Is a soaker type hose, which will allow the water 
to continually seep,qvery slowly, beside the plant roots. I like 
the canvas ones, because they don't sprinkle the foliage. 
Constantly wetted foliage Induces leaf rot and ell sorts of 
"Com'l limi nts 
UPLAND NUllS[BY 
Kalum Lake Drive 
Jim M,cEwan 
Dealer Lioonee Number 14931 Tenses, e,e, 
635-2603 
may have eased Soviet 
opposition to the United 
States telling its NATO 
allies how to build the 
Cruise missile, but the 
Russians refused to agree 
to limits on their Backfire 
bomber. 
Both  were key 
bargaining issues in 
Vance's three days of 
talks with Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei 
Gromkyo on a new 
Strategic arms-limitation 
treaty (SALT). 
Vance told reporters as 
he left Moscow for 
London Sunday: "There 
was some progress 
during these meetings 
toward a SALT 
agreement and we hope 
to carry these efforts 
forr/ard = subsequent 
meetings," The next 
round is likelylate .hi May 
when Gromyko visits the 
United States for a UN 
debate on disarmament, 
U.S. officials with 
Vance hinted that the 
Russians eased their 
opposition to U.S. sharing 
of Cruisq missile 
technology ~th  the other 
members of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organ- 
~,ation. The missile is a 
small, pilotless, long- 
range drone that could be 
launched from bombei's 
out of range of Soviet 
antiaircraft defences and 
would fly at low altitudes 
beneath Soviet radar 
in fire 
BURTON, Mich. CAP) 
--  Two sisters and their 
four children were killed 
Sunday when an early- 
morning fire destroyed a 
home. Two men survived, 
Burton Fire Chief Elmer 
Craft said the children 
died of heat and smoke 
inhalation and their 
'mothers were burned to 
death, Craft identified the 
victims as Susan Cheats, 
24, and her sons Rlcherdl 
3, and William, 2, and 
Alice Basinski, 20, and 
her daughters Katrina, 4, 
and Sabrina, 2. Police 
said Mrs. Baslnski, who 
lived in a mobile home 
nearby, had been visiting 
her  sister. 
+ 
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Closet Organizers: 
. Get maximum use from 
that minimum closet with 
just a little organization. 
Install narrow shelving 
along one side of your closet 
foi" storing handbags; out- 
of-season garments and hat- 
boxes can be stored on a top 
shelf. 
A bathroom drying rack 
can be iristalled on the top 
part of door for hanging 
belts, scarves, etc. Shoe-bag 
can bc hung on the bottom 
half of door. 
install a second rod in 
part of the c[oset o accom-" 
modate shorter garments 
such as, blouses, sweaters 
and shirts, doubling your 
space thereby. 
Don't waste space on that 
top shelf, either; putting 
things in boxes allows you to 
stitck them all the way up to 
the ceiling. 
Let There Be 
Light Conserved! 
Here are ways you can 
conserve nergy in lighting: 
Keep bulbs and fixtures 
clean; accumulated dust can 
lower lighting level. 
Check areas where wat- 
tage can be reduced without 
impairing viewing, such as 
patios, service porches, and 
halls. 
Keep general lighting at 
a minimum, with main light- 
ing located where it is spe- 
c!fically needed. 
Use fluorescent lamps in 
areas such as kitchens, 
baths, laundry, garage and 
work areas. Not only does a 
40-watt fluorescent bulb 
produce more light than a 
100-watt incandescent bulb 
(at half the energy cost), its 
life is ten times longer. 
kitchen. Large Ilvingroom, 
dining room wlth air 
conditioning, master 
bedroom with ensulte and 
walk-In.closet. Full 
basement with 2 bedroom 
suite. Close to schools and 
town. Asking $67,000. 
all the space a family could 
want. Large rooms with 
wall to wall throughout. V~ 
uti l i ty basement: Ex. 
cellent garden and 
greenhouse. 100"x50' lot on 
pavement. Low, low price 
of $42,000. 
Looking for a building lot. How about a view Iofon the 
bench. Lot size approx. 90'x200' located in area of 
quality homes. Asking $23,500. 
, ,5 '  
Decoratlng Tip 
When planning your color 
schemes, keep this tip .from 
decorators.in mind: 
Use color to coordinate 
each room of your home by 
"borrowing" a color from 
another room. Just take one 
of the three basic colors in 
one room and use it with 
two other colors in another 
robm.' Coordinating colors 
in this way can create a har- 
En~gy-Saving Tips" Garage Doors Go Electdc 
for Automatic Dishwashers It is'estimated that there 
Fill the dishwasher be. are.now more than 10 .rail- 
fore running it, rather than. lion automatic g~irage door 
v~ashingjustafewdishesaf, openers in the United 
tcr every meal. 
Be sure and load the 
dishwasher properly, to 
avoid having to run dishes 
through again. 
No need to prerinsc 
dishes, just scrape them . . .  
States. The increase in the 
r~umber of electric garage 
doors is attributed to ira- 
. I  
| 
| 
proved technology and do- 
it-yourself marketing. 
|•nmmm|nimuin••mn|nmmnnmmm•ummmnmumnm•ummmnmnul m , 
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m [ ]  A man travels the world over 
m°ni°us t°tai cff'ec't" y°ur dishwasher sh°uld be in search 0f what he needs i i 
For Teen Scene: . able to wash even heavily and returns home to find it. 
Here's a great decorating • soiled dishes ' , - -  Goethe 
idea for that teenager's • . 
room: cover one wall with Let your dishes air dry" " ' ' • [ ]  
denim for a handy place to by selecting a cycle with no HOT WATER ' • []  
post school pennants, .post- dry time, or stopping the ap- BASEBOARD " • m 
ers, funny sayings, pliance after the final rinse. 
BeRer homes in the cold • []  • [] 
• , - • ~reas of our country have • [] 
• preferred hot. water base- • [] 
board heat for more than • [] ' 
thirty years, both for better • []  • []  
HOW TO GROW MORE IN LESS SPACE ' comfort and economy; ,' • • 
. . . . .  The heating element is • []  
usually copper tubinl~, either • []  • 5007 McRae Street []  
½' or 3,1" diameter, with • []  
aluminum fins on the out- • • , " " [ ]  • Visit ,  with us for  a few moments, one of Terrace s beautiful  [ ]  
side. The hot water from the : residences shown above. B 
boiler is circulated inside the 
tubing, and the fins quickly • []  
disperse the heat to the • Enter beneath a wrap  around patio amid red brick facade and []  
room air without moving m pi l lars ,  to two  f inished af f ract ive  floors. You note a tastefu l ly  ." 
parts of fans• • decor•fed L iv ingroom with its own f ireplace and French doors to iz 
• i This h~ating element of • the Patio. Dining and kitchen areas are located near, w i th  lots of [ ]  
tubing and fins is enclosed in • cupboard space. [ ]  ' 
a strong steel cover, and • ' ' " [ ]  
.mounted as baseboard at the : The residence has 5 bedrooms, two bathrooms, lots of good qual i ty  
floor along the outside wall. • carpet, and the lower floor which is above ground has a f inished []  
Cool air is drawn in through : fami ly  area with an0ther br lck f i replace and large windows. B 
Intern•re gardening is a be built from any kind of the lower opening by natural • . m 
proven method of"growing clay, gumbo, or sandy soil convection, is heated by the • The exterior of this very appealing property is a blend of Tudor, [] 
more in. less space• It will by adding and thoroughly fins, and passes out through n . m • white stucco, ~ natural  cedar shakes and siding plus the touch of [ ]  
save time and effort; and let mixing in various kinds the upper opening to warm : br ick  facade  and pillars. " . .  
you landscape with food of organic material  and the room and its occupants. 
as. well a~ flowe~ because fertilizers. The baseboard heaters • ' ' ' ' • 
• The home is appeal ing in al l  respects with.the necessary features l '  
itsttracgtve, iS easy, to care for and percentAppr°ximatelYof the trash peopleeighty arc quite inconspicuous, BI. that make anyone fee I comfortable.  As wel l  it  ha# that important _B 
. . . .  , 'throw away is organic mate- measuring 8" or 9" high, i ingredient, location, whichcauses market  appeal in any c ity.  , i 
This intensive garaen has rial So are kitchen wastes and only a few inches deep. 
30 d i f ferent  vegetables anti" ~rar.a elinnin~ Pratt;- They come in neutral colors • [] 
• • - -  ~ . . . . .  r r ' - -o - - '  . . . . . .  • • planted in sufficmnt quan . . .  ' . . . . . . .  " ca'lly everything except or can be painted to match • This home is l isted exclusively with Wightman and Smith Realty [ ]  
~icy  ¢O SStisIy a small zamuy n l t~at ;o~ a la rm nnr l  mote l  ann  feetofs ace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the Wall, and do not inter. • Lad.tarS65,000. Call anyone of us to show you around. Weshal l  be [ ]  • • . , . .: ,..:, .... ..,: . .:,~.. ........, ,.. • ,. 
in only 16x20 P : be used" to improve garden fore with the placement of • , pleased to-provtcle,~you ,wiffi any.  detai ls required, ~,,: _~ : • ,,- • . soil and inexesae its pmduc- 
Intemwe gardening uses t ivit  ~ ;f it  i o ~-ound u" furniture or.drapes. - -  . . . . . . . . . .  " ' ; ' '  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ '  "~ ' : ' :~ ' * '  :~'.~ !::~ ; --"::~:" 
" r ~ • o 6"  ¢ '~!  ' g  , " . ~ ~.~'~.'~' ~o ~¢~v~ .,~,~,~:., ~ .~..~ .'.~:.~ ;,~-,~-, ;... ,, ;~  every square meh fo plant- . . . . . .  t,,a o,a ,,,;,,,,a ;n*o 
int. This reduces weeding, =~"='nt~n~'~,~a~ ' . . . . .  " ' ."  " Having no moving parts, • . LISTED WlTN 
conserves moisture and is t. . . . .  ~ ,,~,,o. 
the way to get maximum The Soil Blender, amulti- 
product ion from a mini- purpose garden tool in the 
mum amount of space, you picture, is. a brand new 
t,m reduee the size of your electric powered machine 
• garden by 75% and still get designed to build soil for 
there is Oo expectation of 
wear or replacement prob- 
lems, and because of their 
strength and superior per- 
. formance, they have become 
• the favorite for many builders as much if not more produe- intensive gardening as well 
tio.n if you use this method, as to dig~ mix, till, hill and in cold areas of the nation• 
cultivate flower beds and 
Ions  ~=para1= u,,,,.~ or~a• j taCillrles. NIusr view tO • ' The key to above ground regular vegetable gardens. 
Good sized lot" and I a p p r e c I a t e t h e i intensive gardening is soil Mo~t garden centers can 
reasonably priced at J possibilities. Asking only i  tha i ' i s  deeply dug, highly provide more information 
m,00o•  • 1s37.000 .  n ' ferti le, well aerated and on intensive gardening and 
- , . , .. moisture' retaining. This can on the Soil Blender. 
"36.79 acres approx. 4 miles north of Terrace off of , 
I Dover Road. Power available. Asking $40,000• Present offers. ~ 635 
F rk Avenue Realty Ltd, ' 
4819 PARK AVENUE, TERRi0E, D.O. V86 lV6 
a home at low price, this is 
it. Two bedroom 
bungalow, 750 sq. ft., wall 
to wall carl)sting, large lot, 
close fo centre of town. A l l  
for only $27,000. Call Horse 
Christel. 
" WIGHTNAN& SMITH ,i :. , : 
L••nn•l•[]•na••i•ii||nn|nnninna|a••ii[]•n•n•naeU 
. • - . . • - . . 
Look no more. Here is • $ 
bedrooms bungalow, 1050 
sq. ft., full basement, 
ca rpets throeghout, built.in 
kitchen range. The lot is 
landscaped and fenced. 
Asking only S35,000. To 
view call Horst Godlinskl 
at 635-5397. '; 
[~; r . " : ,~ . .  t 
In Uplands area: Features 
fireplace in Ilvlngroom, 
glass siding doors off 
dining room, built.in dish. 
washer. Puliy finished 
basement could be used ms 
separate suite. Call Hors.t 
or Chrlstel for viewing. ; 
inexpensive, but nl¢ol ' 
Prlme horseshoe loeatlon, Centrally located on a on our ##RllllCOpl" 
four bedrooms two landseapad IM with fruit display, Features GI 
fireplaces and room for a trHs end berry bushes. S bedrooms, fireplace in 
family. Asking SSl,S00 but bedroom homo, walltowall' living ream. Patio doors 
open to offers. Call Kelly carpet end fireplace, off dining .' room area. 
today end have., a Iookl Priced at only ;SO,000. Call-: Basement Is fully finished 
Chrlsfel or Horse for ep. with S extra bedrooms end 
polntmant e view. large daylight wlqdow. 
% 
An unusual property on 
Weetvlew Drive. 
Panabode construction, 
fhree bedrooms on main 
floor, fourth in basement. 
Two fireplaces anda* two 
stall garage. Asking 
157,600. Call Kelly for an 
appointment o view. 
faQ~lly home. You must 
vlSw it to appreciate the 
fine qual ity and Wol'k• 
manship that his gone int0 
this home. Call Kelly today 
and I can bring It to "your'/ 
I l v ingroom on 
"Realscope". ,. Asking 
SL%S00. • 
"realscope" of Ibis IWwL 
Asking gig,go0 for .: 
bedroom, pertly finished 
full basement house. Clok 
to achoolt and downtown. 
Arrange 'to view .will 
Chrltfel or Horst. ' 
Asking t47,500. Call 
Chrlstel or Horse. 
Voltaire, the famous French writer., was said to drink 60 
cups of coffee a day. 
lin•mllilllmlnmilUlllilnilliUlllll|Inllllllillllllmmlllllllllllllll| 
f i g  • I I  11111 H | i l l  • M 
GOOD •UYS : 
THREE BEDROOM ON ovER AN ACRE situated at 25iI = 
'Craig Drive. Ranch style, covered patio, carport, : 
separate area for utility, study or office roomi oll heat. A 
rural sefllng but In town. Asklng S35,00Oand owner : 
anxious to sell quickly, • 
4141 OOULET AVE 95 percent-financing available on : 
three bedroom home Insulated for: elect.rlc heat, crawl • 
apace for storage, separate utility, carpeted living room. N 
Presently asking 126,S00. and open to offers., MLS 2~,. i 
t740 MULLER STREET close to schools end Improved : 
roads. Spacious duplex with two bedroom unlhb concrete 
foundation. One unit turnlshed, other had frldge end l  
SPECIAL OF THE WEEKtwo homes Tar the price almost 
of one. Clarke at Pine Street 80x200 lot with 1050 and 720 
square foot homes. Three bedroom for owner with at. 
toched St'age, nice kitchen and Ilvlngroum. Concrete 
rlngwell foundation. For revenue a two bedroom home 
alongside also well maintained will help make your 
payments. Just reduced in price from $46,500 to a low 
price of $42,500. Inquire quickly. 
LOW PRICED BUILDING LOTS FOR HOMES OR 
MOBILES: 
L at 11 Beaver Crescent, power pole, septic tank & field, 
water & driveway. Concrete pad'belng laid. Asking 
$9,S00. 
• Lot 6 Beaver Crescent, nice residential area $2,500. range. Drilled well, new concrafe septic tank. 1370 sq. ft. : 
total area. Just reduced from (~0,000 to only 1131,$00. []  
N Scotten Read, .42 acres, reedy to move mobile onto, septic Excellent value here. [ ]  
N: tank & field, cribbed well, driveway, power pole 18,500. '4425 MeCONNELk AVE 2 bedroom home on concrete : 
foundation, axterlor of stucco and siding; Homo well kept : 
[] Lot 3 Otter Street. Has some preparation for mobile with nlce Interior decor. Aflached carport plus Insulated 
already S6,500. , and wired 13x16 workshop, sis0 tool shed. Only $31,500. :
i • A.E .  Le  Page  L imi ted  Coast  Coast  Rea l  Es ta te  Serv ice  ~ 
Country living. Three 
bedroom on half acre lot, 
Connected to good wtlar 
system. Asking MT,000. 
Try your offer..  Phone 
Frank for furtherdoleS!s., 
discriminating hunger. 
Many extra features. 
Beautifully appointed. 
Sauna, bar, rec.room, 
heated pool. For more 
Information call Prank. 
lUUN6 " 
, KELLY  SQUIRES . 63S.761' , 
CHRIsTEL  GOOLINSKI  . 635.5397 
AFTER 0FFIOE HO RS 
HORST GODLINSKI  . 63S.5397 
t 
FRANK SK IDMORE . 635-5691 
t 
' t \ ,I I 
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• right to classify ads Under . 
appropriate headings and to LOCAL ONLY: 
set-rates therefore and to 20 'words or less S2~X) per 
insertion, over 20 words $ determlne pag'e location. \ 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classlty 
or relect any advertisement 
and to r~aln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
t~e" customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement ' wil l be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss• 
NI dales of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the Uablllty of the  
Herald Ir~the event of failure 
to publish en advertisement 
~or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertlsement as published 
shall, be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vedlser for only one In. 
correct insedion for the 
podlon of the edvedislng 
Ipoce occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
shah the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Right~ Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslnD that dlscrlmlnatos 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Iustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sortlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no ratunds after 
~ed has bean set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must .be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Nlowance can be made for 
• only one !ncorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$i.25 mailed. 
C~SSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per eg~e line. 
NUnlmum charge 15.00 per 
Inserllon. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.68 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
64.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basts only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prtor to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service chergt of ~.(~ OO all 
N.S.F. dlequee. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
T~ONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
Involved. , . ..~.00.pr~Juct.Ipg,~ ch~e for 
• ,or'ng; u = ors ; . ~cturns. News ofweddk~s 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, at. 
lernoons 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cr0mack 
SUBSCRI PT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 / 
Single Copy 2Oc 
By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma l l  6 mth  22.00 
By Mal l  year 40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of" America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & Dlstrlct 
Phone 635.6357 
(.write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
S1O.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condonant~n. Payable In 
advance. 
Santo Cervello, almost will 
perform "Metamorphlels",, 
May 10and 19 in the Ver'lta| 
Sym ~ 3,30 p.m. ion Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In. 
Parian" May 1Oand 19 atthe 
Clarenm Mlchlel Gym at 
3:20 p,m, Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the,door at $1,00 per 
person, These performances 
art preleflted In conjunCtion 
.with Kermode Theatre 90. 
Tlcketsare still available for 
all:3 L Ferformancea of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
~thand6that the R,E,M, Lee 
Yheatro In Terrace, 
Tickets cost SO,OO 
Reduced Price of. 14 for 
*children, for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Wrlto, enclcolflg a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
Dlstr[CtArM Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B,C. For more 
Information: phone' 635.2191, 
B.C.O;A.P.O.- Annual F~all 
Bozaar.~i November 1aSh 
1978. ? Arefla'Banq'uet Room 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's major 
professional thdatre will 
present Joe Odin's 
o~dragalous" black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17.at he R.E.M. LeeTheatre 
Terrace at S p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In london 
and on B~;cadway Is a zany, 
bizarre upside down comedy 
In a Manly Python vein. 
Tickets are available in May 
at Terrace SI0ht and Sound 
a~d Terrace Library. For 
further information call 635. 
7318. "Loot" is a part of 
K~mode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'TO, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. Lea ThuaWe May 
11-20 at 8 p.n. The meinstage 
'ShdWcnse' censlsts of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
iudicatloo. Tickets avalloble 
In Mey from Terrace Sight 
and Sound end Terrace 
Ubrary. 
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May 3rd, 
19/8 at Kermode Friendship 
Centre, 4451 Grleg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace ThornhllI N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale - Sat., Ma.y 13, 
10 a.m. • 3 p.m. at the 
Thornhi l l  Community 
Centre. Tables $5 each, 
Admission 50c,adult. Sellers 
phone 635-3582 to reserve a 
tame. (~-) 
Thlre , wl!l be an 
organlzat!enal Suba Diving 
Club meeting. Monday May. 
1st 8 p.m. In the arena 
• banquet room. All Interested 
divers welcome. 
CLASSIFIED 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
AN- 
530 "5.50 
5.50 
SJ~ 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
. Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and "4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3~ 
.4:00 p.m. 
. Adult Clinics - ~k~n. Wed. & 
Fri., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic -3:00 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
fife and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hIT them, or find it herd to 
control yo~,r aogry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con. 
PHONE 635.6357 structive parent you really 
CJalelfled Advalrtlalng DeF~. want to be. 
~ All InqQires absolutely 
omfldentlal. 
/ Phone N~ry~or John 635.4419 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
' been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th and Sunday, May 
14th due to mlnsr production 
setbacks. 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts • Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Are you currently 
• designing or experimenting 
with small.scale renewaMe 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project Is se~lng up a 
Nodhern Network to 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 115.15Jt 
OR 
135.7720 
(cff) 
facilitate development el 
such systems. Pictures and WelgM WMckora meeting 
prelect descriptions are heideveryTuudayatTp.m. 
needed for a booklet to be M the Knox United Church 
~keene District Girl G.uldas 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18. who ere In. 
terestod please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
GOLDEN RULE For Sale: Joey Shack approx. See 
Odd tabs for the jobless• 6'x30', Insulated and wired. P.M. PLASTICS 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum Best reasonable offer will be for 
(cff) accepted. Phone 635-254~ CANOES 
before 2 or after 4. also 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. (Pll-20) Flbreglass Matt.Roving 
Ele~rlcel end Refrlgaratlon Cloth and Resin 
contracting. Top Quality mixed hay for 3890 Muller St. 
House wiring, sale. Heavy bales 647.3165 Phone 635-6684 
di35-Sl/l (c12t,w,th,may4) (clmon.-1May) 
(ctf) 
FULLER BRUSH FOR SALE: Raven drum 48, SUITES Order now by phone. Phone set, with 2 Zylgen cymbals. 
or make an appointment. Like new. Heavy duty 
stands. C-W chair, sticks _FOR RENT 
Marnle 635-9721, ~ and brushes. 636-1873. (pG- 
GEMINI EXCAVATING .20) i)linton Manor 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) Furnished or unfurnish~ 
BackhoeWork studio or 1 bedroom 
Hourly & Contract apartments. Security 
635.3479 anyllme enferPhene. Sauna. 
(A J12) 635-9422 
638-1032 
Red Malamute, German , ' 
49. HOMES 
Shepherd crosspuppies for 
sate - 7 weeks oN phone 638- Suite for Rent: I bedroom 
1018• (P3-8) sulte for rent close to town 
635.7318 (c2-18) 
B.C. Dlrectorles 
require. 
ENUMERATORS 
To update Information in the - F0R S ALE 
Terrace "City Diredory. 
Accurate spelling and legible 
handwriting necessary. Wanted full trained watch 
Approx. 2 weeks work, 30-35 dog. 1 to 3 year old. No FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
hour week at your con- preference onbreed. Phone home on Davis Avenue 1150 
venlence. .Apply in 'own 635.7216. (c10-4) sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, finished 
handwriting stating age, basement. Landscaped with 
address, phone number, etc., Wanted: refrldgerator with garden. Carport. 635-7628 
to B.C. DIRECTORIES, 2366 freezer on top, gold or white, ((:8-20) 
Hemlock St., Terrace, B.C., Please call 3 bedroom house with fruit 
V8G 3Z9. Commencing 638-1594 after 6 (c3-17) trees, fenced yard and near 
.approx. April 27, 1978. town and schools, call 635. 
3748 after 5 (ci0-3) 
(c2-7) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
CanadlanCellulose family home; rec, room in 
Northe~rn Pulp basement, gas furnace, 
Operation" carport, well insulated, close 
fo schools. Available July 
has an immediate opening Open for Salvage Bid. 1st. phone 635.4419. (p5.2O) 
for an Industrial machinist On an as Is where Is basis, 
with TO or 4th year ap- 1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
prentice. Excellent am- construded of a cedar st.lpe FOR SALE: Well built 3 
ployee benefit programs are flbroglass hull and bedroom home. lV= baths, 
available Including medical mahogany cabin, fireplace, wall to wall car- 
and extended health Please forward your pet, large finished rec room. 
benefits, dental. Insurance wrlffea.blds to Brouwor and Full landscaped. Fenced 
and Pension plan In addition Co. 3238 Kalum Street, backyard. Quiet residential 
to a wage rate of SIO.01S per Torroce, B.C. or phone 635- area. Close to schools. 
hour. Interes~d persons 7173. (cff) Phone 635.5179 (c5-19) 
:should forward their resume 
with compete history of 
work experience to: - I 
J.J. Martel 
Industrial Relations DO I t  Now 
Assistant 
Canadl~np.o. BOX Cellulose,Co.1000 Ltd. Aluminum 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
v. Sheets  (C2-18) 
Caretakers for small farm 
located Nass Valley - 57 2§" x 36" 1 
miles.from Terrace. Garden 
1 
spot. Farm animals to care 
for. Prefer couple S220 per L , 376  
month call 627-7156 Prince onl_ • . 
Rupert. (p5.1) 
publld~d thls spring. WrHe 
Box 797, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to may1.1) 
Northern Neighbeurs, - a 
consumer oriented food o0. 
op, will beholding their bl. 
monthly, general meeting 
Wed, at 1,~ p,m, Aprl126. In 
the Senior Otlcen Room 
the Recreational .Castro, 
Anyone Interested welcome, 
The Terrace Art Association 
'Is hold lag a Pleura Loan.on 
Wednoaday'May 3r# In itho 
Terrace Library Arts Ro~m.. 
Pelntlnp snould be re, urea 
at 1:30 p.m. so they oan:~be 
put on display for select!on 
Everyone W~Icome.;,, 
Thank you 
Mills Memorial Hoaplta! 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now ~fera • full 
stock of Spring an~ SummEr 
wear.' Drop In on Sa~rdays' 
from 11:00 • 4:30 p,m, 
14. BUSINESS 
, PERSONAL 
Therewlll be a black powder 
Shoot at 9:30 e.m. sa~rday 
April ~h  at the Terrace Rod 
and Gun: Club, ~ gane~al 
meeting.will follow at 2'p.m. 
Everyone Welcome. '.: 
Hell, ~ birdie Avenue. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
e In the Skeeno Health Unit. 
For more InfarmatLon phons 
63~3747,or 635.3023. 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mille Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any ddnetlonl of good, clean 
'clothing, any household 
Itoms, toys etc, for their 
THRIFT SHOP. .  
For pickup,service phone 
6,~.S320 or 635.5333, or leave 
donations at thl Thrift shop 
on Lazelle 'Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a,m, end 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
THE HOl lY  HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
avi lbble • cusMm .firing, 
' ' / 3934 McNeil St.~ 
6~9393 
. - . , i  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terraoe 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition, i i i iii i i v 
Phone 635.3856 or view at 
.w.,,..v. (=m.,,, FURNITURE FOR SALE 
1978 TS 135 Suzuki hall bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In NEW STOCK ARRIVING SOON AND ALL STOCK 
excellent condition. As~ng MUST Gall 
6800.00. Phone 638.1073 after 
6 p.m. .PRICES UP TO 50 percent OFF, 
(fin) 
1975 Honda 500 twin cyl." 6po, Chrome Su i tes  f rom $89,96 
Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage and 1 Shure Sit and Sleep Units from $139,96 
P.A. system. Like new 
condltl~)n call offer 5 635. 
.33. (p7.3) 3po, Seotional Sofa from $699,96 
Bi l  ' "  Honda's best handling mid ' BUY NOW AT ,m FURNITURE 
size 51ke's, Also two helmets 
~ ~ m ~ m  
IN FIELDS STORE IN KITIMAT I J~Z'U- lg~ 
and motor cycle suit 
"(Belstoff) Plus complete 
tune.up kit. Only 3,000 m I 
mllesll Phone 635.3846 after - I 
• S:30or I~hone 635.6357 during 
day, Ask far Brad*aft) F I N N I N G  T R A O T O R  
33, FOR SALE: ~ 
MISC. 
and ,EQUIPMENT 
For Sale: Cedar siding 
.,,re., 00. LTD. tongue & groove suitable for I~lldlng a sauna.- One 
Pioneer chain saw S75. 1 Jet 
unit f l~ 40 h.p, Evlnrude or , 
Johnson. t200 phone 635.6954 I. ' 
after 4:30 p.m, (p5.18) We have a .permanent part-time position 
open for  an ass l i tant  sales secretary.  
LOOKING, FOR FUR. 
NITURE? " Sear1 appearance and good accurate 
For excellent prices on  
furniture see the bargain. ~pingabllltyessentlal. $6.00 per hour. Ful l  
floor a t  FRED'S FUR. range of company benefits, For fu r ther  
NITURE LTD . . . .  
4434 Lakelae Ave. deta i l  I .  Contact Pat O'Connor at 635.7144, 
Terrace 63~36~ 
SECOND'FLOOR (CTF) 
Wanted: A famIEy to enioy a Reliable couple to rent house 
five bedroom home; family around Terrace after' May 
room, laundry room, den, 8th. References available on 
food centre, central vacuum, request. Call collect 627.1845 
unit, flowers, fruit trees, Prince Rupert (p3-15) 
garden 4617 Homer 635.3791. 
(pS-18) 
FOR •SALE: 9V4 acres 1~ 
WANTED TO RENT: 3 mile north of town. Spring 
bedroom home. Local creek on properly. Power 
references available, available. Road starter. 
Reliable tenan~ phone 63S- Phone (after 6) 63~4094 (cff 
9097 (p5-20) t&f) 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
' GAS BAR OWN ERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If You are In or thlnklng of get'no Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to:. 
i 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-84t4 
MOHAWK OFFERS Youi  
I. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money say!rig programs 
3. Full llne of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadlen Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
PROVINC .E OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRYOF HIGHWAYS AND 
PUBLIC WORKS 
• TERRACE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT " 
PUBLIC NOT!CE ~ . . . .  ~,:,~ ~ 
.. Pursuant to Section 27 of the "Highway Act" and 
regulations pursuant to the "Commercial Transport 
Act" the foltowlag road rea~ictlens will be Imposed 
effective 1:00 a.m. Monday, April 24,1970, until ~Hber 
"no~¢e. ' 
.. Highway No.200 Kllameat Village Reed la restricted 
• to 70 percent of legal axle boding. 
.. Viohntorl of the regukstions end restridlons will be 
proHcuMd. 
Dated at Terrace 
April 20, 191a 
R.M. McMIban 
District Highways Manager 
• For: 
Minister Of Highways & Public Weeks 
DISTRiDT 0F 11HInAoE 
NOTI  0E 
Land Use 6onlraotAmondmeM 
Notice Is hereby given that  a Pub l i c  
Hoorlng wi l l  be held on proposed Land Use 
Contract  Modl f l f l cat lon  By . law Project ,No. 
ADP.02.7813. The contract  Is concerned 
wl th  the fOl lowlng area: 
Lot 3, D.L. 616; Range 5, 
Coast Dlstr lct ,  P lan 7753 
The general  Intent of the  prgposed amend.  
ments to the Land Use Contract  between the 
Dlstr lct  of Terrace and Ter race  Industr le l  
Park L lmlted Is: 
To extend complet ion dates to May 31st, 
1978, and Ju ly  31st, 1978, and to a l low 
perl0dlc reductions of the leffer of credit  as 
Me works are completed. 
The proposed LDnd Use Contract amend. 
men~ may be viewed by any and all per. 
sons requiring nlore specific Information, 
during regular business hours at the 
Municipal Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, 
B.C. 
The Publ ic  Hear ing w i l l  be held In the 
Munic ipa l  Council  Chambers on Monday,  
May  1st, 1978, at 7:30 p,m, 
Any and a l l  persons hav ing an Interest In 
the proposed Land Use Contract By. law 
Project No, ADP.02.TS13 shall  take notice 
and be governed accord ing ly .  
E,R, Hal lsor 
C le rk .Admin is t ra tor  
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For Sale: Just under 20 acrss 
(road allowarice) between 
the boundary of the Village 
of Tetkwa, British Columbia, 
.eno Provincial P~rk. 
Acreage wooded ~ and 
overlooks lake. Mortgage 
Terms acceptable, phone 
756.7040. (c2.15-2~ "
For Sale AND Removal: 
Buildings located af 4410 
Lakelse Avenue. For further 
Inf~'matlon, contact Mr, 
Bl~b~p at 635.2222. Twlnriver 
T in ier  Limited. (c5-18) 
FOR SALE: 19 acre farm on 
4903 Graham. Mostly 
clearea phone 635.2648 (pS. 
2O) 
38 acres near Seely Lake. 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842. 
5954 (p4-18) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway. 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
1142,5954 (p12.w.th.f.2ap28) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone 
339.4736 (cb0.iulyl) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner. 2.3 acrss.3 bedroorh 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00, Phone early 
evenings at 435-:3620. 
(CTF May S) 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3,163 after six p.m. 
(CTF-Apr.28) 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
carb, new paint. Asking 
$2800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
635.6357 
1977 Ford F.150, custom 4x4 
with canopy, 5,500 miles, 
auto. Still 4 months left on 
warrenty. $0,0OO or 
b~st offer. Call 638.1655 after 
$. 
(p5-19) 
FOR SALE: 67 Ford Bronco 
4x4, with new Trutrak fires, 
635.9181,635.3910. (P3,18) 
For Sale: 68 ,GMC % ton 
rebuilt motor 3,000 miles $800 
phone 635-6874 after 5 (cs-lS) 
MUST SELL: 12x68 174 
Trailer 5 major appllcancee. 
Will sell for amoral owning 
at bank plus $300 phme 638. 
1554 (p$.17) 
Priced for quick sale a 12x68 
Parkwood mobile home. 
Fully furnished. Asking 
$8,500 phone 635.4564 (p5.12) 
For Sale: 12x54' Safeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
includes fridge, stove and 
deep freeze. Phone 635.7851 
after 6 p.m. (p10.2) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition (p15-11) 
C~ 
1972- 12x60 
Monarch mobile home, 3 
• bedrooms, frldge and stove 
included, 8x25 ioev shack," 
asking price S7,~00 phone 
635-3542 after 5 on weekdays 
(c6-2) 
For Sale: I0x44 1969 Park. 
wood, furnished, set.up In 
localfrallerparkS4,0OOfirm. 
phone 635.3905 (p3.19) 
r 
Pl~Mnce ¢~ M~t~of  
Ik~ ¢¢ iumbl l  Fotestl 
Timber Sale 
Llcence A10012 
THERE will be offered los 
sale at public audlon by the 
Forest Ranger at Kitwanga, 
B.C., at 11:00 a.m. on May 2, 
1978, the Llcence A10012, to 
cut 60,000 cubic feet of Cedar 
and frees of other species 
located NV2 of SWV= Lot 1876, 
Casslar Land District. 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
flember. 
The successful tenderer 
will not be considered as an 
established Licensee for the 
purpose of applying for 
further timber within the 
Skeena Public Sustained 
Yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to affend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be ob. 
taine¢'l from the District 
Forester, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., VSJ 1B9 
or the Forest Ranger, Kit- 
wanga, B.C. V0J 2A0 
(c1.17) : 
Bids are open on a 18' gins 
fron vessel equipped w!th 100 
h.p. Evlnrude electric start 
englne en a as where Is basis. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
Guard Yard, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. All bids received at 
Brouwer & Co. No.6-3238 
Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. 635. 
7173 
for Sale: 1973 Ford ~/~ 
pickup with Ford canopy 
57,000 miles. Good condition. 
15,000 miles on new 360 
engine. Air cond. Asking 
$3500 phone 635.4282 (c5.18) 
1973 Ford Explorer V2 ton. 
302 auto, p.s., p.b. Asking 
$1800 phone 635.9181 or 635. 
3910 (p3.17) 
For Sale .: 1975 FordV=ton, 
4 wheel drive pickup, new 
• tires and brakes phone 635. 
3286 (p5.1) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
Wagon, like new, low 
mileage, best offer, 635.4619 
(4-2O) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training: 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C SK1. 
(ctf) 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with sunroof, 20,000 
miles, excellent condition, 
radio,, new radials, 2 stud 
spares 635.9635 (p5.1) 
58.  MOBILE 
HOMES 
1972 Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, frldge and stove 
Included. 8x25 Ioey shack, 
asklng prlca 57,000 phone 
635.3542 after 5 on weekdays. 
(c6.17) 
12X54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30' addltlon, frldge, 
stove, .carpet', drapes in. 
eluded. Sot-up and skirted In 
trel~ar park. phone 635.4310 
after 5 (c5-17) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. : 
7697 after 4 (c2O.mayl0) 
For Sale: 1968 (10x36) Ira.. 
perlal trailer. Comes fur. 
nlshed and can be sold with 
or without leeY shack. 
Priced for quick sole. Phone 
635.7860. 
(P10.20) 
"FOR SALE: 12x46 "two. 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced tot 
In Thornhlll. Asking S13500.' 
Financing available, 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (off) 
FOR SALE: 20' Empress 
motor .home. "as new". 
Used very little S14,500 Open 
to offers, phone 635.9561 (c5. 
20) 
• 1973 Arctic Cat $200 must sell 
now phone 635-9981 after 3 
p.m. aks for Dennis Allen 
(p5.17) 
Motor Home for sale: $11,000 
excellent ~:ondltlon, air ¢ond. 
460 cu. In• motor many ex. 
tras phone 635.4627. (p5-17) 
For Sale: Excellent con- 
dition 17' Holiday trailer, 
frldge, stove, oven, heater. 
Sleeps 6, $1500 firm. View at 
4524 Olson phone 635.5044 
also 50cc Honda motorcycle. 
(p5.17) 
Will do rototllllng with 54" 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 
depth. Front bucket for 
moving.spreading soil.  
gravel. Prefer Thornhlll 
area. phone 635-3478 (p10.6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre.fab greenhouses and 
multi use utility sheds, phone 
638.1768 evenings or view at 
3961 Dobble. (p10.6) 
/ 
OASH 
Tm 
Bill'$Tax 
Service 
4920 Halliwell 
Phone 635-3971 
10:OOa.m..11:00 p.m. 
(cff) 
I 
i - - ° , - - . . , - I  LTD. / Sand, gravel, reject crusl~ gravel for driveways| Phone 635-5156 1C2O-2O) / 
I I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY, 
NOJOBTOBIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
R ENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
UARTERS ARE 
BEHOLDEN 
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant 
is credited ~vith being the 
first president to bring 
grits to the White House. 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
May 2, 1978 . . 
Napoleon opened his 
TRAVEL OP- last foreign campaig n 165 
PORTUNITIES: Sooke years ago toaay--in 
Motet by the Sea. Three 1813--defeating the 
daysfortheprlceoftwounfil combined Russian and 
June 30. Wharf, beaches, PxlJssialp. armie~ at 
hiking, fishing. Nature's Luetzen, southern 
Bostt For Brochures, write Germany. He later 
Box 343, Sooke, B.C. VOS captured Dresden, his 
1 NO. Phone i~2.642.5~4. ( . last great victory, before 
7,17,m.7,17) news came that attacks 
PERSONAL: Discerning on Berlin failed. In Oc- 
tober his enemeies joined 
Adults. Shop discreet y by forces to defeat Napoleon 
mail. Send Sl.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated at Leipzig and chase his 
cafelogue of marl!al aids for army back to France, 
beth ladies and gentlemen, where his government 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. collapsed. 
Dept. U.K., P.O, Box 3268, 1885 - -  Good 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. Housekeeping magazine 
(ctf) was first published. 
1904-- Bing Crosby was 
born. , .7  
,CARD OF 1945-- The army of the 
THANKS r'~ Soviet .Union announced 
the fall of Berlin. 
1964--Canadian-born 
~, ,~ '~0~'~~ thoroughbred Northern 
Mr. and Mrs. Hank Barg, Dancer won the Kentucky 
Brenda Barg (wife), Fran Derby. 
Clemmons (mother) and 1961- Canada signed 
all other relatives of the an agreement to sell 
late James Barg, wish to China $362 mi l l ion worth 
thank Lt. Strickland of of wheat within three 
the Salvation Army, years. 
pallbearers Don Sturt, 
Grog Ha~sen, Frank 
Halverson, Larry Smith, 
Bill Maheney and Gordon GET TEI1R , F1R./J~S 
Dixon, Ushers Bud STRAIGHT 
Kirkaldy and Harold Fear of foreigners is 
Keiver, and MacKay's xenophobia; fear of men 
Funeral Home, for their is andmphobia; fear of 
help during the family's women is gynophobia nd 
time of need. fear of marriage is 
9 z,~s~..~ .~4~.¢ e ,~ gametophobia. 
t 
OARR, IERS 
WANTED 
~J AREA, 
PHONE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
635-6357 
IORNHILL 
Kofoed Dr. 
and 
River Dr, 
area 
Queensway area 
DAILY HERALD 
whatever 
your 
pitch... 
STRIKE 
IT t i  
'* • 
RICH! 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
, q 
! 
ATT IC ,  GARAGE,  RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
AT THIS SPECIAL RATE 
"6 LINES 6 DAYS.G DOLLARS 
I I  I I I ! i  I I I I ! 1  ! i  I I  ! I I I  ! I I I I I I I I I  I I I  I I ~ 
! Mail Coupon with $$.00 cash I 
DAILY"  HERALD Cheque or Money Order to: 
"S1RIKE IT RIOII" "Strike ,t Rich" Ads 
The Daily Herald 
• ADS 3212 Kalum 
Please allow one space between words Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B4 I 
i l t t i I l l l t l  l i i i i i i i i i i i i i l  
I I I I I t i / t l l  I I t / t / i l l l  I i i I t  
i i l i  il I I  it t I t t l i l l l l l  I I I I  I 
I l l i l l l i l l i  t l l l  l l l l l l  i i l i i  
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to •include 
I your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
I Itemsmay'not exceed $250 in ~talue. PHce must be included in the I 
I advertisement. 
I ( I 
Your advertisement will run for five ,consecutive days upon 
• ! receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. / 
I " ' No cancellations or refunds. 
I No business ads please., , 
I 
I Advertisements must meet the Daily ~HBrald advertising stan. I I l J t l i l l l i l  i i l l l l l J l l  I J l l  , , 
, • | 
Name . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - -  . . . . .  -- . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Address . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - -  I 
Pasta I Code . . . . .  ; . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  __ .  I 
f 
: Classification . . . . . .  _ __ .Te lephone .o  . . . . .  _ . . . . .  : FOR I1EMS UP TO $250 IN VALUE 
• I 
i__________.Turn Yo r Don't Wants_mto_lnt_o_l_nsta_nt Oash_ ,i Take Advantage of this Special Rate Today! 
dards. 
Strike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
t 
1 o 
ACK08S 36Sew DOWN 33Social 
1 Resinous loosely 1 Start for p~_ functiom 
secrstion 3"/Skips over or 11~ " Z4Way out  
4Bum 
parually 3 lnstonse of tennis 
8 Uuruly 41 Makes the kind ~ Tranquil 
crowds, amends 4 Discontinues Z'/Russian 
13 Parecgh~ STip 5 Elteaded . mmmtai~ 
13Home of 48 Hodgepodge walks range 
the Dail ~0 Hernando 8 F, dst ~ Decinres" 
14 Beehive de -- . 7 Continued Z9 Oath 
Stats $1 Nautical 8 Ponders' 3~ "rhe - -  
IS Blunders posit/on 9 Name in Always 
11 Command aZ Gordon baseball Rings Twice" 
to a dog Mac -- 10 Meadow 33 ~ot In 
llIGzlth~ 13 Laborer sound billiards . 
13 Practice 54 Expresses 11 Diffident 311Lealslator 
Zl l~t ive  agreement II Small pies (abbr.) 
statement ,~lnoffectiv~, Z0Wordwtth 3~Gces 
abbr. bomb shooter or pack swimming 
(abbr.) . 
Title d 
respect 
~Throws • 
~ Bother 
3~ River In 
31We~l of 
re~r~ 
MSchosiof 
seals 
33 RibUeal '
' fratricide 
I~ Batlad 
33Sp~ad 
~ck~ 
m Z'] 
Avg.mlutlonflme: ~min. ,~m~ 
(colloq.) 
NIDII, JMDEI~L.I I IDI 3S F, stoblished 
~dR~l  I ~ I RIEI 4ZMedlc/nal 
43sonof 
Rebecca 
~ T- --~iDiiT---'t]~lAt II Storage 
I~M EiLI  I INIEIDIRI I MEI 4~Dupin's 
 tor 
• 47 WWII battle 
4-21 area 
Jmswer to yceterd~y's pm~./ 49 Labor org. 
m 
5" 
| 
J2 
) II 
: lPlql 
i n  
! t
.o 48 
CRYI~n)qUIP  4-21 
~AHMWXq,FWUN WZ FHeA NeSXKAM 
EZ ,SE  KAHUSMWXQ MHWNEU 
• Yesterday'. Cr~p~oqulp-F IK)THY FORSYTHIAS  C . /~C~E 
IN GAY GARDENS. 
© 1~8 K~r re~tum Syndkm. b~- 
- Today's Cr~ptoquJp elue: U equnk R 
'lbe Cryptoqulp isa simple mdztltuUon cipher In which each 
kt t~ wed ~ L I ~  ~ot~. ' I f  yOU ~ f~L'qt X ~ O! it 
~dll equsi 0 thrsughout the pmzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an spo~'ophe can live you slum to loeaflin~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trim and error. 
• 8 • ' Let Your Guest 
Decide the Gift -* 
.By Abigail Van Buren 
• ' © 19#8 by Clllcl~o Trlbune.N.Y, News Synd. Inc. 
. DEAR ABBY: Since that song "Short People" came out, 
short people have suffered abig put-down. I'm sending.you 
a letter you had in your column about 20 years ago. I kept 
it because I happen to be one of the short people. Please 
run it again, It might help to improve our imago. Thanks. 
• " SHORTY B. HICKS 
" " ' SHORTSVILLE, N.Y. 
DEAR-SHORTY: I agree. Short people ne~= an 
ocearional huildup, so here's your letter: .i . 
"DEAR ABBY: ' " " 
In euwer  to TOO TALL, women in the know SO for 
small men, That's why they go wild over Latin Amerlcoas 
as'd flaht over jockeys. The blg, tall men fall apart earlier. 
They set  potbellies and double chins and succumb to heart 
attacks in their udd~10s, while the little wiry men are still 
going strong. ' . 
The next time you go to a danco,'~otiea that the best 
dancers on the floor art ,the snell'men. • 
Half  the women' married to ~dl, darkand handsome men 
would love to trade them for the, little runt  the~" wou ldn~ 
80 out wi th  before they got  married. 
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE"  
THE HERALD, Tuesday, April 2~, 1978, PAGE 15 
Gi~ware, Easter Candy, Cards and prompt . I 
• prescription'services _ l  
v 
the/AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.> By sun  Lee and John Romita 
HERE (:X:)ME~ ..-. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
• : Frances Drake ~ - ,~v ,  
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL N,  11~8 
What kind o, day w.,  but b. 
the stars ay, read the forecast waves. A certain amount of 
given for your birth Sign. d/s~etion noedecL 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 . . . . .  . - . - : 
You Should win top.grade Influences scmewhat dverse II ~ m'  ~s Mr .~ ~ _ A . - - - - .  i=m~ , ~ .~ ~ i 
returns from your efforts now. ~wardflanecialmattors. Don't I ]~ IPMi~M~,4[~M?~ ~TIU~r~ ~"~ "2~U I 
Adhere to well-tested make unnecessary purchases i m K ,  mmm~,- ,~ ~ n .~Nag f rom "~ml l~-- I~ i 
procedure. Emphasize your and don't let your natural op- I .~ J~WJ[W~t~ ~ -- - ~ ~ n~_ '~v . .d  ~. rd . .v  I 
individualism and per- timism lead you into • - -  - -  -~ . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
ceptivcae~, speculative venture~, 
TAURUS ~ '  CAPRICORN . V '  ~//~/~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, (Apr. 21 to May 21) . , 
Somllmattersmaycensplre (D c. 23tOJnn 20) 'V~ ~y AAqn~ni~s~sm 
totry, andkcep y0o from no. In~ormati(m ~ to ce.~ t:lulnn-,u~n-n ny~o~evBo~~eenmmo 
compl~ what you ~set out to sunmmte a business deal now . . . . . . . . . .  " 
(May ~,t  June ll') ~ I H T I  ~ ~- - - '  f'-. . 
i 
AND advastagca wmmeanthe ' Some difficulty in Isonal .v. i / .  i /~  
dlfformce between Just letting relationships indicated. Per- "~ ~ ~'  .I., ~ P ~/~/ 
story if you ure alert, your plan&. But hold your . ;~. ' 
( escalate out of all proportion. 
you. ' ' 
unexpectedly. In fact, you~, (Feb. 20toMar. 20)' [ ~  " ~  
relaUosahips with others, Ndthor borrownor lend now. ~ ~Y 
gcoorsuy, should be ummany Evas smaU, "frimd~y" tran- 
congadal, u&4~ onctinas are likely to cause " 
LEO t 'b~ some unpleasantness to the 
(July ~ to Aug. 23) future. 
Don't perndt trifles to be ' 
blown out of proportion, The YOU BORN TODAY are an 
mountain which grows from a inte~cating combination of the 
mo lehlllisusually unbelievably artistic and practical; could 
difficult o conquer, succeed In the former and 
VIRGO I~% commerdallse it  In a big way, TI~ WlZaP.D Ole ID ~ ~t  l l i l  i 
(Aug, ~ to Sept. 23) ai~rlmunaraUonin rarely 
~lU~'Don't look for flaws in are a true ~ ~  and, if 
every matter' that turns up. you do not take up one of the . [~ J~ ' l "  ' ~,(:~TOUT'OI~'HI~ / i l l l l  
• EmphasiZe tolerance and arts as a care~, would make a ~Ot)[~ ~ ~ l 
. . .  ~ " to " 23) " =  or veterlnurlan; may even' ~ i ~  ~ >~l'ql. K .  co . - -e l- ' - -  - -m - - "  make. . . = i n  ~ i . __  some . . . .  ou~tanding =. .  :/"  - "  ~ ' ~ ~ i ' '  ~ ~  / 
necmary.. On the personal or animalx Other fields in 
side: • r~mmnce and cultural which you could exeeh 
interests highly favored.. .. education, the • law, 
SCORPIO m ~' .  statesmanship, agrioulture, 
(Oct. ~4 to Nov. ~) , , v r~- ,  sculpture. Birthdeto f: Euxine .. , . . . . .  
You are one of the few in a ;Delacroiz, French Painter, ~ ~  :. , 
po~ to ~,~ ~ ~d ~,Lco~. ,~.  |TERRIOE ~ ~ ~ ~  .REGISTER i , .... . . "  
. :_o.t:.o__-..,.,.:.,_, ! DEAR ABBY: I have been' divorced for 19 years, i~or ' " i 
business reasons. I have lived in another city, so my three 
r sons have been eased'by their mother. I have ulwaya ' ALLEYS .635.5911-~g " 
providedmore than the court required and have tried to 
maintain a good relationship with my sons over the years. 
The problem is my oldest son. He graduatedfrom high B,c. , . . . .  ~ /  
~ehool two lYeeurs ago and he is still sitting at home, ¢ . ~ A ~ F~3"  ~,~:'~NED ~ ~ ~ ~E~ I~ A ~ OF: V~T~Iq AN~ 
watching te evision all day, sleeping hlta and staying up I'D t.iK~ ~ ' 
until all hours. He has no desire to do anything else; no [~-~T FA~ T~'I'H. [ [ TO ft~E fAI~ V~U Wt~C-N X ~ liP' I]" ~ RJLL. OF ~J~T 'E~.  
nced te get a job, because I am roqtlired to pay him an i ~  ~. - . . - _ -~ ~ t-~---~ _ . _ J .  _~ ~ '~T ' ~ 1 ~  ~ ~  ~ - - ~ ~  ~  
allowance until he s 21. This provides cigarette and t ,~_~'~ / /  C"~. ,~ ~..___ " - . . . . . . .  ~ " "~ 
money. His mother isn't concerned about his id~enese ~,~ " ~ i  ~-~- - -~/" - " ' ' - "~ 
because ff and when he becomes financially independent, ~/~, (~ , ~ ~l! " ' 
her ~d support pa~enta will *op, and s~ dcean't wm~t / i L  / ~ ~ \ "  ' " ' 
her income reduced. , L ' I I ~ / ~ 
I don'tthink I should support his 19-yeur~ld as I did ~ q "  / .~7" f_~ ,~g~/~ ' ' 
when he was 12. It encourages his inactivity, but I can't ~1~[ / ~ ~ I 
kick him out of his mother's house, Don't recommend" | J  ~ [ ~ .~ [Ill 
peychologicalhelp. His.m0ther wonldn'tpermitit. It would . . ,_. I1~_ .~~~)~. , , . . . .  , ~ ~ . . . . .  ~ ~r -  
mean that she isn't perfect. I can't cht off the money and " " ' "  . . . .  " 
force him to set a job. He'a not/interested in college or r~ESBUIqY  , . by  G~y Trudeau '
trade school. All he wants to do is watch, television. He . . . .  "" - - -  ' 
knows every program that comes on between noon and /'~" . . . .  ~ ,~ ~*  I I 
si~-off time "~"  . . . . .  ' "' . . . . . . .  :. . . .  ' ~ ~ "  
Hew~Iw~et.s.yuptotheinct~the--tait , Ol I Ul I i i i 
°nhie~.f°Ee.ver?ee.eldes, it.s,~,P°°.r;e.x"'n~e.forhis'two' I .~ fiB ~w~s 'mo i ifl"m~'," ~s~'~.  I I ~ ,  ~ c ~ - I  
younger orocners, WhO are still m .nq~u ach0oi. " • :~" III ~--~A~'~,,.T-~_ I ~1 I x~,~..~ I " ~0~V ~ 
. CONCERNED BUT HELPLESS " . III ~ , "~ 1411 I ~ I : \ 
Your'only hope ls to spend more time with him and inspire L J I ,~  ~ ~T~. I I . . - I1~ ~V~I  I I  
him to lead a more productive life. Otherwise he may | ~ ~t ~ ~ . [~__~_ .  ~ ) [ 
Watch television for another two years, then drcamstascos |"~V/Af~ ' ~  ~ I I f - / / /~_  ~ ~ ~  - ,~ may force him to get off his cu and be a man. [Z(  ~-~ I~/_ /~r~-r~ 
DEAR.ABBY: Have you or any of.your readers ever ~ i  ~ I ~ ~ 1  
heard of tipping a waitress before she even takes" your ~ ~ i m -- -  I k ~ l i ~  I 
order? ' ' ' ' Im I V ,~m,  I I q~ ,~,N  
I have a friend Who. Invuriahly .slips money into the 
waitrese's hand when she first approaches our table; 
I asked this frier~d where he got the idea of tipping first, 
and he said it was just common sense. A. t ip  in advance ~ f ~ A ~  ~ ¢ ~ f ~ '  
usually insures gbod ear,co. • . . . . .  / 
• I would appreciate any light you. cart'S hod on this 
subject. 
CURIOUS IN LOWELL, ARK, 
DEAR ABBY: I am a schcolteacher who has been. 
reading your colu~nn for years, Often your thoughts are DEAR CURIOUS: Tipping generously Inadvance qeems 
taken to school with me and discussed with my high school more Uke a bribe than a tip, but it makes ense. The word 
'students, 'However, your endorsement of Edith Head's "tips" (I am told) Is ml abbreviation f~ "to Insure prompt 
dsinine statement, "All women look alike in the bathtub,': service," 
really hit bottoml Anyone whoactually behoves" that. quote 
ms'st bavelived in a segregated, monastic onvent all their DEAR ABBY: Two,years ago I divorced my husband 
lives, , . because he beat me upsevaral times. He never showed any 
Pleace retract that gross mastsrpiece ofunsinformationl signs of beans vtolentbefore we were murrled. There were 
' THE EYEBALL FROM ALTADENA times when he beat me so brutally I was afraid he would 
. DEAR EYEBALL: How's tlds? "All women look alike in 
the, bathtub- i f  they are up to theM' necks in hot 
water:'--which is where I was after that endorsement! 
DEAR ABBY: About 150 senior citizens live here.in a 
km me. 
I heard that he Is going to be murrled again. I don't know 
,the lady, but I know how to get in touch with her. 
I am debating as to whether I should warn her. What do 
you say? 
DEBATING 
lovely place and we enjoy it, However, re~ntly a problem 
has arlcen, A little old lady has joined us, and no matter DEAR DEBATING: On'the chance that shell bring out 
wlmt is said, she says,,"Oh, my Oodl . . . .  the/mr in him while you brousht out the bewt iu him, let 
She says it to express urprise, disappointment joy and mum be the word, 
disapproval, Her constant "Oh, my Gods" are 8ett~g us 
down. , PLAN NUCLEAR ~ant say, The $1.l.billlon 
We don t want to hurt her feelings, but we would like to n ,  A~.. plant, on the Gulf of 
put a atop to her using that expression all the time "-_'~"..~ . . . .  ' u~,xtu~,., lviexlcO (AP) 
We are anxiously awaiting your reP~l~OTl~E R L O L - -  Mexico's first nuclear Veracri13,Mexlco ill.willtherecelveState Grit 
• A ' ' ' power plant will be first shiPmentof enriched 
DEAR L.O.L.: Tell her in a friendly way that h e, r. 'oper.atingby 1981.and .w~..l uranium in November. It 
constant references to ~God" are irreverent-unless she s, )proG.tice. 1:3 munon ~u- is believed the uranium 
pm~4ns,.Then pray that she takes It in the,proper spirit owatt8 ot electrical ~wer  will come from the 
and oyercomes the" habit. ', : '  ' • ' " a year ,  managers  o f  the Un i ted  States;  ~ 
'What are you taking? We're only going 
to the zoo."' 
Te Unh~,ol Pim 5~dl¢~,'e 
"1 gum things h:ve ch:nged dnce I wm at 
school, He:dm~erV' 
i :'i 
!t 
v' I 
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Psychiatry Oritio Against School Oounsellors 
School counselling and Medical Centre in  
therapy is nothing more Syracuse, N.Y., has 
than an attempt to "box criticized psychiatry in 
and stringently control" suchbooks as The Myth 
youngsters, ays Dr, of Mental Illness and 
Thomas Szasz, author Manufacture ofMadness. 
and well-known critic of He said what often is 
psychiatry, termed mental illness is 
At a recent conference merely variation from 
here, Szasz called family the norm. 
therapy "family but- Szasz said he does not chery," referred to 
psychiatrists as "jailers advocate  abolishing 
masquerading as therapy and counselling 
mechanics" and said the but that it should be 
profession is "only as old sought privately and 
as the idea of looking practised only on in- 
someone up in a hospital dividuals who freely 
or institution." choose it. 
Szasz, a professor of He said the state should 
psychiatry at Upstate stop subsidizing 
psychiatry through' 
medical plans and 
schools should abandon' 
coercive methods such as 
forcing parents to seek 
psychiatric help for a 
child with behavior 
problems on the threat of 
expulsion from school. 
et it outside the school, 
e piano lessons. 
Mental illness is an 
overwhelming stigma 
especially to a child who 
cannot distinguish be- 
tween counselling and 
various therapies, he 
said. 
"Governmentin- • "The right of treatment 
volvement in, mental and the right to refuse 
health is the original treatment should he left 
sin," he said. "And those to the individual." 
who believe in com- 
pulsory treatment should Although social control 
be condemned as. is necessary, he said, "it 
, should not be disguised criminals and by therapeutic vo- 
prosecuted, cabulary but should be 
• "If a family needs determined bythe family 
counselling they should and legal means" 
You Oan Dial A Story in Oakville 
TELI~PHONE A STORY 
OAKVILLE, Ont. (CP) 
- -  Dial-a-story, 
established by the Oak- 
viile Centgal Library two 
years ago, recites ataped 
short'story to children 
who dial a special 
number. The story 
machine is able to reach 
handicapped children, 
pre-school childi-en and 
ones who never use the l i -  
b rary ,  says Stan Squir~s, 
children's librarian. 
CALL FOR AN ANSWER 
HALIFAX (CP) -- 
Viewers can phone 
their health questions to a 
panel of experts on a local 
TV channel. The 10-week 
series is sponsored by 
Valhousie University and 
the Nova Scotia Medical 
Society. Some topics to be 
discussed include 
diabetes; mental 
retardation, the common 
cold, arthritis and 
pregnancy. 
HAVE FUN RAISING 
FUNDS 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Students at East York 
Collegiate raised $3,135 
for the Ontario Society: 
for Crippled Cifildre by 
emphasizing the fun in 
fund raising. Energetic 
teams competed in 
leapfrog contests, a ' 
lollipop sale did well and 
a money tape at'shopping 
centres brought in $526.' 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEV ' 
RENTALS,,.. 
Mad Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-I NDUSTRY-IN DIV IDUALS 
Hours: Mon.- sat. 8.6 
636-7417 4946 Grelg Avenue Phono 635.7417 
TOOVEY 
.SERVICE 
NBURy OANA~ NII'URE Y[MAHA 
,outboard BOWAR 
motors) (chain Sa i l )  
Hours: Mon.. Sat. 8.6 
Dealer Llcence 494B Grill; Number 02013A 636-6929 
SUZUKI .Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock NOW! 
Ierraoe Eqmpmen! Sales Ud, 
i39 Grelg - 635.6384 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUki GOES ~ D~'~Jf~C1R-! 
• K ITCHEN CABINETS • VANI . r lE8  • INS . rALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUN' rER ' rOPS  • 
Im,4~ I • mv ooo 
• 
BRAD RlCEBE ' ....m ~ . . . . . .  
AREA"  MANAGER ' i~  ABINETS 
coo  • 511,1 AVENUE , Ig  1~ 
PR INCE GEORGE,  B .C .  V2 L 3Ke (NOMHEINJ LTD,  
BUS. es4.t4ee 
RES. ee~.~ea: FREE ESTIMATES 
i 
I ),t ' '  Dav e ~ ~ ~t  9 ,/~.L~. 
Brousseau, I " 
OoMraoting I FACIALS PEDICURE" 
Reroofing Specialist i HAIRCONDITIONING MANICURE 
• '., : FREE ESTIMATES I STYLING . (NOCUTTING)'  HOTWAX DEP ILAT ION 
Call evenings 635-4600 ~ (SunnyhillN°'12"3624 KalUmTrailerSt.Park) Phone 635.47S8 
me and t ry  our excellent 
;elections of ~ 
mported meats, 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
Northland Dell 
(1978) Ltd. 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635-2833 
I 
TERRACE ANSWERINGBUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR 
MONITORING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERV!CE 
4~)3.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V$ 
• ~: . )  ~- ,~r~, t .m, , . t~  e_ 
GLENN CARSON 
3092 HWY. ! 6 EAST, WA LLY L E F E BVR E 
TERRACE, B.C, 
V8G 3N5 PHONE (604) 635-3863 
FOR A PHOTO THAT 
L~SPARKS A MEMORY 
~ SEEKENAT:  
1-4621 Lakelse 
Phone 636.1464 
CLOSED MONDAY 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopping & Hardware . Vinyl Car. Tops - 
Headliners- Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet - V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
S225 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
Telex 047-0S586 , ~ '  (604)635-7163 
~~,,~ 
HoElhanney Asmoo,ates 
Oonsulting Uivil Engineer! 
British Columbia Land Surveyors 
205.4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Canada VOG I.% 
I I 
Oall us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
I¢4RD WARE STORES 
i m•  .a,m..n w •m.  i~  
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
TmVm GUIDE 
ill listings subject to change without notice. 
~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Wednesday, Ipdl 28 S p.m. to midnight 
~11 KING (NBC) 
• The Newlywed 
O'me 
News 
45 - News 
. e .  
News 
145 News 
News 
i 
Tonight 
il'at i Tune Americans Americans Americans Americans 
The Big Event 
• "The • 
Moneychange'rs" 
Cont 
10: Cont Cont 145 Cont 
11 News Tonight Show 
1 ~ :O0 Tonight 
-~  :15 Show 
~p'  :30 Tonight : 
:45 Show 
:00 Wheel o 
: 15 Fortune 
n . /i .:45 
111145 
12:,: :45 
q,) 1,5 
i I  CFTK 
(Car.) 
immMlg  i
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
i Hourglass Hourglass 
The 
Muppets 
The 
Northerners 
i 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
The National 
Music F tv l .  
Report 
90 Minutes 
Live 
90 Minutes 
Live 
90 Minutes 
. , i  I 
l f Western 
School 
Knockout Mr. 
Knockout dressup 
To Say Sesame 
The Least Street 
The Gong Sesame 
Show Street 
Hollywood I Dream 
Squares of Jeannle 
Days of Ryan's 
Our Lives Hope 
Days of Bob McLean 
Our Lives IShow 
The Doctors Bob McLean 
The Doctors Show 
Another Hollywood 
World Squares 
Another Edge of 
World Night 
Movie High 
"Where Angles Hopes 
Go, Trouble ,Take 
Follows" Thirty 
i 
Cent Homemade 
Cont TV 
Cont Vision 
_Cent 0 .  
BCTV 
(c'rv) • 
Emergency 
EmergenCy 
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
i 
Stars on 
Ice 
Search and 
Rescue 
Man from 
Atlantis 
Man from 
, Atlantis 
Funny 
Farm 
Soap 
Soap 
i '  
LOU Grant 
Show 
Lou Grant 
Show ' 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
The Late ShOw 
i 
"The Adventures 
of Halii Baba" 
Cont 
Cont 
KCTS 
(PUS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Feeling 
Free 
Over 
Easy, 
MacNell 
Lehrer 
Newsrnakers 
Newsmakers 
National 
Geographic 
National 
Geographic 
Thracian 
Gold 
The Two 
Ronnles 
i 
Polsonlrlg 
of Mlchlgan 
Poisoning of 
Michigan 
Dick Cavei:t 
Show 
Book 
Beat 
i 
Sign Off 
10 asm. to § p.m. 
Jean Cannem Electric 
Show Company 
Definition Bread and 
Definition Buflerflles 
Kereeo's Cover to 
Yoga Cover 
It's Your Over 
Move Easy 
Noon Electric 
News Company 
Movie Matinee Animals and 
"cleopatra" Such 
Cont Cover to 
Cont Cover 
Cont M is 
Cont for Music 
Another Stories of 
World America 
Another Stories 
World of America 
Alan Hamel Making 
Show Music 
Alan Hamel The Orlglnals 
Show The Originals 
The Lucy Old Frds~ 
Show New Frds 
Emergency Sesame 
Emergenc.~y Street 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: ~ , - , ~ ~  
Tues.-Sat, 9a.ln.-5.3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p,m, V1£4 
OLOSED MOHUA¥ 
f 
,) 
, ;r: 
::/L 
::,7 :,',, 
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g 
t 
.IT'S 
Get ready to renew, repair, install & 
revitalize. We've got a full line of 
items for all your-I]ome improve- 
merit needs! 
Plywood & Wallboard 
Electrical.& Plumbing 
Name Brand Paints 
Custom Screens 
Electric Motors 
Aluminum Products 
Insulation Glass 
. Hardware 
PowerTools 
Sash&DOors 
Roofing Needs 
CoolerPads 
Garden Tools 
Fencing 
4 
F 
l 
I 
e * P "I 
I 
t 
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Resurface Counrtertops Like a "Pro" 
With These Contact Cementing Tips 
It may be true that beauW 
is only skin deep, but' when 
looking at nicked and dull 
kitchen and bathroom coun- 
tertops, the surface makes 
all the difference in the 
worldl A gleaming counter 
or taSle top in a j&7.zy - -  or 
even soft and subtle-- color 
or pattern can give the 
whole room, and you, a 
welcome lilt. 
So it's off to the cabinet 
shop with a fitful ofd011arm, 
right? wrongl Just go pick 
out a plastic laminate that's 
really you and install the 
new surface yourself for 
practically peanuLs. 
By following a few simple 
instructions and with the 
help of a new contact ce- 
ment, practically anyone 
can replace table and coun- 
ter surfaces like-a pro. 
What's more, Elmer's Pro- 
fassional Cabinetmaker's 
Contact Cement contains no 
solvents and washes up 
easily with a damp cloth be- 
'fore it dries. 
r Other easy-use pluses:, it 
.brushes on creamy white, 
and you can actually see 
when it's ready for bonding 
- -  when it tur~s crystal clear 
and glossy. And, although it- 
is ready tojom as ioon as zO 
minutes after application, 
you have up to 2 hours for 
assembly. 
Surfaces to which a 
plastic laminate .will be 
bonded should be clean, dry 
and free of oil, paint, var- 
nishes, other finishes - -  or 
Old cement, if re-lami- 
.nating. Fill any voids with 
wood filler and sand 
smooth. Cut laminate with a 
W' overlap around all edges 
so you will have some 
"play" and wosi't have to 
worry about absolutely per- 
fect alignment. (You can file 
down the edges later.) 
HIS O01WDOII KITCHEN shows one way a kitchen can be .re~d.. eled to provE'de effi.~. nt .meal.p~pamtionarees 
even where space is limited. ~.chen des*gne .m f!om Hotpoint in this sketm p.rov~, _ amid. ecaomets, ~ora._ge ainu work 
surfaces a l~ with modem, Ume-sa~qn8, budt-0n appliances Tot tnese wanting to upoate ann mmemtze. T 
tak G Past Mis es. Can uide. dom,  and the broad choice of appliance models pro. 0dp.lin __.._o vides the answer to any Your Kitchen Rem family's requirements. 
Remodeling probably Moreover, if the kitchen A countertop Of a fad 
started in prehistoric times isn't bright and sunny, Ms. color or strong pattern will 
.with let's "do something to. Allen recommends l ight *'date" your ~ kitchen. Select 
this run-down cave." So, cabinet finishes. Keep in a timeless color. A patter. 
/oaf-where along the line, mind,  too, that stylized ned, textOred, or embossed 
many outstanding architec- doors with pulls inthe center counter (i.e. a plastic 
rural feats have been accom- are hard to open, making laminate in white slate) will 
plished and, most probably, them a daily source of help disguise cuts and 
many mistakes have been irritation, scratches. Plastic laminates 
are by far the most popular 
perpetrated. At remodeling time, you counter materials, but more 
Kitchen remodeling is can allow space for a and more designers are 
triggered by irritations, by. microwave oven and for the suggesting-- and people are 
boredom with things ~e- built-in dish.washer you accepting i-- ceramic file, 
malning the same, or with a always wanted, or adequate wood, inserts, or combine- 
desire for a new item that floor space for a new tions of these. 
has just hit the market (no- double-door:, side-by-side 
wax floor, push-button refrigerator. It is the time A small, bright paint chip 
microwave oven, etc.) when you  can create a may appear attractive, but 
dream kitchen if overall keep in mind that you'll be 
Presuming we learn more planning precedes the work. painting ~ .whole room. 
from mistakes than suc- eesses, Lorraine Allen, a The caution is: don't rush Color increases in intensity 
Certified Kitchen Designer into remodeling. Consider over a large area, so it's best to choose a lighter shade 
for Hotpoint appliances, aJl possibilities, very care- than the ~lor'yo u want the 
suggests using past mistakes fully, zoom to be. 
as a guide to successful pro- In selecting the flooi'ing, 
sent or future remodeling keep in mind the size of the Kitchen accessorie~ pro- 
plans, room (large patterns for vide the vehicle for bright 
'*As a general rule," Ms. large rooms), the amount of accents or "trendy" colors.. 
Allen says, '*One should light, an.d the other colors in Accessories can be  easily 
consider the entire kitchen the room. Ifthecabinets, for changed, so ifyou tire ofth~ 
plus adjacent areas. You example, are dark, you need bright orange canisters, you 
can't single out any item a lighter color for the floor, can.change to brilliant blue 
such as cabinets and create "The New Naturals" ones quite inexpensively. 
an integrated appearance." colors in Hotpoint ap- Ms. Allen explains that 
Incidentally, her advice on pliances offer ai choice of "following these suggestions 
cabinets is to keep them Almond, Coffee, Fresh will help achieve a'timeless 
simple. Decorative molding Avocado, Harvest Wheat kitchen that will stay" in 
or a "busy" finish can cause Snow, and dazzli.ng Black vogue for years to stretch 
a cluttered look when re- Onyx to blend with .any the effective pse of remodel- 
prated a number of times as color scheme. The Almond, ing dollars. Remodeling 
it woald be on each door and On~ and Snow are neutral mistakes are far too Costly 
drqwer front, to allow decorating free- to repeat." t 
HALE'S 0ABINET & "ILLW0RK LTB' 
General 
' 11 L,L orK ,.,,o., , K,tohens Modernized . .owz u 
, .  
CgSlum ~.ABINETS- PRE.HUNG DOORS and BI-FOLD DOORS 
Kayl ine Wood & Western Glass Windows 
• ,~o Job Too Large Or Too Small 
Free Estimates. Our Office Or In Your Home 
CARPENTRY & MILLWORK 
Evenings Call 
6110 KEITH ~ '~I4U D, Hales Res. 635.7323 
Spread  a "can,t-see- 
through" coat of contact ce- 
ment on'the underside of the 
laminate and on the table or 
counter top in long, even 
strokes. Some porous sur- 
faces, like particle board, 
soft woods and plywood, 
may require an additional 
~coat to prevent "glue- 
starved" areas. When the 
creamy white cement urns 
crystal clear and glossy, sur, 
faces are ready for joining. 
Carefully align the lami- 
antewith the old surface be- 
fore joining, because once 
they touch, they bond. Help- 
ful hint: place thin dowels or 
a sheet of kraft paper I
twern the two ready.f~ 
bonding surfaces while you 
aligli them, then carefully" 
pull them out as you firmly 
press the laminate in place. 
You can use a 3" J.mller to 
roll down the entire surface, 
st'artmg in the middle and 
working to the edges. 
After bonding, trim down 
the overlapping edges, start- 
ing with a plane or rasp-like 
woodworking tool and fin- 
ishing with a fine-tooth file 
- -  using smooth, down- 
ward motions. Then smooth 
th~ filed edges with a fine- 
grit sandpaper. 
If you're finishing off the 
edges of the counter or table 
top with "bands" of lami- 
sate, do it before the sur- 
face laminate is applied. Cut. 
the banding strip tQ ~llow 
for V," overlap at rill e/tges: 
If.the strip has been cut pet'; 
fectly straight, bond it flush 
with the top. surface; if not, 
position it with excess on 
each side and dress down 
both Sides with a fine file. 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR: . 
ANERIOAN BEAUTY STAINS 
UUIZES II BRUSHES 
UREEHWARE 
GLASSES, WORK SHOPS & 
.OUSTOM FIllING 
ALSO HANDCRAFTE 
FINISHED CERAMI( 
MADE TO ORDER 
4842 Lezelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1T4 
Telephone 638.1078 
t 
Bnemsmy 
differ hem store to store .,look for. the RED TAGS/ 
• Occasionaly some of our store managers 
buy a tittle too much of some items and 
find themselves over-stocked. 
And because each store manager is 
" different, in almost every store, the over- 
stocked merchandise is different.. 
So We decided "to have our first-over 
RED TAG SALE. "~ 
This gives every manager a chsnce to 
clear tho over-stockwhlch is costing .... 
him money, while YOU get in on some 
greatly-slashed prices.., not just 'S, alo 
'Prices' but 'CLEARANCE PRICES. 
'Because that's the whole purpose of the 
RED TAGS you'll find in every Radio 
Sha~k Store. 
When you've spotted a RED TAG, you'll 
know you've really Spotted a bargain. 
RED TAG SALE is il effect 
[mm Apnl 24to 29;1978, 
st Radlo'Shack Stores and Participating Authorized 
Sales Centres • 
m 
eoee~ 
TOT" T.V'. 
, CENT LTD, 
4607 Lakelse Avenue 
635-£ 810 635-3144 
# 
i 
, /  
ASPHALT SHINGLES IN POPULAR EARTHTONE COLORS can go a 10ng way towards restoringthe eye-appeal of an 
older home. 1hey can be used to provide striking contrast to the siding. These th.ree-dimensional, asphalt shingles also 
produce a textured look with deep, attractive shadow lines, t
Too, modern roofing has 
Add Fireplace Fun to 
Your Vacation Home 
In addition tu enjoying many masonry fireplaces. 
the great outdoors, a vaca- Factory engineering elimi- 
tion home means, quiet, hates the chance of error in 
relaxing times indoors, too. construction. 
And what's dtore delightful , 
than gathering around a fire Besides its charm, a fire- 
in the evening to watch the place can be a good source 
Modern Roofing Offers Many noon ,tura,. Countrycut is 
available in a wide range of  stalled on an existing floor 
flames or pop some corn? 
The wide variety of pre~ 
built, factory-engineered 
fireplaces available today 
makes it easy and economi- 
cal*to add a fireplace to =i 
cottage or ~en to a mobile 
home. 
If you want a firopiace 
with a built-in look, you can 
opt for a complete unit con- 
sisting of a heavy metal in- 
sulated fire chamber, 'chim- 
ney sections and roof  ter- 
mination. This 'type is built 
for "zero clearance," which 
means it can be safely in- 
' of heat. Many built-in fire- 
place units are constructed 
with ducts and Other hot-air 
c l rcu la ! ing  features that in- 
creas e heat output. 
Even simpler to install is 
the free-standing type fire- 
place or 4oedburning stove. 
Installation requires a non- 
" combustible base. beneath 
',the unit and proper clear- 
ance of the fireplace.and 
chimney from combustible 
walls. ' 
The range in types of fire- 
places means a wide choice 
of placement in a room. 
Some units can be hung 
EMERGENCY HEAT 
AVAILABLE 
If your heating system 
uses gas or o~1, it does J~ot 
have to stop whenever there 
ns an electrical *outage'. it 
takes very little *juice' to run 
the one or two motors and 
to energize .the operating 
controls, so a small electric 
generator can easily handle 
that'load, plus the freezer 
and a few lights - -  until the 
power is again turned on. 
For "those with gas.fired 
hvdronies there is still an- 
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other alternative, advises the 
Better . H~ating-Cool ing 
Council. • Gas boil~:rs can he 
furnished with self-ener. 
glzing controls, so that the 
gas valve wil open and the 
ignition comes on, with no 
tion flow inside the piping 
and up to the hot-water 
baseboard, enough to keep 
the system operating until 
the electricity is turned back 
on. Ask your heating con- 
tractors for the details. 
outside source of electricity..  Emergency Repair 
Hydron ic  circulat ing 
pumps are designed with in. 
ternat space for flow-thru, 
even without the pump 
motor running. When the 
gas burner comes on, the 
boiler water is heated and 
develons a natural convec- 
fo r  Broken  Windows 
While waiting'to get that 
broken window repaired, 
here's a simple way to keep 
out the weather: tape over 
the damaged area until the 
repairman comes. 
Special Ef fec ts  fo r  Homes  earthtone colors such as and against' walls without fromceiJ ing beams or at- 
Harvest Brown, Buckskin extensive or ,expensive re- t~ched to a Wall. Multi- 
Color experts have known Roofing can enhance the Tan, Cobblestone Olive; and model ing.  The in ter io r  opening units make the fire 
for years that different appearance of a home in Hearthstone Gray. framine, can be done in any viewable from several sides i~  ~ ~  
colors create different illu- other ways as well. Textured . . Homeowners can select a style that matches the room and'a heat source for several 
decor. One of these units can living areas. shingleS, such as Certain 
sions. This explains why thin . " natural color which comple- cost as little as $800 install- Before install" "" ~ 
Teed Glasstex, break up the . ¢ " • i people" look "heavier7 in . . .  meats dr contrasts with the • . . . .  mg any xmu 
light-colored clothing, While immediate environment p ce or stove, the fiat appearance el  a root ny ed, and a reasonably skmeo of fire ia . . . .  
those who are stocky. "tr im casting a pattern of. small . . . . . . .  =. , " do-it.yourselfer can do the ~:___, . . . . . . . . . . .  
, • . . . . .  t..OOOleS[one UllVe, lot ex- . , rl(~plit~¢ iil$[ltg[c recom- 
down" in dark clothes, snaaows inn  accp, ranuom ' . . . . . . .  ample, would complement a joe. mends consulting a well- 
graining can don aeptn, ors- wnnaerl hrtt.kormznd n. r  Since skilled fireplace established and reput'able " . The same principles apply . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . .  , ~--- tinction and visual interest . . . . . .  ,. - to homes. A small house on - ,cutarly m a warm cumate masons are a vanishing fireplace dealer. He can help 
"a very large lot will appear to a root. . where leaves remain on the breed in' many areas of the you select the kind of unit 
larger with a light.colored Special effects are poe- trees year-r6und. It would country, prebuilt fireplac~ most suitable for your vaca- 
roof. Conversely, a large sibl¢ with oth~:r' types, of be e~lually attractive in 'a are preferred by many new "ti6n home layout and advise 
home on a small lot can be roofing shingles. ~ertain- desert or resort setting home builders because they ~ou on the necessary steps 
scaled down with a dark- Teed Countrycut, for ex- where the shingles would actually work better than for a safe installation.t 
colored roof. Eitherway, the ample, gives a home a rue- contrast with the mountains , , : 
homeowner  can often tic look by means of stag- and sand~ 
gered lower edges whtch ere change the " look' ;  of his " " l fyou think it s time for a 
home by reroofing rather ate an attractive random up- ehnnoe vnn m~v h~ nhle tn I 
than relocating pearance . . . .  ="  ~ . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  , ,  
,, • ' make it.ightwhereyou are. 'Fl0tat SMART "little old lad:, who lived in a 
• " Re  _ ' shoe" is taking.advantage of  Think:ng of Re- ofing? Asphalt shingles, for ex- all her 
into ,  aLl[a, 8A e Im--~A8 " . .~  . . . .  a ample, are now available in 
• , - . u u a t v  n r i iu lO6B lOnHl  popular earthtone shades . " tramtng needs " 
• spect it, however, unless you that help relate a home to its ~ 'O] :~ " 
Sooner or later, all roofs can do it with safety. Walk- environment. Earthtone . 00NP 
have to be re-laced I f  the ing on the shingles'also may coloz~s and the three-  LETE R|MODELUN6 OR ALTERATIONS 
. . v . .. . damage the roof Instead, dimensional appearance of. 
r °° t tsw°rnanusn°wmg"  = " ' " FleER ¢ONSTRUOTION sions of advanced a"e ]aspect the roof from the the newest asphalt shingles • . ~ . . . .  ,. ? ' ground, using field glasses can also be used to coor- nmtseo repairs won t solve ~ " . . . . . .  v i " ' . . . . . . . . . . .  • .~ nlnase me ar ous COlOr fie,-. 
the promem -',race a root uexore gomg aneaa wnn . . . . .  " " . . . . . . . .  he ments o[ a home tnrce- 
tunas to wear unuormty, the actua~ re-reeling, t dimensional s -ha l tsh i -~ Y 
eventhebestroofingmate-AsphaltRoofingManufac-also roducea~extured'ioo'k S 3 6  7 8 7 8  rials eventually .wear out. turers Association recom- P k with deep, attractive shadow 
• Over the years, sunlight mends an on.the-roof in- lines. These shingles are . . . .  ~ . ,.. . . , I 
dr ies . .d [ i t ' ;{Obf ing . ;mdcauscs  spection by a professional designcd"t6 last upto  25  NOW YOU CAN F.NJOY A FIREPLACE in y0ur 'nomeawayrromnome' ... .' " "  . . . .  ~'~ '~=', 
it tb:-become~,brittle'~nd roofer. '  '~ .... :~ , ,o, ,o ;.;.~, r,,n= ~. , , , : , '~ : - ' : '  that weekend cottage or rnobile home. Prebuilt orfreestanding fireplaces of. 
] " " "= ."=~":" ' " ' '  , " ' i f ' " " "  f fer an.economical way to enjoy the comfort and char~ of a crackling fire . fad~ t~d, re,in and tom 
" ° " In addition to his expex:- nance. - -  while vacationing.t ~ -- • . . . .  - . . . . .  
MODERN CONVENIENCE and. ease of operation is bound to be One that will interest future buyers. This 
perature changes add to the tise on roofing materials and .. 
aging process, durability, he i.~ knowledge- PaintingTip: Pui Colors reWork for You 
Signs of a roof that is able about the use of color " Keep your brushes in When repainting a room, 
"'over the h i l l "  inc lude and texture to produce a good condition by storing be aware that colors can - 
cracked, curled, blistered or roof that will stand apart them in pine oil cleaner. Be- create optical illusions. For 
missing shingles. Don't  from the others in the fore using again, remove all instance, if aeeif ing is'too 
climb up on the roof •to in- neighborhood, traces of cleaner. _ high; a darker, color than 
that used on the walls w.ill 
make the-ceiling appear 
lower. ' , 
• On the other hand, a too- 
low. ceiling can bemade to 
appear higher if it is painted 
a light.er color than the 
'wags.  
A too-small roum can 
seem more spacious withthe j 
use of ligh. t colors, '0'  
Good l iahtin~s a must to 
ensure the "popul~trity" of 
your reading corner and of • 
course, a corhfortablechair, 
complete with a place to 
prop your feet On. Ha~e a 
table handy fo r  storing 
favorite mag~izines, with 
plenty of space for snacks or 
Dad's Pilg. rack. If there are 
crossword fans in the family, 
keep a dic~t!onary, close by. • 
Remember to keep'the 
colors of your curtains and 
furn ish ings  warrq and 
A HOME IMPROVEMENT THAT COMBINES THE GOOD LOOKS OF TRADITIONAL .STYLING WITH inviting ...,rdstful,.relaxing 
bow window by Andersen Corporation is comprised of casements in a new Terratone color that blends colors like blues, gbcens, or " 
with the subtle shades of nature. Double-pane insulating 81ass assu,"es indoor comfortand helps browns will set the mood 
nerav ' " better than vivid shades ..onserve .. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ • 
NORTHWEST BUILDING . 
MAINTENANC 
6364716 
- "Remodel ing???"  
°FAOE LIFIr 111E REST,,. 
" WE'LL , GIVE YOU THE BEST 
~al l s  
Windows • .:,. 
Carpets  
Upho ls tery  .~ . . . .  
Wax ,Stripping ., 
Seal & Rewax 
High Pressure Cleaning (50o PSI)" 
i We've cleaned everything from Jeweilrystores 
to Fish packing plantsto aircraft and o f f i cegm " 
. We've got what it takes to clean what you've got. 
A Good Yard Ahead 
Big lawn or small we've got all the Bolens 
Lawn and Garden Equipment yo need to take 
care of it. Saturday gardeners'love the tillers 
that take the backbreaking work out o'f garden- 
ing. Groomed lawns are a cinch with Mulching 
Mowers in all sizes. Or for bigger lawns, try a 
riding mower or garden tractor. We've got 'em 
all. Stop in nowl 
I 
I 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTO. 
4639 6roig Avenue 
Terraoe, B,O, 
Phone 635-6384" ' 
~ M C  Special 
Products 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 01249A 
I I 
18" Bolens 
Mu lch ing ,Mower"  
© 1978 FMC Corp. 
"Bolens Mulching Mower Is 
a trademark of FMC Corp, 
I 
'/ 
; ;'T 
J~  
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HOW TO MAKE A NEW ROOM from an old space: add sliding panels and an ambience.of flowers. Panels 
hung from a valance create new breakfast-family room at one end of kitchen. All-over flowers- WalI-Tex's 
"April Showers/May Flowers" -- unify walls and doors. Same scrubbable wallcovering accents kitchen. 
Hint for apartment dwellers: try the same trick to divide a galley.kitchen from the living room! 
THE AMERICAN KITCHEN TODAY: 
COLOR IT FRESH, NEW, NATURAL 
While most consumers 
• today tend to take the 
a~ailability of appliadees in 
• a variety of colors for 
granted - -  the wide-spread 
• application'of color in the 
, kitchen only dates back little 
more than 20 years. 
• At the tumofthecentury, 
: the only appliance found in 
! most American kitchens was 
;a black cast-iron stove. It 
had to be black to hide the 
:~soot, smoke and grime 
produced while burning 
'wood, coal or fuel oil. 
The introduction of the 
L¢lectrie range changed that. 
~Range pioneer George 
Hughes began early to dress 
up his products with bright 
nickel trim, and then white 
enameled oven doors. His 
sales literature pointed out 
to homemakers that "since 
an electric range has no soot, 
ashes or  flame, it can help 
make the kitchen a more 
pleasant roomi" 
In 1924, the tint all-white, 
fully enameled electric range 
was introduced, and within 
• a few years almost all ranges 
--  as well as other electric 
appliances - -  were produced 
in gleaming white. And that 
was the rule for the next 30 
years. 
Color literally exploded 
on the appliance scene in the 
fall of 1954 when General 
appliances and cabinets in 
"Mix-or-Match" colors: 
Cadet Blue, Turquoise 
Green, Petal Pink, Canary 
Yellow, Woodtone Brown 
and, of course, white. 
Some of the new colon 
did extremely.well in selected 
~ographic locations. Some 
started fast, peaked quickly, 
and then faded out. 
The first casualty was 
blue, and in the early 1960's 
Woodtone Brown gave way 
to the darker, edge-shaded 
Coppertone, which proved 
an instant success with 
builders. In' 1965 came the 
introduction of Avocado, a
medium-dark green with 
shaded edges. And Harvest 
Gold, a warm yellow with 
darker edge shading was 
' previewed in 1968• 
After the introduction of 
. Harvest, there was little 
activity on the color front 
save the introduction of 
Poppy, which has very 
limited appeal, and the 
resurgence of black as an 
appealing option to the 
lift:style and trend-conscious 
homemaker. 
But the color revolution !s
continuing. A .complete 
palette of clean, pure .~olid 
appliance colors called "The 
New Naturals" has been 
• inttedteed by GE in response 
to the changing needs of 
"The New Naturals" bring 
outdoor colors into the 
home, permit more freedom 
of expression, and are fully 
compatible with current 
appliance colors, so theywili 
fit as well in existing decors 
as in new|y designed kitchens. 
• A completely new appli- 
ance color for the American 
kitchen is Almond, a light 
beig e that is neutral enough 
to mix or match with most 
types of kitchen decor and 
existing appliance colon. It 
also complements today's 
trend to the use of natural 
materials in home decor- 
sting. 
There also are lustrous 
new versions of the estab- 
lished yellow, green, brown 
and white appliance colors, 
called respectively: Harvest 
Wheat, Fresh Avocado, 
Coffee and Snow. 
Rounding out ~The New 
Naturals" is Onyx, a high- 
gloss black that serves to 
highlight and act ada  
counterpoint to the extensive, 
woodsman trim on many 
deluxe GE appliances. 
From the bright and bold 
of the mid-1950's to the 
subdued, natural Earth 
tones of • the mid-1970s, 
eolox ~ in the American 
kitchen has come full-circle 
in just a generation. 
Look to Walls .for 
Sleight-of-Hand 
Remodeling Trick 
Houses are like people, 
with good points and bad--  
and both can take time to 
discover. But while we 
accept flaws in our friends 
and spouses, we don't l~ve 
to settle for them in our 
homesf 
• Fashioning a house closer 
to heart's desire can be a 
matter of busio;~modeling 
- -  adding anew wing, or re- 
shaping the space you have. 
But often it can be a matter 
of visual sleight-of-hand.. 
The trick: focus on the walls 
and use pattern and color to 
change space, change 
character; too. 
• According to Robert 
Cappel, design director o f  
Wall-Tex walico~rinipi, "A 
wa]leovering can do a lot 
more for• a room than just 
look" pretty. Depending on 
the size and coloring of the 
pattern, and the way it's 
used in the roe.m, it can 
make a space loot, larger or 
smaller, ample or cozy. I t  
can evenhelp carve two 
rooms out of one." 
A case in point is the 
breakfast room in our 
phgto. Simple sliding 
panels, hung from a valai~ee, 
divide a large, old-fashioned 
kitchen into two rooms. By 
covering doors and walls 
with Wall-Tex's bright and 
splashy floral - -  it's tidied 
"Apr i l  Showers /May  
Rowers" ~- the new room 
takes on a garden-fresh look 
that's, pretty enough .for. 
parties! 
You could try the same 
trick to divide the children's 
room - -  but use two 
different wallcoveringa .so 
each child truly has a room 
to call his/her own. 
Hinti get color-coordi. 
sated walltoverings-- like a 
plaid and a matching floral 
- -  so that the two spaces can 
work as one super room 
when the sliding Panels , are 
open.  
Sometimes, the wall- 
coverings alone can create a
pew space. Cover one wall at 
tl~¢ end of the living room 
wiih a special pattern, and 
immediately you set it apart 
as a special place - -  perhaps 
for dining, perhaps for study 
or games. For a dining area, 
you might choose a tiny 
geometric on.a shiny foil to 
reflect candleglow, spark 
conversation; for games, 
maybe a lively stripe or a 
novelty.. 
I f  you do remodel,  •
wallcoverings can'pi-ovide a 
big assist. First, there's 
nothing like pattern on the 
walls to unite two differenq~ 
areas - -  for example, where 
old and new parts of the 
house cot~e together .  
Second, a sturdy, wall- 
Electric introduced a line of today's consumers, 
MI I I I 
Check Building Regulations Before Starting Project 
who does his homework 
before going ahead with a 
.home improvement project, 
especially if structural work 
or a change in the living area 
is planned. 
To be safe instead of 
dotty, get a copy of the local 
building code from the 
building inspector. Checking 
the regulations before 
making major decisions on 
home remodeling can save 
time and effort. 
Andersen Corporation, a 
leading window manufac- 
turer, says remodeling can 
be a good investment if the 
improvement is one that is 
likely to interest future 
buyers. An updated Law.hen 
It's a wise homeowner o r  a second baih are 
examples, One that is highly 
persona l ,  ouch as a 
8reenhotme or mutm, may 
not be. However, if you're 
content with your home and 
not interested in selling it, 
you needn't be overly 
concerned about ~ return on 
'your investment. 
What ought to be 
'considered is energy 
conservation. Whether the 
modernization is designed 
to spruce up your.home for 
resale or to make it more 
convenient and comfortable 
for your family, the high 
cost of energy to heat and 
cool a home these days 
virtually demands products 
designed to keep operating 
costs within bounds• 
• Replacement windows 
are an exumple• Their initial 
cost 'shouldn't be the 
determining factor ih their 
selection. Many ordinary, 
ran.of-the.mill windows are 
inexpensive to  buy, but 
Costly to own. 
Quality windows are easy 
to operate, close snugly and 
help conserve energy by 
reducing heat loss through 
the glass areas. Signs of a 
well-built, well-designed 
window include factory. 
applied we.athentripping, 
sash and frame materials 
made of wood - -  a natunU 
insu la tor ' - -  or wood 
sheathed in low maintenance 
vinyl, and double-/~ane 
insulating lass. 
Andersen points out'that 
its Perma-Shield windows 
and gliding doors have 
factory-installed weather- 
stripping, which reduces air 
infiltration to well:belOw 
recogn'ized * standards. All 
Perma-Shield units have a 
sheath of rigid vinyl over 
preservative-treated wood 
core sash and frames. 
Double-pane insulating 
glass, also standard in these 
units, eliminates the bother 
of separate storm sash while 
providing a major part of 
the same protection against 
heat loss. It also reduces the 
effort and time "spent 
washing windows. 
0¢,0.00¢.¢;0o00¢,00000¢"~ 
co vedng is # great cover-up 
for old waUs. 
Putting up a wallcovefing 
need hold no terrors: it's 
easier than you think. You 
can get pointers from your 
local wallpaper store 'or 
home center; some of them 
even have a corner set aside 
where you can try it out for 
younelf, on the spotf 
HOT WATER 
BASEBOARD 
Better• homes in the cold 
• areas of'Our country have 
~ referred hot water base- card heat for more than 
thirty years, both for better 
comfort and economy. 
The  heating element is 
usually ~pper tubing, either 
W' or K" diameter, with 
aluminum fins on the out- 
side. The hot water from the 
boiler is circulated inside the 
tubing, and the fins quickly 
disperse the heat to  the 
room air without moving 
parts of fans. 
This heating element of 
tubing and fins is enclosed in 
.a strong steel cover, and 
mounted as baseboard atthe 
floor along the outside wall. 
Cool air is drawn in through 
the lower opening by natural 
convection, is heated by the 
~ns, and passes 'out through 
the upper opening to warm 
the room and its occupants. 
The baseboard heaters 
are quite, inconspicuous, 
measuring 8". or 9" high, 
and only a few inchesdeep• 
They.come in neutral colors 
or can be painted to match 
the wall.' and do not inter- 
fore with the placement o f  
furniture or drapes. 
Having no moving parts, 
there.is 0o expectation of 
wear or replacement prob- 
lems, and because of their 
strength and superior per- 
formance, they have become 
the favorite for manybeilders 
in cold areas of the nation.,. 
m '  ' " " "  " '  ' ' " '  
MAYrAG 
PILLOW FURNITURE now accommodates lifestyles of different age groups, thanks to new trams treatments. ~on. 
casual pillow seating is the latest rend. 
P ILLOW TALK pillow 'furniture has been 
particularly appealing to the 
Reflecting the trend to- young set. However, thanks 
to pedestal frames designed 
especially for such furni- 
ture, older people are now 
expected to take to pillows 
for casual decors, as well• 
Wicker or chrome frames 
"" ward more relaxed life- 
s~yles, pillow furfiiture is 
emerging qs an attractive 
possibility .for spring de, co. 
•rating. 
Because of its portability 
and comparative low cost, 
and scats, now available in a 
wide range of solids or 
prints such as florals, Egyp- 
tian motifs and .fantasy 
designs. 
This spring, pillow furni- 
ture will give everyode - -  
young and old alike - -  a 
add versatility and comfort chance to really get "down 
to the colorfu! pillow backs ' to earth." 
I 
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Their Here[ 
SPRING IS INSEOT 
SBSOH IN nRRAOE 
KEEP THEM OUTZ 
GLAOIER GLASS no., 
• I I U 
ass.m4 
61FT 
SHOP 
Specializing in Quality Handcrafted Items 
6ENSTOHE JEWELLER¥, OERUIIOS 
• "SOROOD" WOODORA  " MAI RMIE 
11 - 4619 Ouoonsway DaUI 4 - 8 p,m, 
i f :  , . r ;o  , r~ '  , . ,  . - . r f  • . . .o ,  ,*  . . . . .  : ,  f ,  
NEW, BIG TUB 
Big i)apaoity 
" "  4 
Dig Savings 
Big Value 
$70 LOesOs 
than any Previous 
Big Tub Haying 
# 
.Delicate, Permanent 
preu and regular 
fab¢lc cycles. 4 Water 
"~"~ . . . . .  "" ' level aefflngs. 3 Wataf 
..-".. tompm'ature aufltlngs. 
, Zinc tooted dol l  
cabinet with tough 
acrylic enamel f ln l~ .  
Giant ~Ize ~ra ln ln  
~enomef tub wlth 
~ .Power Fin AoItator . 
•" , Attractive Chrome 
'metal trlm 
i Maytag Dependability.the most important future of aft[ 
UNITED EDITION WASHER 
t 
Do.It-?ourselfer's Common Error: 
Have You Forgotten the Carpet? 
Don't put it off another protector, a treatment that 
season, just because all the provides a chemical barrier 
do.it.yourselfing has left on carpeting, so it is difficult 
you exhausted and muscle- for dirt to cling .to fibers. 
sore. Another benefit is that 
water and off-based spills 
don't spread out,. making 
them easy to blot up. 
Do-it.yourself care should 
include the weekly use of a~ 
upright vacuum cleaner or a 
rotating brush attachment. 
Vacuum heavily trafficked 
areas dally, .and remember 
to move furniture an inch or 
two from its.orig!.nal loca- 
tion as you clean. This will 
help avoid prolonged or cue- 
centratad crushing of the 
pile. Also, set the vacuum 
cleaner for a height that 
givei a slight resistance to 
pushing and pulling over the 
carpet. 
• Get down and care for the 
carpet, which is usually one 
of the major home fur- 
nishings investments in 
one's home, yet probably 
the most taken-for-granted. 
" Here are' the results of 
. avoiding carpet co~,~: 
• Soil and stains can dull 
• the appearance aswell as in- 
crease wear. 
• Dirt and sand, which 
have microscopic, glass-like 
cutting edges, can grind car- 
pet fibers down and out. 
• Grease and mud, in ad- 
dition to being ugly, can mat 
down fibers .and ruin their 
appearance . ' . 
Effective carpet care in- 
volves do-it-yourself clean- 
ing to handle the sudden 
spills and daily wear, and a 
professional carpet cleaner 
to get at the ground-in dirt 
and stubborn stains. '
• For professional care, 
consult a carpet cleaner of. 
faring a new maintenance, 
program which can be done 
in one's home. This service 
includes cleaning by extrac- 
tion, and an application of 
"Scotchgar d" brand carpet 
quarter water.with one to:. 
ipoon white viuepr, or use 
club soda. 
Nall polbh or rubber co. 
meat: Wipe up as much as 
possible. Then use regular 
nail polish remover, without 
lanolin, applying with an eye 
dsopper. Walt a few sec- 
ondl, then blotwith a cloth. 
Repeat until all material is 
removed. 
" Cigarette bwm: if burn 
area is small and damage is 
only at top of pile, snip off 
charred ends with manicure 
scissors, and then brush. 
• After you've handled each 
of these split problems, it's 
wise to follow up with these 
step~ remove excess clean- 
ing solution by blotting with 
a'spenge or cloth dampened 
Another important part in water, and repeating until 
of the do-it-yoursdf mutiue all residue is removed; dry 
is handHag spills. Read is -  • caqm by weighing down 
mediately to any type of so- with a half.inch white pad of 
eldest, and an a rule of absorbent tissues or cloth to 
thumb, blot with cold water ' absorb the moisture and 
and a mild detergent. Then brmb pile up after carpet is 
rinse with a sponge and. b lot  dry. 
d ry .  .,  
For special .problems, 
follow thea~ tips: 
Animal accldenu: Blot up 
• as much an pouible. Dilute 
the stain by cleaniag with a 
cloth dampened with plain 
water, Then clean with an 
aci-d n~ixuire"sttch as otis 
Caring for a carpet i sas  
-much a part of home im- 
proventent as adding sroom 
or painting an interior. This 
.'season, if you don't over- 
look what's underfoot, you 
can increase your carpeting 
invmtmmt by keeping it 
newer-looking longer. 1. 
There's More Tha'n 
One Way to Make Best Bet for Home Comfort: 
Space at Home The AH-Electric Heat Pump 
Your family is getting 
bigger, but your house' is 
getting smaller-- or at least 
it seems that way. Trigs is the 
dilemma facing many a 
homeowner who knows that 
"moving •up" to a larger 
home is now out of the 
question. 
Fortunately, there are 
several solutions to Over- 
populated house problems, 
say designers and contrac. 
t0rs. Here are some ex- 
A compact electric "box" 
that cools in summer and 
heats in winter offers homo. 
owners in many areas of the 
country the. best available 
solution to •all-weather 
comfort. 
Called the "heat pump," 
this hcat/cuel system relies 
solely on electricity to take 
the "place of a central air 
conditioner and forced-air 
furnace in new or cxistiag 
homes. 
aspics: yo~ u 
When can't spread More  and more homo. 
out, go~pl, A~kD~ ebteud~. ~.oWSegS concerned about 
~ over a hiah-ceilinaed living future mesas of hea.tsng 
room or ~r~oo~ pro- L'/{enr"~omas in the face of 
vide space for a mini den or  uncertain availability of oi l  
• bedroom, according to your and natural gas are taki~ a 
family's needs, hard look at the all.electric 
Many families have heatpump. .  
found a better use for gar-. 
ages that were previously 
used only for "storing 
"junk." Garages are now 
being turned into bed- 
rooms, •dens, recreation 
rooms and even kitchens. 
The cost of converting a gar- 
age into another room is less 
than adding an extra room 
onto a home and many 
:!Ta~iliea feel that the added 
~!/space is more important • 
'thanha~ing a place to put 
: the car. 
Don't overlook the attic, 
even if there does not seem 
io be.enough light or'floor 
space. Dormer window or 
skyllghtr can be added or. 
structural changes made, 
with, the help of an experi. 
enced contractor,. Attics are 
ideal, for yotmgsters' bad. 
room, sewing .rooms or 
offices, 
• Basements" can be con- 
vertedinto recreation rooms 
or workshops, and.much of 
the work ~an be done by a 
family experienced in do-it- 
yourself projects. 
Enclosing a porch is yet 
another way of adding space 
to a crowded house. Such 
spaco Call Mrvc as an CXU'fl 
bedroom, sewing room, or 
den, depending on the size of 
the porch. 
Adding a room to the 
, back of your home or on top 
is still another solution to 
.the shrinking-homo di, 
' femma. Such extensions will 
require professional exper- 
tise and therefore be more 
gosUy. 
Buket Storage 
There are many ways you 
can use baskets for storing 
odds and ends throughout 
'the house and what with the 
many decorative types of 
baskets available, .why not 
put them to work for you. 
in the kitchen, bakers 
can hold paper supplies uch 
n0 towels, napkins, foil and 
paper plates. You can.even 
nail bad(eta to the wall for 
storing odds and ends,' 
- In the bathroomi use 
colorful baskets for storing 
t6wcis o~ soaps afid~ oth~r 
supplies. . " .  ~ 
.can cost 30 to 60 percent less 
for heating than straight 
electric resistance heat. 
For example, one General 
E icctr i¢  res ident ia l  
Weathertron heat pump, 
operating when the out~ide 
temperature is 47 °, ca, 
deliver 18.7 kwh (62,000 
BTUH) of heat into the 
house while using only 6.7 
kwh of electricity. 
i What about initial cost? 
Generally speaking, cost of 
such a heat pump in new 
homes is a littlemore than 
:that for~ a, central •heating 
system plus a central cooling 
system, in existing homes, 
.cost will vary depending on 
the home cohstruction, ex- 
isting ducts, insulation, wit- 
The heat pump cools in 
summer - -  l i kes  central 
cooling system - -  by col- 
locking heat inside ~your 
home and transf~ring it 
outside. 
In winter, . i t  heats by 
reversing this process. 
It is the effidcncy of the  
heat pump that appeals to 
thrifty Americans: depend- 
ing on climate, geographic 
location and equ!pment, it 
ing, and the like. 
All-electric heat _ p.umps 
like the Weathcrtron heat 
pumps •have oth~r advan~" 
t.ag~.W_ !h~ e are no.p!lots to 
light, no smoke or flame to 
. "pollute the air, no fuel short-. 
-age requirements, and no~ 
.~mbustad fuel odors. Yotf 
simply select heat or cool at 
your heat pump thermostat 
and enjoy comfortable elec- 
tric. living, 1' 
I 
.~LECTING THE RIGHT WINDOWS can go a long way in a~stin8 energy con. 
servation. Besides adequate light and ventilation, quality.built wiridows have 
a sash and frame made of wood - a natural insulator - and factory-appliec 
weatherstripping and'double-pane insulating lass. ~. 
Right Windows Essential 
:For Energy Conservation 
Most American home. 
owners have the best inten- 
tions about energy conserva- 
tion. But, they don't always 
know how to effectively cut 
fuel use. 
For example: the3~ may 
install extra wall and ceiling 
insulation and lower the 
thermostat, yet overlook the 
need for proper, insulating 
windows. 
That's a serious oversight. 
As much as half the heat 
loss in an average home can 
tween. This cushion is a 
harder to heat ransmission, 
keeping warmth inside the 
house in winter and outside 
the house in summer. 
• Weathcrstripping insu- 
lates by preventing air in- 
filtration through cracks 
around the window. Tight 
stripping seals out drafts 
and stops warm air from 
escaping. 
A good insulating window 
also prevents condensation, 
be t~'aeed to uninsulatcd or which is caused by the 
pcorly-insulated windows. "collision" ofcold air with a 
Poor windows can also warm window. In a weather- 
cause heating and cooling stripped wood-window with 
equipment to overwork, ad- insulating g.lass, tom- 
s it  uncomfortable drafts, peratures are stabilized - -  
and encourage messy con- the inside of the window 
dcnsation. , stays warm, the outside 
Preventing these prob- cool. So, the "clash" condi- 
ictus issimply a matter of tioos that lead to condcnsa- 
using the right windows, tion do not occur. 
That is,windows whose sash, 
frame and pane will not 
readily transmit heat. Wood 
windows with insulating 
glass and factory-applied 
wnathcrstripping meet the 
rcquircmants. Here's why: 
• Wood - -  which is made 
up Of countless miniscule air 
pockets - - i s  a natural in- 
sulator. Thert:forc, wood 
sash and frame retard the 
"flow" of heat in cold 
weather from inside the 
house to the outdoors. 
• Insulating glass is ac- 
tually two panes of glass 
with a cushion,of air be- 
Every home, new or re- 
modeled, should have win. 
dows that help cut fuel bills. 
They are easy to find and 
available in all styles. Local 
lumber dealers and window. 
distributors carry wood win- 
dows in stock sizes. Styles 
include:~ traditional double- 
hangs, conveaientiy, oper- 
ated casements, large bows 
and bays, sliding windows', 
sliding glass patio doors,• 
and'awnings and hoppers - -  
which are often used in com- 
bination with fixed sash. All 
are pro-assembled units, 
ready to install. 1" 
'~Hls" and " l ies"  ' ,titioning your closet in half, 
Closet Space with appropriate space- 
• saving closet accessories on 
While it would be ideal if each side. 
you and your spouse could 
each have your own closet, A little organization, 
few homes allow space for some weeding:out of an- 
this luxury, used garments, and "his" 
One Way to get around the and "hers" sections should 
battle over closet space is to resolve the crowded.closet 
put up a divider; neatly par- syndrome, neatly. 
.WINDSHIELDS 
.TEMPERED 
PARTS 
• FLAT SAFETY 
. 
.. : . . . . .  
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Tape Can Be 
Handy Tool for 
Do-it-Yourselfer 
It's tape to the rescue for 
the many do-it-younelfers 
who think of tape as an all- 
purpose tool for home 
repairs. Many hoaYe handy- 
men - -  and handywomen-- 
have discovered tape tricks 
that give a new twist to old 
jobs, while making home 
repairs easier. 
One tool that's becoming 
as common as a hammer 
and screwdriver inthe home 
repair kit is Ductapc, that 
wide, gray utility tape that 
can d.o dozens of jobs  
around the house. Developed 
shortly after World War !I 
by At'no Adhesive Tapes, 
Inc., this pressure-sensitive 
tape has been used by. the 
miliiom of yards to seal 
heating and~ir conditioning 
ducts, and is now gaining 
widespread popularity as'a 
comumer item. 
"Ductape is the answer 
for the do-it-yourselfer's 
need for an all-aroun d, 
heavy-duty workshop and 
household tape," says Terry 
Mather, national sales 
manager fo~. Amos con- 
sumer division.' ;While 
many homeowners do use 
the tape for airtight sealing 
of ductwork and air con- 
ditioning connections, it 
also has an almost infinite 
number of uses around the 
house." 
Ever try to paint a 
wooden s~aircase around a 
carpet runner that leaves the, 
edge of the wood exposed? 
Ductape can help you keep 
the paint from seeping into 
the carpet. Simply tear offa 
tape stdp the length of the 
carpet eclge ~n each step and 
riser. Then apply the tape to 
the carpet so that half the 
tape width is on the carpet. 
A bottle opener i~akes a 
good tool to help you tuck 
'the edge of the tape beneath 
the carpet edge. Repeat this 
for each step, overlapping 
the ends of the tape as you 
go so that the carpet edge is 
covered in one condnuotm 
strip of tape: Then paint, 
and remove the tape as soon 
ss the paint is dry. 
makes an airt/ght, lister- 
proof Ical, it's alan perfect 
for sealing doors and 
windows; applying inmda. 
ties; patching hoses, tents 
and pools; sealing the 
bottom of carpetS. I f  your 
clothes-dryer vent pil~...b 
leaking, Ductape will seal 
the gaps. It will even make 
enmseocy repsin on uackad 
or broken ~ or mirrors. 
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,: lants & .Garden  Seot ion  
THE CARE AND FEEDING OF PLANTS gives rise t9 many questmns on the 
part of plant lovers. Answers to typical queries are in accompanying article. 
You can Grow 
Vegetables in 
Containers 
Want to grow a vegetable 
garden, but limited on gar- 
dening space.'? You might 
want to join the ranks of '  
many individuals who have 
formed the "plant-in con- 
tainer habit." Tubs, pots, 
• barrels, and window boxes 
are now popularly transfor- 
med into productive mini- 
farms. The results are both 
practical and economic and 
experts agree this provides a
most decorative way of 
planting. 
Any containers readily 
available can be put into ser- 
vice. Drainage • holes and 
sturdy construction are the 
only essentials. Wooden 
tubs, buckets, and boxes 
hold moisture well and are 
highly recommended. 
MOSt garden shops carry 
miniatdre and dwarf hybrid 
vegetable seedlings. For 
quick results, carrots, rad- 
ishes, spinach, and several 
types of lettuce can be sown 
directly in containers during 
any season. Very little care 
• is required, outside of thinn- 
ing seedlings after germina- 
tion to allow plants to 
mature properly. 
Many soil formulas are 
suitable, but one is par- 
ticularly favored by experts. 
This preferred soil is made 
up of garden or purchased 
loam, Peatmoss, leafmold, 
Here  are  Answers  to P lant  Quest ions :  
Houseplants have never 
been more popular! Window 
sill plants and other home 
plants are now 'considered 
important decorating fea- 
tures. He.re are expert an- 
swers to most-often-asked 
indoor garden!ng questions: 
How much water do my 
plants need? 
Experts feel this is deter- 
mined largely by a combina- 
tion of practice and ex- 
perience. As a guideline,.it is
important o remember, the 
speed with which moisture 
dries out in pot soil is depen- 
dent upon both the amount 
of soil and the size of the 
plant. 
I'm going on vacation 
soon; how can 1 assure my 
plants of adequate watering? 
Plaints can be kept 
watered in your absence by 
using "wicks." These are 
made of fiberglass, dangling 
in water and placed well into 
Flowering Plants Can Also 
Thrive Indoors, with Care 
p!etely dry. Plastic pots hold 
nioisture longer than clay 
containers and gardeners 
must adjust water levels 
accordingly. 
in the original tropical 
home of flowering house 
plants there are cooling 
showers during the day. It's 
easy to create the same 
humid •effect by misting 
plants daily, using a spray 
applicator. For those unable 
to take time to do this, a 
dish of water-covered peb- 
bles or electric humidifier 
provides a constant mois- 
turizing effect. 
Fertilize regularly with a 
potassium and phosphorous 
mixture designed for flower- 
ing houseplants. These 
minerals strengthen roots 
and stems, help plants resist 
infection, and increase their 
capacity to form buds. 
Guard aga!nst insects and 
diseases by spraying plants 
with insecticides. It is some- 
times necessary to wash al-' 
ready infested leaves with 
soap and water. Black spots 
and mold on plants indicate 
a fungus condition and too 
much humidity. This can be 
eliminated by using a 
fungicide. 
• In choosing, and caring 
for, your flowering house 
plants, don't hesitate to ask 
your local nursery for expert 
advice. 
What could be lovelier 
than lots of greenery in the 
home - -  except beautiful, 
flowering plants! With some 
know-how, a lot of care and 
a little luck, you can enjoy 
floral blooms indoors as 
well as out. You'll want to 
keep in mind these impor- 
tant tips for maintaining in- 
door flowering plants: 
Choose plants which pos- 
sess the necessary qualities 
to exist in an indoor en- 
vironment. Experts advise 
the purchase of young house 
plants which are well-rooted 
and shapely. Small plants, 
budded or not, generally 
perform, well in-house. 
You'll also want to choose 
foliage whose blooms last 
for many months. 
Be sure to 13rovide plenty 
of light. Unlike other plants, 
flowering blossoms need 
your brightest windows and 
indoor lighting to encourage 
• blooms to form. 
Keeping moderate tem- 
peratures i important! Very 
hot temperatures cause 
flowers to develop too fast 
and drop off prematurely. 
Generally, flowering plants 
do well in a climate of 65 to 
75 degrees during the day. 
Ideally, temperatures should 
drop 10 degrees at night. 
It's best to keep plants 
evenly moist but never com- 
the soil through the planter 
bottoms. Wicking material 
is carried in most floral 
shops. Many indoor gar- 
deners do all watering this 
way. 
Is it true plants hould be 
turned daily? 
To avoid lean greening, it
is best to give plants a quar- 
ter turn each day. Be sure to 
turn them clockwise to 
stimulate growth. 
I spen~t a great amount, of 
time away "from home. 
What plants and flowers 
need little care? 
There are several attrac- 
tive alternatives. Philoden- 
drons, jade plants, peper- 
onias,  a locas ia ,  and 
aglaonema require only a 
little light, a little love, and 
only an occasional sousing. 
Most of these plants need to 
be kept evenly moist but re- 
quire watering only once a 
week. 
Be on the Alert 
For Plants that 
Are Poisonous 
Each year, in our country 
alone, there are thousands 
of accidental, plant-caused 
poisonings. Some of .the 
most common and beautiful 
plants harbor the most oxic 
of elements. The problem is. 
a complex one, as a single 
plant may contain as many 
as six separate types of poi- 
sonous materials. 
Ironically, some of na- 
ture's loveliest blooms arc 
often the most deadly. To 
compound confusion, many 
popular edible plants have 
separate, deadly parts. 
A recent medical study. 
revealed an estimated 700 
species of  flowers and 
greenery are now classified 
as poisonous in whole or 
part. 
Here is a partial' list of 
toxic foliage found com- 
monly beyond most door- 
steps: azaleas, poinsettias, 
oak leaves, rhubarb,  
jasmine, daffodils, holly, 
and castor beans. 
Experts encourage both 
adults and children to be 
aware of these and other 
dangerous plants. All are 
cautioned to avoid eating 
unfamiliar foliage. In case 
.of ingestion, immediately 
contact a physician. If possi- 
bin, save any part of the con- 
sumed plant to aid iden- 
, tification .and diagnosis. 
My brightest window sill 
is above a heat source. Any 
suggestions? 
A little ingenuity can turn 
such windows into lush gar- 
dens. You might place a t~ay 
full of moist pebbles over 
• heat vents to create the 
healthy humidity plants 
love. Or, if you prefer, a 
plastic panel to deflect heat 
is easily balanced over hot 
air vents, 
What elements should ! 
look for when choosing a 
fertilizer? 
Three elements vital to all 
plant growth are potassium, 
phosphorous and nitrogen. 
All chemical and organic 
fertilizers contain these es- 
sentials. You might also 
want to purchase afertilizer 
containing the additional 
elements of iron,: molyb- 
denum~ and boron. 
Gardeners' Best Friends: - 
Our fine-feathered friends 
are friends indeed to gar- 
deners, thanks to their eat- 
ing habits. Birds get rid of 
many •pests in the garden. 
For instance, the robin eats 
slugs and snails; the rose- 
breasted grosbeak elimi- 
nates potato bugs, cdcum- 
ber beetles, leaf beetles, tent 
caterpillars, scale insects 
and cabbage butterflies; the 
oriole eats gypsy moth 
caterpillars, weevils, aphids, 
grasshoppers and borers. 
Birds are indeed garden- 
ers' best friends. 
Plant Nutrition 
Phosphorus i necessary 
for plant growth. Flowering 
and fruiting, crop matura- 
tion, root development and 
resistance to diseases are all 
affected by"this important 
element. 
Caring for Your Lawn ~,. 
Don't give your lawn frO: 
quent, light sprinklings, It's 
bet te r  to soak, lawns 
thordughly to a depth of 4 
ihches, every two weeks. 
organic matter, sand, per- 
IRe, and inert matter. This 
composition allows easy 
drainage and is highly effec- 
tive of itself and when com- 
bined with superphosphate, 
and mixed fertilizer. 
Food plants need six 
hours of sun daily and good 
air circulation. Sunny places 
on your porch, patio, roof, 
balcony, or terrace are ideal 
locations for miniature farm 
gardens, i f there is ample air 
circulation and at least six 
hours of sun, you can plant 
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"climbing" vegetables 
asaipst a doorpost, fence, or 
any tall support. 
Certain vegetables adapt 
ea~;ily to hanging baskets; 
small tomatoes and season- 
ing herbs do particularly 
well in such environments. 
Put Those P@rH 
Showers to Work! 
The next time it rains, 
don't just sit there . . .  put 
out all the buckets you've 
got to collect all that lovely 
rain water. It's the best pos- 
sible water for your house 
plants! tI 1t11111.11t111111.r11#1  
I ' ¢USTOMB T l FIR°rCEDAR I WINDOWS 
" ' - ' ' ' °  ° °°" '  I 
Northern Sash l lillworks Ltd, I 
I ~ 4418 LegIon Avenue . .+ t 
/ m. . .  Terrace, O,ll, , ,m.m+ I 
How do i choose the right 
plant container?. 
Although the roots of 
some plants need more air 
than others, it's wise to 
choose a pot with a bottom 
drainage, providing an entry 
for air in the lower soil 
areas. Excess water draining 
through the opening is easily 
under the planter. 
How Eo ! know if it is 
Time.to repot? 
Several signs point to the 
need for repotting. Compare 
the size of the plant to its pot 
size --  if it appears "top 
heavy," repotting is in or- 
der. While it is normal for a 
few small roots to grow 
caught by a saucer placed, through the drainage hole,. 
several large roots crowding 
through indicates more 
growing space is needed. 
Undersized new growth and 
wilting between i tervals are 
strong indications that 
repotting and new soil 'are 
needed. 
if you still have questions 
about your house plants, 
consult the experts at your 
local nursery. 
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Looking for ways to cut down on your f~el billsl? Star t  w i th  your roof. 
Let out professionals apply a special white coating that will insulate your  
roof a II year long and will keep your home 15 degr ,ees to 20 degrees cooler 
in the summer. We also have a complete line of wind.proof shingles for  
new roofs• Ask about our fuel-savi.g services today ! • , 
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GREENHOUSES allow gardeners to enjoy their hobby wound the cskm¢~r, 
am available in many types of models, 
/ 
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Sunny Suggestions tO Here's What to.Think f fo,med by hand a,o,nve,,, spent he,, *,.,er .oaths 
, O ed in cutting wood. With a 
Perk Up Indoor Gardens When Spnng's ,n the Air chain saW,most eff rtless.that part is al- 
e x .  As longer days and sunny liquid to one-hair gallon of try source. So for- those who have construction projects, t" 
.A t  the risk of offending Production of h hter skies herald the rites of warm water and softly ' 
' spring, plants - -  like people sponge off tops and bottoms hopeless romantics, pringis ' . "g , 
the time of year when the more convenient chain saws 
- -  come out of hibernation of leaves. 
to demand their rights from • n,,•t fi,,,v l~zf nlAntl minds of homeowners light- has coincided with rising in- 
~ indoor gardeners." Poking l i l~ ' , "~. ie~' l~ '~ wi'th"~ ly turn to thoughts of their terest in the tools among 
f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  gardens and patios, dn°n'pr°fessi°nai users. As 
out o potsor,clzml~jng.mn~, soft.bristled paintbrush . . . . .  emand has increased, some 
~'~.,~c. nousepJan, ueserve a . . throughout !he. country, manufacturers have been 
new lease on life and .arow" s Pinch off leaves that nomcowners Wll! De plant- ~hle to n ;d~ Inw_r~ ~ " 
" . . . , . . . !  . . . . . . .  . I  . - .  - . . . . .  r roy  . . . .  " -  Latham th after a dormant winter, have turned brown, all these ,,~, ,~ , . , .~f f .~ . .u  ~u~,- gusted retail prices because 
• ' can steal precious nutrients 
T6 take advantage of the that should be directed to o,.,~,,,~,,,,u~u,.~,uj~,~  of volume cost savings. 
oo, o, ,o ,o+ ,oo . .m t CarpentrY. flourishing season, A.meri- healthy, growing port ions. ,  months. They'll be prepar- A lightweight chain saw is ca s master garoener jerry + 
Baker reminds budding a Give new shoots room to ing an arsenal of power tools the ideal tool to use for 
green thumbs to follow the nrow bv ~entlv lcozenimz that may include tillers, quick cleanup of winter 
- ----. ~ x ~ ..~-. f -  era. ,  . . . . . . . .  mowers, weed trimmers and storm damage to trees or ~ FREE ESTIMATES 
~HOUMES prde   y around  ~ basics of pruning, pmching, topsoil with a trowel or table chain saws. fences. And it will quickly. ~ ' ~ J , ,~'N _ " 
 il l  i   t s f ls, " watering, feeding and light- fork, Tightly packed soil , _ . .  o -  whisk away unwamed brush  ' ~ 1 ~ , , , ~  
Greenhouse Gardening: +"g :o.ptoou  a mOmlOm- that ached all protection ..~n.a.,n saws. wla.ny may or other growth. , ]I ~ A ~ - -  - -  " - -  ~l lO' g o 0 ~  
ing Inflect garnen, against winter's cold tom- .+,~ w. . . . .  ,utah, • ,uu, Try It, You ' l l  L ike  I l l  Proper nourishment, be- p eratures needs new 'mists would be doing among fa- Wood from damaged or ~ , ,m-.~- dditi°nl 
gins with a daily diet of sun- Ior oxygen aria ;pr |ng l  miliar, g?rdening imple- removed trees cut during the Oement /Work  
be formed from a 'newly- ligM, the ~atural plant food. warm air, aunts., An, o, .nomeowners spring will have time to 
Today, more and more created, four-wailed strut- To be sure plants receive e Reoot nlants that are WaG alreaoy nave.,.expert- season properly,by.the time ~ Perehe I -,.Siding 
enthusiasts are tare. These models provide optimum exposure to the . -  ~ encecl the versatmty ot homeowners areback inside 
slightly more space than sun's rays, Baker recom- around the 'fireplace next ~ ~ |  Lo Gabin Building 
is of brick or stone, masonry 
work is necessary. A heater, 
vent i lator ,  and p lant  
benches add increased value 
to ground-level green-" 
houses. 
Heating is the largest ~ 
greenhouse operating cost. 
Those attached to a heated 
building save 20% fuel rest 
over freestanding models. 
General savings in heating 
bills is accomplished by 
stretching a layer of plastic 
over the entire greenhouse 
interior, omitting only ven- 
tilator openings. 
Additional fuel costs car 
be minimized by choosing 
plants requiring low mini- 
mum nighttime temper- 
thinking of other things, 
now is the time to consider 
those outdoor repair and 
greenhouse, home gardeners 
should keep in mind thetype 
and size of the desired 
foliage and required upkeep. 
City dwellers, and others 
with limited space, might 
consider• a small, inexpen- 
sive window greenhouse. 
These are installed inside or 
outside a window frame and 
hang over the. Window like 
an air conditioner. 
Those desiring more 
space may prefer a larger, 
tri-walled greenhouse. Three 
walls are connected to an ex- 
isting structure, usually the 
rear of a home or a garage. 
This model affords gar- 
dener] considerable savings 
owing to the existing pre- 
-gardening growing out of the i r  pow.er chain  saws will 
adding greenhouses to their "shoes." To remove plant, answer that a gas-powered fall. 
"growing~d0mains," belier- their tri.part descendants, mends that' indoor horticul- turn the pot over and gently wood cutter is one of the Backyard craftsmen can 
ing they provide a stable and foliage housed in them tar/sis pot window washing tap the bottom, Carefully best garden aids available, use their saws for such jobs N0 JOB TO0 SMALL OR TOO BIG II climate for plants by main- grows straighter and faster at the top of the spring pull on the base o f t  he  plant 
raining a control lable due to increased light, . cleaning list. In fact, build- and catch loose soil on news- Chainsaws have, in fact, as building patio covers or . j~ .  /./~ _..~_~, 
up of dirt and grime over the papers ~pread overt~he work become so popular among rustic furniture. Planter ~.~ 
amount of light; providing Greenhouses arrive in long, cold winter can leave a area. . homeowners that about boxes are a snap when form- 
ature,Pr°perandhUmiditY'limiting exposuretemper" pa ts OrMany modelsaSSembledare d sign dSecti°ns" f'dm on windows that inter- eSavo old pots for new sixty per cent of the saws an- . ed of surplus railroad ties • 
todisease and insects. For for do.it-yourself installs- feres with the sun's rays, plants, but first scrub away nually produced in this cut to measure. Most of the a f te r  ~ 
causing leaves return yellow salt. deposits left by tap  country are sold for home time and labor involved in many, the convenieRce a t/on, but ambitious gut- 
greenhouse affords is equal deners may want to build or brown, water additives. Ban Am/ .use, according to an indus- jobs like these when per- _ ~ - 
to"'the relaxation of putter- from scratch using scrap To prevent plant starva- polishing cle .a0ser features a 
ing with plants and the far- wood, glasst and plaslic. All t/on and let the sun shine in, gentle abrasive to help scrub 
ruing of a home-grown installations require dee-Baker  recommends Ben and shine all kinds of pots. Doors 0abinets Counters 
harvest, trical, plumbing, and heat- Am/cleaning cake, Amefi-. from clay to ceramic. , m m m, 
in choosing the size of a ing  work. If the foundation ca's good friend since 1886, •BdnB the morning dew.  
' that continues to clexn to- indoors by mistingplants Custom Built Miliwork 
with a spray container. 
• Periodically turn plants 
to face sunlight so thnt each 
leaf gets its share of light. Res ident ia l  or Commerc ia l  
Switch plants to different 1o- ' i i  
cations for a changs'of pace IMV , 
and to Vary fight exposure. u Jr 
eShapeupplantswitha. Northern Sash & M/I/works Ltd little pruning. Make cuts. 
with sharp shears just above 
aleaforbrnnch that ban a 6 3 5  5 6 5 7  
bud pointed in the direction 44|8  Legion Avenue, Terrace 
you want foliage to grow. 1'. 
structure and omission of stares of approximately 50 
~ ne wall. .Aeg?ees.-.P.lants ,.requiting Freestanding green ,y ' r~, '~ .~ i~t '{ l .d~'~o ld~ ~, 
oases, which are separat~ ~]H~.~h6af  "the gresn- 
house heater and heating ,from other buildings, are the 
• most expensive as they must 
Gardener's Worst 
Enemies List: 
Be on the alert for I~arden 
pests that can damage your 
plants. 
Curled leaves and sticky 
,deposit indicaie the pres- 
ence of aphids, or plant lice. 
Chewed leaves, bored 
flowers and buds indicate 
caterpillars or climbing cut- 
worms. < 
Chewed leaves and 
flowers signal grasshop- 
pers, rose chafers or 
Japanese ~ beetles, -while 
blanched leaves and white 
specks indicate lace bugs. 
Mott led,  discolored 
cables. 
• leaves and black dots indi- 
cate leafhoppers. Stunted 
plants and sticky deposit in- 
dicate mealy bugs. 
Fine webs under leaves, 
with mottled and discolored 
leaves and flowers, or twist- 
cd stems and stunting indi- 
cate spider mites. 
Brown edges on flower 
petals and sa l t -and-  
peppered foliage indicate 
thrips; encrusted, scales on 
stems or loss of color indi- 
cate scales. 
Identify the invader -  
and attack with the proper 
pesticide! Your nursery can 
help you combat garden 
pests. 
I 
| : . '  
r , , , I  
day's windows without 
scratching or streaking. 
As the s{m streams in to 
nourish greens from sesd- 
lings to trees, Baker offers 
these surest/ORS tO spruce 
up indoor gardens. 
• Treat plants to a luxuri- 
ous bath to wash away dust 
build-up that can clog pores 
and block the direct nour~ 
ishnient of sunlight. Make a 
solution of one tablespoon 
biodegradable dishwashing 
Tree Conditioning 
Did you know that trees 
can help control the climate 
around your home and 
yard? 
Trees act as natural "air 
conditioners," providing 
protection from the hot 
glare of thesun and can nven 
help you save on energy, 
For .example, deciduous 
trees shading 'the west wall 
- and roof of your home, can 
reduce heat within by as 
much as 40 degrees. 
Trees also function as 
windbreakers, to cut down 
cold effects of winds. 
There are many ways you 
can use trees to control your 
immediate cl imate..,  your 
nursery.can give you sug- 
.gestions on landscaping.that 
ts as practical as it is deco- 
rative. 
I 
Gtrdadq Him: 
Wind plastic tape around 
the handles of your garden- 
ing tools to prevent splin- 
ters. 
Y 
I 
TOP SPITING CI.FJNING USTS With window ashing to let the sun shine in anc~ live indoor plants plenty oi light, the' 
natural food ACcordine to America's master Rarderter Baker, winter dirt and idme that accumulates on windows 
...recemmendsBonAmicleaflingcake, Amertca'saooo ~ 886t tc  y • 
' out scratching or streaking. ~ • : 
l b  
SHAKE ' ' ° ' " "  " GUARANTEED 
mE RK ,,o.,.ow. u+c + ,. ,+E +U, OLD CHAIN SAW, REGARDLESS OF CON. 
" DITION, IS WORTH $100.00 OFF THE 
PRICE OF A NEW F-100 OR. P-85   V THA PARTNER CHAIN SAW. 
BONUS ACCESSORY 
PARTNER 
CHAIN 
SAW 
PACK WORTH $54. 
WITH ANY PARTNER CHAIN SAW PUR- 
CHASE YOU'LL RECEIVE: 
• A REPLACEMENT CHAIN • GAS •CAN 
• TWO (2) WEDGES • TWELVE (12) FILES 
A $54.05 VALUE, AT NO EXTRA COST 
FOR SAFETY, CONVENIENCE AND RELI- 
ABILITY IN A PROFESSIONAL CHAIN 
SAW, TRADE UP TO A PARTNER. 
t .  • . ,  - . . .  
/ 
R421 
F51 
F61 
R517 ~ . . ~  
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A LITTLE LESS 
POWER,,WITH PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE. 
CHOOSE FROM THE ABOVE PARTNER MODELS. 
YOU'LL STILL RECEIVE THE BONUS ACCESSORY 
PACK AS WELL AS A GENEROUS TRADE-IN. 
s.'g'&! 
M! V 
w% 
/ 
. . J  
PIIRTNER 
I 
YOUR DEALER 
Omineoa Building gupi~l!es 
4818 Highway 16 W 
Terrace 
635.6381 
~L 
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F .AROWARE $T0~£$ 
JF g l i  I mf  d i l  i m 
Spring Clean 
s15oo 
9 a,m, -.S p,m, 
5 p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(Cleaner Optional) 
$ O0 
Oweekends  
Saturday 5:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 9 a.m. 
(Share it with Your Friends: 
ks 
So . . ,  u0oan Up insnne 
& Out 
),s 
• ,e ' .e  
ORE GRASS 
24,,- DELUXE BARBEQUE 
an 
32" 
i)GE 18" 
71~ '' SAW 
*490 '
M 
3 
fl 
¥ 
!113  °o 
/ 
e 
SINGLE Bb 
s73 
Come to  us  fo r  a l l  
YOUR GARDENING " 
TOOLS!~ 
GORDON & ANDERSON LTD, 
4604 Lazelle ' 636-6376, 
STORE HOURS ~ , 
Tun, to Sat,9 a, m, to 6:30 p,m, 
Friday 9 a,m, to 9 p,m, ~ ' 
OLOSEO MONDAY, 
